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Media Scene in India

UNIT

1
NOTES

MEDIA SCENE IN INDIA
Structure

1.0 Learning Objectives 

1.1 Introduction

1.2 Private and Public Sector of Media

1.3 ‘ Traditional Media and Their Use in Mass Communication

1.4 Foreign Media in India

1.5 Summary

1.6 Review Questions

1.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, you should be able to:
• Describe media scene in India
• Discuss the different forms of traditional media
• State the significance of foreign media in India

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Media management is a general job title that describes people who manage talent 
for media professionals like those who work in photo, sound, and video. It is a 
form of entertainment management, a field that manages talent in show business. 
Professionals in the media management field work with many types of media- 
related talent, including actors, artists, writers, and musicians. Media management 
in business differs from media management in computers because the computer term 
refers to activities that involve processing computer media files like music, video, 
and picture files.
Managers of this type are common in entertainment and print media because they 
facilitate contact between those seeking talent and those providing media talent. The 
media management field can include many types of management, including managing
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the finances of a popular band or controlling the royalties in the estate of a deceased 
movie star. A media manager might also work as an agent for a writer of books or 
magazines, contacting publishers who might want to buy clients’ writing work.
Media managers usually have a number of copyright and trademark laws that guide 
and restrict the way they conduct business within their media field. In most places, 
the laws that govern music copyrights differ from laws that control copyrights of 
motion pictures and photographs, so some media managers specialize in only one 
type of media. A media professional can benefit from the use of a manager because 
it allows the talent to focus on media work instead of promoting the work. Because 
managers specialize in promoting talent to industry professionals, they often have 
better and more reliable industry contacts that facilitate promotion and management 
of the media professional’s work.
A large part of the job of a media management professional is to promote and 
control the media image of managed talent. Job titles for media managers include 
broadcast media managers, Internet media managers and public relations managers. 
Professionals in this field may also handle negotiating contracts and collecting 
payments, including royalties. In many regions, governments require a talent 
management professional to have a license in order to negotiate or sign contracts 
on behalf of a media professional. Management professionals can suffer invalid or 
negated contracts or prosecution if they do not operate within local laws.

Media Management

NOTES

1.2 PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR OF MEDIA

Media of India consist of several types of Indian communications media: television, 
radio, cinema, newspapers, magazines, and Internet-based websites. Many of the 
media are controlled by large, for-profit corporations which reap revenue from 
advertising, subscriptions, and sale of copyrighted material. India also has a strong 
music and film industry. India has more than 70,000 newspapers and over 690 satellite 
channels (more than 80 are news channels) and is the biggest newspaper market in 
the world over 100 million copies sold each day.
The first Indian media were established in the late 18th century with print media 
started in 1780. Auguste and Louis Lumiere moving pictures were screened in 
Bombay during July 1895; and radio broadcasting began in 1927. Indian media— 
private media in particular—have been “free and independent” throughout most of 
their history. The period of emergency (1975-1977), declared by Prime Minister 
Indira Gandhi, was the brief period when India’s media were faced with potential 
government retribution.
The French NGO Reporters Without Borders compiles and publishes an annual 
ranking of countries based upon the organization’s assessment of its Press Freedom 
Index. In 2011-12, India was ranked 131st out of 179 countries, which was a setback 
from the preceding year.
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Media Scene in IndiaThe decade since 2001 has been of economic and political turbulence in India 
Consistent commitment to economic reforms has triggered this process. During this 
period India has also witnessed an unprecedented growth of mass media, particularly 
the electronic media and structural, changes of for reaching consequences. Mass 
media in India proliferated in leaps and bounds since 2003 in turns of size. There 
has been a proliferation of news bulletins on various television channels in the last 
couple of years. The big daily newspapers have further increased their circulation and 
readership. Radio and cinema got revived in the last couple of years. The turnover 
of media sector is more than ^ 400 billon and growing at around 18% per year. And, 
as a result, media is identified as among the top five priority sectors for investment. 
“Press freedom” is not only uniquely provided in the constitution of the country, 
but also respected as in any other prominent democratic and developed country. In 
fact, there are fewer specific restrictions or regulations in India restraining media 
freedom then perhaps in USA, for example Indian mass media now is not dominated 
by Government, including the electronic media, as in the earlier decades. In fact, it 
is private operators, new and old ones, who are making a difference. The share of 
State owned All India Radio and Doordarshan TV would at the most be one-third of 
broadcast scene. Globalization process has charged the very course of mass media 
in India, but moved it closer to “entertainment sector” and, in that process, diversity 
and pluralism, two basic characteristics of India, is likely to be eroded.
The traditional print media, but also the television media, are largely family-owned 
and often partake in self-censorship, primarily due to political ties by the owner and 
the establishment. However, the new media are generally more professional and 
corporate-owned, though these, too, have been acquired or affiliated with established 
figures. At the same time, the Indian media, viewed as “feisty,” have also not reported 
on issues of the media itself.

NOTES

i

Table 1.1: List of Key Media Companies in India
Founded HeadquarterMedia TypeS.No. in

Ananda Bazar 
Patrika (ABP) 
Group

Large media 
group

Kolkata, India19221

Mumbai,
Maharashtra, India

Motion pictures 
group 1977Eros International2

Movie production 
and distribution Mumbai, India2008Fox Star Studios3

5company
Indian Express 
Limited

New Delhi, India1932Private4

New Delhi 
Television Limited

New Delhi, India1988Public Company5
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Media Management Mumbai, IndiaPublic 1996Rediff.com6
Mumbai,
Maharashtra, India

'ZEE Entertainment 
-Enterprises Ltd. 1992Public7

Hyderabad, Andhra 
Pradesh, India

Aditya Music India 
Private Limited

NOTES Late 90’sPublic8

Asianet
Communications 
Limited.

Cable television 
network India19919

Mumbai,
Maharashtra, India

Cinevistaas
Limited Public 199310

New Delhi, IndiaCoolAvenues.com Private ‘ 200011
Public Limited 
Company

Madhya Pradesh, 
IndiaD B Corp Ltd.12

Creative Eye 
Limited Public 1986 Mumbai, India13

Publishing
organizationThe Hindu Group Chennai14 1878

Media and 
publishing 
company

Explocity Pvt. Ltd.15 1999 Bangalore, India

The NDTV 
Imagine Film 
Company

Film Company16 1999 India

Madison 
Communications 
Pvt. Ltd.

Communication
group17 1988 Mumbai, India

Living
Media (India Today 
Group)

Privately held 
company 1975"'18 New Delhi, India

India news and 
entertainmentIndia Everyday19 12006 India/

20 STAR India Subsidiary 1991 Mumbai, India
/Saregama India 

Limited21 Public 1946 West Bengal, India
j

Reliance
MediaWorks22 Public 1975 Mumbai, India

Indian him 
production 
company

€'
Percept Picture 
Company23 India2002

Pritish Nandy 
Communications

Media and 
entertainment24 1993 Mumbai, India
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Media Scene in India25 Ramoji Group Conglomerate Hyderabad, India
26 HT Media Limited Public 1924 Delhi, India

Global News 
Network27 Private 1991 Delhi, India

NOTES
Private Limited 
Media companyDaijiworld Media28 2001 Mangalore, India

India’s leading 
media and 
communications

Jagran Prakashan 
Ltd.

Kanpur, Uttar 
Pradesh, India29 1942

group
Source: http://www.jagranjosh.com

Print
The first major newspaper in India—The Bengal Gazette—was started in 1780 under 
the British Raj by James Augustus Hickey. Other newspapers such as The India 
Gazette, The Calcutta Gazette, The Madras Courier (1785), The Bombay Herald 
(1789), etc. soon followed. These newspapers carried news of the areas under the 
British rule. The Bombay Samachar, founded in 1822 and printed in Gujarati is the 
oldest newspaper in Asia still in print. On May 30,1826 Udant Martand (The Rising 
Sun), the first Hindi-language newspaper published in India, started from Calcutta 
(now Kolkata), published every Tuesday by Pt. Jugal Kishore Shukla.
The Times of India was founded in 1838 as The Bombay Times and Journal of 

Commerce by Bennett, Coleman and Company, a colonial enterprise now owned by 
an Indian conglomerate. The Times Group publishes The Economic Times (launched 
in 1961), Navbharat Times (Hindi language), and the Maharashtra Times (Marathi 
language).
In the 1950s 214 daily newspapers were published in the country. Out of these, 44 
were English language dailies while the rest were published in various regional and 
national languages. This number rose to 2,856 dailies in 1990 with 209 English 
dailies. The total number of newspapers published in the country reached 35,595 
newspapers by 1993 (3,805 dailies).
The main regional newspapers of India include the Malayalam language Malayala 
Manorama (published from: Kerala, daily circulation: 673,000), the Hindi-language 
Dainik Jagran (published from: Uttar Pradesh, daily circulation in 2006: 580,000), 
and the Anandabazar Patrika (published from: Kolkata, daily circulation in 2013 
(ABC Jan - Jun 2013): 11,93,000). The Times of India Group, the Indian Express 
Group, the Hindustan Times Group, the Hindu Group and the Anandabazar Patrika 
Group are the main print media houses of the country. The Anandabazar Patrika 
group runs the oldest surviving Hindi newspaper in India.
Newspaper sale in the country increased by 11.22% in 2007. By 2007, 62 of the 
world’s best selling newspaper dailies were published in China, Japan, and India.

Self-Instructional Material 5
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India consumed 99 million newspaper copies as of 2007—making it the second 
largest market in the world for newspapers.

Media Management

Dailies in India by readership

1. Dairiik Jagran (Hindi)
2. Dainik Bhaskar (Hindi)
3. Prajavani (Kannada)
4. Vijaya Kaniataka (Kannada)
5. Kannada Prabha (Kannada)
6. Malayala Manorama (Malayalam)
7. Amar Ujala (Hindi)
8. The Times Of India (English)
9. Dina Thanthi (Tamil)

10. Lokmat (Marathi) -
11. Rajasthan Patrika (Hindi)
12. MathrubhumT(Ma]ayalam)
13. Kerala Kaumudi (Malayalam)

NOTES

Magazines in India by readership

14. Vanitha (Malayalam)
15. Pratiyogita Darpan (Hindi)
16. Samanya Cyan Darpan (Hindi)
17. India Today (English)
18. Saras Salil (Hindi)
19. Sakshi (Telugu)
20. Fire (Malayalam)
21. Suthesamithran(Tamil)
Ref: Indian Readership Survey

\

Broadcasting

Radio broadcasting was initiated in 1927 but became state responsibility only in 
1930. In 1937, it was given the name All India Radio and since 1957 it has been 
called Akashvani. Limited duration of television programming began in 1959, 
and complete broadcasting followed in 1965. The Ministry of Information and 
Broadcasting owned and maintained the audio-visual apparatus—including the 
television channel Doordarshan—in the country prior to the economic reforms of 
1991. The Government of India played a significant role in usin^the audio-visual
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Media Scene in Indiamedia for increasing mass education in India’s rural swathes. Projected television 
screens provided engaging education in India’s villages by the 1990s. In 1997, 
an autonomous body was established in the name of Prasar Bharti to take care of 
the public service broadcasting under the Prasar Bharti Act. All India Radio and 
Doordarshan, which earlier were working as media units under the Ministry of I&B 
became constituents of the body.
Following the economic reforms satellite television channels from around the 
world—including BBC, CNN, CNBC, and other foreign television channels gained 
a foothold in the country. 47 million household with television sets emerged in 1993, 
which was also the year when Rupert Murdoch entered the Indian market. Satellite 
and cable television soon gained a foothold. Doordarshan, in turn, initiated reforms 
and modernization. With 1,400 television stations as of2009, the country ranks 4th 
in the list of countries by number of television broadcast stations.
On 16 November 2006, the Government of India released the community radio 
policy which allowed agricultural centres, educational institutions and civil society 
organizations to apply for community based FM broadcasting licence. Community 
Radio is allowed 100 Watt Effective Radiated Power (ERP) with a maximum tower 
height of 30 metres. The licence is valid for five years and one organization can only 
get one licence, which is non-transferable and to be used for community development 
purposes.

NOTES

Communications

The Indian Government acquired ES EVM computers from the Soviet Union, 
which were used in large companies and research laboratories. Tata Consultancy 
Services - established in 1968 by the Tata Group - were the country’s largest 
software producers during the 1960s. The ‘microchip revolution’ of the 1980s had 
convinced both Indira Gandhi and her successor Rajiv Gandhi that electronics and 
telecommunications were vital to India’s growth and development. MTNL underwent 
technological improvements. Between 1986-1987, the Indian government embarked 
upon the creation of three wide-area computer networking schemes: INDONET 
(intended to serve the IBM mainframes in India), NICNET (network for the National 
Informatics Centre), and the academic research oriented Education and Research 
Network (ERNET).
The Indian economy underwent economic reforms in 1991, leading to a new era 
of globalization and international economic integration. Economic growth of over 
6% annually was seen between 1993-2002. The economic reforms were driven in 
part by significant the internet usage in India. The new administration under Atal 
Bihari Vajpayee—which placed the development of Information Technology among 
its top five priorities— formed the Indian National Task Force on Information 
Technology and Software Development. Internet gained a foothold in India by 
1998. India had a total of 100 million Internet users—comprising 8.5% of the 
country’s population—by 2010. By 2010,13 million people in India also had access
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to broadband Internet— making it the 10th largest country in the world in terms of 
broadband Internet users.
India had a total of 34 million fixed lines in use by 2011. In the fixed line arena, BSNL 
and MTNL are the incumbents in their respective areas of operation and continue 
to enjoy the dominant service provider status in the domain of fixed line services. 
BSNL controls 79% of fixed line share in the country.
In the mobile telephony sector, Bharti Airtel controls 24.3% subscriber base followed 
by Reliance Communications with 18.9%, Vodafone with 18.8%, BSNL with 12.7% 
subscriber base as of June-2009. India had a total of 880 million mobile phone 
connexions by 2011. Total fixed-line and wireless subscribers reached 688 million 
as of August 2010.

Media Management

NOTES

Motion Pictures

The history of film in India begins with the screening of Auguste and Louis Lumiere 
moving pictures in Bombay during the July 1895. Raja Harishchandra—a full length 
feature film—was initiated in 1912 and completed later. Alam Ara (released 14 March 
1931) —directed by Ardeshir Irani—was the first Indian movie with dialogues. 
Indian films were soon being followed throughout Southeast Asia and the Middle 
East—where modest dressing and subdued sexuality of these films was found to 
be acceptable to the sensibilities of the audience belonging to the various Islamic 
countries of the region. As cinema as a medium gained popularity in the country as 
many as 1,000 films in various languages of India were produced annually. Hollywood 
also gained a foothold in India with special effects films such as Jurassic Park (1993) 
and Speed (1994) being specially appreciated by the local audiences. Expatriates 
throughout the United Kingdom and in the United States continued to give rise to 
international audiences to Indian movies, which, according to The Encyclopedia 
Britannica (2008) entry on Bollywood, “continued to be formulaic story lines, 
expertly choreographed fight scenes, spectacular song-and-dance routines, emotion- 
charged melodrama, and larger-than-life heroes”. Present day India produces the most 
films of any country in the world. Major media investors in country are Yash Raj 
Films, Dharma Productions, Aamir Khan Productions, UTV Disney, and Reliance 
Entertainment. Most of these productions are funded by investors since there is 
limited banking and credit facilities maturity in India for motion picture industry. 
Many international corporations, such as Disney (UTV), Viacom (Network 18 Studio), 
and Fuse Global (AKP) have entered the nation’s media industry on a large scale.

Media Industry in India

India’s media and entertainment.(M&E) industry registered an overall growth of 
12.6%, from t 728 billion (US$ 11.74 billion) in 2011 to ? 821 billion (US$ 13.24 
billion) in 2012, according to a joint report by the Federation of Indian Chambers 
of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) and KPMG.
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Media Scene in IndiaIndia has a population of over 1.2 billion. The sheer numbers give the M&E industry 
in the country a tremendous opportunity for growth. Some time back, the thought of 
reaching and engaging with such a vast and diverse population seemed improbable. 
However, today, the industry is armed with digital technologies, state-of-the-art 
mobile devices, penetration of broadband and digital cinema, and a government that 
fully backs the sector.
Increasing digitization along with higher internet usage has galvanised the sector 
over the last decade. The Internet has almost become the top media for entertainment 
for most of the people. Some recent statistics and developments related to the sector 
are discussed in the following segments.

NOTES

Market Dynamics

The Indian print industry is the second largest in the world and is continuing to grow 
at a good rate. The segment has enjoyed a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 
1% in recent years. There are over 82,000 newspapers in India with a daily circulation 
of over 100 million copies.
The industry is projected to grow at 11.8% in 2013 to reach? 917 billion (US $ 14.79 
billion). The sector is also expected to achieve a CAGR of 15.2% to touch ? 1661 
billion (US$ 26.79 billion) by 2017.
Total advertising expenditure across media was ? 327.4 billion (US$ 5.28 billion) 
in 2012, contributing to 40% of M&E sector revenues.

Advertising, Online and Mobile Entertainment

Times Internet (TIL), has signed a partnership with Ziff Davis Inc., an American 
publisher and Internet company that attracts'' ! 20 million in-market buyers monthly. 
As part of the partnership, Times Internet will have exclusive rights to the IGN and 
AskMen brands - the premium gaming and men’s lifestyle sites respectively- and 
their content in the country. This partnership will further enhance TIL’s growth 
as a digital community for Indian consumers who are avid followers of games, 
entertainment and lifestyle.
The Indian M&E industry is expected to grow 11.8% to touch ? 9 i ,700 crore (USS 
14.78 billion) in 2013, according to an industry report. Even though traditional media 
such as television and print are still the preferred medium, other segments such as 
animation, visual effects, films and music are slowly establishing themselves in the 
market.
Television and newspapers remain the people’s preferred choice for entertainment, 
accounting for over four-fifths of the advertising revenue. However, the online media 
is gaining ground. Expenditure on digital media, which was about 1% of the total 
advertising spends in 2005 touched 7% in 2012.

Investments

Indian consumers can now avail International news channel France 24 as-a free-to-air 
channel on Doordarshan’s DTH platform, DD Direct + and Dish TV, after signing
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new distribution agreements in the country. The company revealed that the deal ^ 
will enable it to reach nearly 38 million TV households, from the earlier 7 million. 
India is the world’s fastest growing market for audio visual (AV) equipment, 
according to an industry study by InfoComm. The AV market in India is projected 
to enjoy aCAGR of 25% and reach US$ 5.1 billion by 2015, driven by expenditures 
in sectors such as education, infrastructure and corporate information technology.
By 2015, India could become the third largest AV market in the Asia-Pacific region, 
according to Richard Tan, General Manager of InfoComm’s Asia subsidiaiy.
ICICI Venture, one of India’s biggest equity firms, with assets of around US$ 2 billion, 
plans to invest about ? 150 crore (US$ 24.18 million) in Adlabs Imagica, a theme 
park operated by Adlabs Entertainment Limited, on the Mumbai-Pune expressway. 
This will be the equity firm’s first investment in this field. Adlabs Imagica started 
in April, 2013. It is a ^ 1,600 crore (258.09 million) theme park spread over 300 
acres. It accommodates as many as 20,000 visitors every day and aims to achieve 
3 million visitors in its first year of running.
The M&E industry in South India could grow at a CAGR of 16% and touch 
? 43,600 crore (US$ 7.04 billion) by 2016-17 from ? 23,900 crore (US$ 3.85 billion) 
in 2012-13, as per a report by consulting firm Deloitte and FICCI. This growth will 
be driven by the popularity of vernacular content and the efforts by media vehicles 
to expand their presence. The South Indian M&E market is led by television (56%), 
followed by print (28%) and films (11%). Segments such as new media and radio 
are also expected to grow at a better rate than the media average.
The online portal for the Bharat Nirman Campaign has been launched. The portal 
offers an interactive digital platform for the creative campaign on several schemes 
and programmes. The portal allows the user to get information about the schemes 
at a single place, apart from providing live integration with social media platforms 
such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.

Media Management

NOTES

Government Initiatives

The Indian government’s push towards digitalization and cable television by 2014, 
is expected to drive DTK and digital cable growth. Also, sophisticated digital 
production and postproduction complemented by the willingness of big corporate 
houses to invest in the film value chain is influencing the film segment in India. This 
is further aided by the development of digital distribution and exhibition through 
the growth of multiplexes.
As part of ‘Friendly Exchanges’ between the two Asian giants, India and China will 
mutually promote high level media co-operation. There will be specific projects 
and proposals under the media domain to mark the commemoration of ‘Friendly 
Exchanges’ celebrations. India and China have strong M&E sectors. Sharing 
experiences can only benefit both economies.
On a similar note, India and Senegal have enhanced their commitment to promote 
sustained cultural exchanges by signing ‘Executive Programme for Cultural 
Cooperation’ for the period 2013-15.
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Media Scene in IndiaRoad Ahead
The increase in mobile and wireless connections continues to push internet penetration 
in India. Customers now have better access, cheaper and smarter devices and they 
(especially the youth) are consuming more content.
Also, in a reflection of Indians growing influence, domestic television channels 
are increasing their networks internationally. Channels such as Colors, Star Plus, 
SET Max and ZEE TV are available in approximately 50, 70, 77 and 169 countries 
respectively.
In the previous financial year, the growth of the overall print industry was largely 
due to the Hindi and the vernacular print markets. The Hindi print market grew from 
? 62 billion (US$ 1.00 billion) in 2011 to ^ 68 billion (US$ 1.09 billion) in 2012; the 
vernacular print medium witnessed a growth from ? 63 billion (US$ 1.01 billion) in 
2011 to?69 billion(US$ 1.11 billion) in 2012.
Exchange Rate Used: INR 1 = US$ 0.01613 as on December 30, 2013.
The Indian entertainment and media (E&M) industry has out-performed the Indian 
economy and is one of the fastest growing sectors in India. The E&M industry 
generally tends to grow faster when the economy is expanding. The Indian economy 
has been growing at a fast clip over the last few years, and the income levels too have 
been experiencing a high growth rate. Above that, consumer spending is also on the 
rise, due to a sustained increase in disposable incomes, brought about by reduction 
in personal income tax over the last decade. All these factors have given an impetus 
to the E&M industry and are likely to contribute to the growth of this industry in 
the future. Besides these economic and personal income-linked factors, there are a 
host of other factors that are contributing to this high growth rate.

NOTES

Media Sector Analysis

Indian media industry is expected to grow at an annual average growth rate of 
15% to touch ? 1457 bn by 2016. The industry comprises of print, electronic, radio, 
internet and outdoor segments. With the government aggressively pushing in for 
digitization of TV, Multi System Operators (MSOs) are expected to lose 15-20% 
of their subscribers to DTH during the phase one that requires the digitization of 
Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai and Kolkata by the end of calendar year 2012.
There are nearly 148 m television households in India. DTH segment comprises 
of 45 m homes. Around 60% of the money in television segment comes from the 
subscriptions of DTH or cable services. The digital subscribers are expected to outdo 
the analog subscribers by 2013. The players in the electronic media can be classified 
into a three-link chain. First are the studios (including the animation studios), which 
comprise the hardware part of the industry, the second are the content providers and 
the third link comprises the distribution trolleys, which include the cable and satellite 
channels, multiplex theatres, MSOs and the DTH players.
In India, the ratio of advertising expenditure to GDP is about 0.4%. This is substantially 
lower in comparison to the developed economies as well as developing economies.
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As the Indian economy continues to develop and the media reach increases, the 
advertising expenditure to GDP ratio is expected to increase over the next 5 years.

Media Management

Liberalising foreign investment regime

Today, India has probably one of the most liberal investment regimes amongst the 
emerging economies with a conducive foreign direct investment (FDI) environment. 
The E&M industry has significantly benefited from this liberal regime and most 
segments of the E&M industry today allow foreign investment. Recently FDI was 
permitted in the two important sectors - print media and radio. Films, television and 
other segments are already open to foreign investment.
In the print media segment, 100% FDI is now allowed for non-news publications and 
26% FDI is allowed for news publications. Printing of facsimile editions of foreign 
journals is now also allowed in India. This policy is helping foreign journals save on 
the cost of distribution while servicing the Indian market audiences more effectively. 
The FM radio sector too was opened for foreign investment recently with 20% FDI 
being allowed. The FM radio sector itself has expanded by opening.338 licenses 
for private investment, which currently is underway. As a result, the radio sector is 
expanding rapidly with forecasted growth rates of 32% per annum. —

NOTES

FDI in the Indian E&M industry

Advertising FDI is permitted up to 100% through the automatic route
Films FDI in all film-related activities such as film financing, 

production, distribution, exhibition, marketing etc. is 
permitted up to 100% for all companies under the automatic 
route

TV software 
production

100% FDI permitted subject to:
• All future laws on broadcasting and no claim of 

privilege or protection by virtue of approval accorded
• Not undertaking any broadcasting from Indian soil 

without government approval
Cable networks FDI limits up to 49% inclusive of both FDI and portfolio 

investment. Companies with a minimum 51 % paid up share 
capital held by Indian citizens are eligible for providing 
cable TV services under the Cable Television Network 
Rules, 1994

Direct-to-home Maximum 49% foreign equity allowed including FDI/NRI/ 
FII within the foreign equity, FDI component should not 
exceed 20%
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Media Scene in IndiaFM radio Total foreign investment including FDI by OCB/NRI/PIO 
etc., portfolio investments by Fils (within limits prescribed 
by RBI) and borrowings, if these carry conversion options, 
is permitted to the extent of not more than 20% of the paid 

up equity in the entity holding a permission for a radio 
channel subject to the following conditions:
• One Indian individual or company owns more than 

50% of the paid-up equity excluding the equity held 
by banks and other lending institutions

• The majority shareholder exercises management 
control over the applicant company

• Has only resident Indians as directors on the board-
• All key executive officers of the applicant entity are . 

resident Indians

NOTES

Print FDI up to 100% is permitted in publishing/printing scientific 
and technical magazines, periodicals and journals. In the 
news and current affairs category, such as newspapers,FDI 
has been allowed up to 26% subject to certain conditions 
including:
• The largest shareholder must hold at least 51% equity-
• Three-fourths of directors and all executive and editorial 
staff have to be resident Indians

Source: PwC

1.3 TRADITIONAL MEDIA AND THEIR USE IN MASS 

COMMUNICATION

Mass media plays a crucial role in connecting the world of individuals. It has the 
ability to reach wide audiences with strong and influential messages which impact 
upon society. Television and Radio have been influential on people’s daily lives and 
routines, affecting the content and times that audiences watch and listen. The mass 
media has at least three important roles to play: to inform, to educate and to influence 
opinion. These distinctive features of traditional media have been challenged by new 
media, which is changing the participation habits of the audiences.
Traditional media refer to the time-honored, conventional means of mass 
communication, such as street theater and puppetry as practiced by various global 

..communities and cultures, or embodied in local custom or lore, generally involving 
the use of storytelling and especially communication arts that make up a distinctive 
culture, representative of a traditional way of life.
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Folk media are some of the most vibrant forms of traditional media. Throughout 
the world, folk media-refer to communication channels for, by and of the common 
people of a society or region. Folk media are representative of a traditional way of 
life based on customs, beliefs and arts that make up a distinctive culture. Folk media 
draw upon people past, present and future, providing them with glimpses of reality 
that result in education and entertainment. In rural areas and developing nations, 
folk media represent the masses of people most deprived of specific messages. Thus 
folk media cover a wide range of traditional communication channels, including 
storytelling, street theater, puppetry, song and dance.

Media Management

NOTES

What consists of Traditional Folk Media?

Traditional folk media generally include the presentation of different types of 
programmes like folk song and music, folk dance,yatra, drama and theatres, puppetry 
and street theatre etc. All programmes have the individual criterias and attraction as 
well, that can render distinctive taste and flavour to the audiences well.
Here is few popular programmes, those are widely accepted among the people, in 
different states or region for its’ unique presentation of excellence.

Tamashcr. It is a commercial theatre like, widely popular in Maharastra and 
in other part of western India. Female performer carries on the programme of 
singing ‘on demand’ as proposed by the patrons among the audiences. Such 
programme does not convey any message on religion or morals of life or 
social values. Only ‘Dholki-baris’, a refined from of‘Tamasha’, delivers such 
effective messages.

2. Powada (Powala): It is a folk balad form that is widely accepted by 
‘Maharastrian’. It appeared during the 16th century, and carries a dramatic 
form of nature. Powada is presented mostly, by telling the stories of history. 
By singing in accordance with the musical instruments, is its main feature.

3. ‘‘Keertana' (Harikeertan): It is a kind of ‘monodrama’, in which whole 
presentation is operated or performed by a single actor. Such a single actor enters 
into the topic, by acting different characters lying in it. Here, one actor performs 
various roles simultaneously, at a time to tell the stories of all characters 
concerned. That evolves an environment both interests and attractive moods 
within the audience. The uniqueness of ‘keertana’ is, that the single person 
carries the entire programme, by holding charm of the programme as well. 
Such ‘harikeertaha’, is widely popular in many states in India like, Maharastra, 
Karnataka, Bengal etc. keertana, covers the stories in our ‘epic’ generally.

4. Yakshagana: It is another type folk drama, that is widely popular in Karnataka. 
It is constituted basically on ‘Bhagabata’, but presented in addition with local 
flavour, as to produce extra charm into it. Here, the narrator sings and explains 
then the theme to the audiences. It is indeed, a mass medium for educating as 
well as entertaining the people as well.
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5. Nautakin: It is the most popular folk drama form, can be seen in north India
widely. It is generally, performed openly irrespective to any special arrangement
as done in ‘Jatra’. It starts with the presence of a ‘sutradhar’, who is narrator
of the story, that taken from ancient epic or historical events. A small group or *
unit, take part in such drama ‘nautakin’, as to perform other roles pertaining to 
the story chosen for this purpose. It renders messages through its presentation 
is, both educative and entertaining as well.

6. Jatra: A popular folk drama that widely celebrated in East and North-East India 
like, West Bengal, Orissa, Tripura and Assam. It is an organized team works and 
performed by well set-up groups or units, who are professionally engaged for 
better presentation to the audiences, as to move forward this social and cultural 
form of folk media. In a well set-up stage outfit, equipped by light and sound 
system, The whole programme create an environment of charming and attractive 
moods for the audiences. It goes through a chosen story, taken from history, 
ancient epic, social or political matter, which is well written by script writer. 
The characters all pertaining to the story undertaken for Jatra, are performed by 
the other performers in the group concerned. Jatra, is really educative as well 
as an entertaining form of rural folk media. It is also, adored in urban equally.

7. Bhavai: A stylized medieval dramatic form, Bhavai is extensively adored in 
Gujarat. Basically it is being operated initially, by Ranglo’ and Naik followed 
by other characters. Ranglo is considered to be a ‘stock chacter’ and jester at 
the samerime. Naik is here, a sutradhar who delivers the dialogues abundantly 
in attractive style.
The programme starts with devotional song which is dedicated to ‘Amba’. Then 
her son Gonesh enters into the stage to perform his role by hiding his appearance 
by a brass plate. At the end of his role, Gonesh faces to the audiences as usual 
form. The total programme carries a lot of varieties like dialosongs, music, 
songs, dances and acrobatics that can not signify its excellence or improved 
quality rather than individual participant’s uniqueness. Although, it can fetch 

. much more audiences, that implies its sound popularity.
8. Therukoothu: It is the most popular traditional folk media of Tamil Nadu. 

Therukoothu includes a combination of different puppetry like, Puravi Attam, 
Nizhal Attam, Kazhai Koothu. Kalachem and Villupattu. It is a charming street 
theatre, composed in accordance with the music, drama and dances of classical 
flavaoured. The presentation, takes into account the characters like, koothadi 
(clown) and the god ‘Ganesha’ Currently,Therukoothu has significantly been 
changed from its origin of forms and shapes. It is now being presented on the 
well-arranged stage or screen, in the form of sangeetha and natakan in attractive 
form.

Media Scene in India

NOTES
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9. Rammlia and Rashlila: Both of the programs, are widely adored and 
accepted in rural society of India. Ramlila specifically, celebrated in 
northern India. It presents a series of stories on lord Rama. It includes 
the stories, starting from the birth of prince Rama, childhood of Rama, 
sworn in as the king of Ayoddhya, marriage with Sita and so on, a long 
lasted dramatic play that can attract and entertain so many viewers easily. 
Rashlila, on the other hand, is also, could be seen to be celebrated widely in 
northern state of India, Maharastra, Kerala and in other places in our country. 
Rashlila is an enchanting play, that presents the stories all about the relative 
matters between Lord Krishna and Radha, taking with the ‘goppies’. The entire 
play is very interesting and flavoured with juicy entertainment wrapped with 
religious feelings and motives.

Traditional folk media that cover the various performances that relates to express 
all events and facts, ideas and thoughts of the respective rural society through the 
presentation in the manner of pleasure and enjoyments. Although, traditional folk 
media, say what, are mostly come to us ridiculously or humorously as well. But, 
it does never mean that the traditional folk media has no effective message, which 
is incapable to influence or impact the rural audiences. On the contrary, it could be 
stressfully said, that the traditional folk media can mould or motivate the numerous 
unwary and illiterate villagers effectively. It cater what for the rural people, are 
mostly in easy and understandable manner. It applies very common and widely used 
languages of the respective society which make any presentation understandable 
quickly. The presentations as catered by the traditional folk media always come to 
the rural people in the form of entertainment and enjoyments as well. On the way 
of giving pleasure and enjoyment, traditional folk media educate the rural illiterates 
so many, by rendering useful information regarding healthcare, child and women 
education, employment and other roundabout, as to make the rural people wary of the 
present life. As the performers of the traditional folk media, are all concerned to the 
respective rural society, can present various facts, difficulties, applicable resources for 
better output and all other ins and out of the society in better manner. So, messages 
evolved from such rural media naturally, would serve the purpose of numerous 
backward rural people definitely. Beside this, as there is minimal accessibility to 
the mass media like, newspaper, radio and television in the rural society, so, major 
people’s interests and emphasis is naturally lying on such traditional folk media 
predominantly. As the Traditional folk media, cater its major programmes through 
‘face-to-face’ presentations to the audiences, it can command the ‘confidence’ of 
them as well. It can earn the ‘credibility’ through its live presentations easily from 
the audience. So, the Traditional folk media take the opportunity of ‘moulding’ 
and ‘motivating’ the rural people, by delivering its’ messages. It is true, that the 
traditional folk media have significant contribution towards bringing the success of 
many developmental programmes like ‘Family Welfare’, ’Children Education’ etc 
as undertaken by the government of the state. It also has inspired the rural people
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Media Scene in Indiain adopting the latest techniques in cultivation as well. Traditional folk media thus, 
can claim to be the ‘mentor’ of unaware and backward rural society. Modem mass 
media today, pay more attention and emphasis on the various enchanting as well 
as humorous programme all, as catered by the traditional folk media with a view 
to further presentation in their channels. Presently, the television medium cater off 
and on, the programme from ‘traditional folk media’ lively. It can be considered 
as the ‘reward’ paid to the ‘Traditional folk media’ for their dedication to the rural 
society people. Traditional folk media have considerable flexibility in comparison 
to other mass media that have. It can introduce any messages instantly, according 
to its necessity for improving the presentation, which other mass medium cannot 
perform. Above all, it can impact the audience with an immediate effect through 
its catered programmes, in exchange of less expense that it can afford easily. At the 
same time the rural people so, can enjoy all programmes that the traditional folk 
media provide in dedicative manner.
The following are the other key forms of traditional media and their use in mass 
communication:

NOTES

Drama

Most of you may have heard of the term ‘drama’. Have you ever seen a drama being 
performed in your neighbourhood or in a theatre?
Drama is one of the most popular forms of traditional media. Let us understand this 
form by using an example from the rural areas. After completing the work in the 
fields, you very often find that farmers celebrate their joy of leisure. They use different 
types of art forms for this. They use natural colours for makeup. Performance themes 
are from their own sufferings, daily work, future dreams and mythology. Here the 
viewers can also participate as and when they feel like. Let us study about some of 
these forms of drama performed in different states.

• Tamasha: If you happen to watch a tamasha performance in Maharashtra, you 
will come to know more about their ancient rulers, Maratha heroism, their 
rugged landscape, their music etc. The philosophical and aesthetic scheme 
of tamasha incorporates three basic elements: the entertainment tradition, the 
more serious propagandist tradition and the devotional tradition. Have you ever 
watched a Tamasha performance?

• Nautanki: The Nautanki form found in northern India entertain their audiences 
with often vulgar and disrespectful stories. Rooted in the peasant society of 
pre-modem India, this theatre vibrates with lively dancing, pulsating drumbeats 
and full throated singing. Unlike other styles of Indian theatre, the nautanki does 
not depend on Indian religious epics such as the Ramayana or the Mahabharata 
for its subject.

• Khayal: Khayal is mainly performed in Rajasthan. It is a combination of song, 
dance and drama. Music is an important aspect in this form of folk theatre. It
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is performed1 not only for entertainment purpose but it is used mainly as an 
essential means of communication between actors. There is an immense variety 
in the use of singing—sometimes by the characters individually or in the chorus. 
Instrumental music is also used in the beginning of the performance to create 
a favourable atmosphere for the play.

Street Theatre

This is a performance medium drawing its techniques from traditional drama forms 
in India. They are performed in any nukkad (street comer), street, market place etc. 
In such a situation, the audience and the performers are on the same level, emphasizing 
the fact that the performers are not different from the audience themselves. This also 
leads to the establishment of a rapport between the performers arid the audience. 
Close eye-contact with the audience is an important element in street theatre which 
keeps them busy with the action of the play. Even an actor is under the eagle eye 
of the audience who surround him on all sides. So together they feel a sense of 
belonging and responsibility to each other. Sometimes the audience is invited to 
join the choms for the singing.
The sole purpose of street theatre is to motivate the audience to take a quick and 
required action on a particular issue. In India, waysides, streets, village markets, 
open-air grounds, fair-sites, country yards and other public areas have remained the 
ideal spaces to perform street plays.
A majority of street plays in India are based on socio-political issues. Some of these 
are based on current events, others are on subjects like communalism, terrorism, 
police atrocities, bride burning, dowry system, caste inequalities, elections, industrial 
and agricultural exploitation, alcoholism, illiteracy, drug addiction and female 
feticide.
In India, where there is a high degree of illiteracy, poverty and diversity of language 
and dialects, a theatre form of this sort, versatile and adaptable, cheap and mobile 
becomes more important and relevant. Do you know why street theatre is called a 
mobile theater medium?
The mobile form of street theatre helps it to reach people who normally do not go to 
the theatre. This suits the type of audience it tries to reach who are mostly the poorer 
section for whom theatre is a luxury. The total absence of a proper stage, lights, 
properties, costumes and make-up makes it even more flexible. Some of the best 
street theatre artists from India include Safdar Hashmi, Utpal Dutt, Sheela Bhatia, 
Habib Tanvir, Shombu Mittra, Bijon Bhattacharya and many more.
Street theatre artists try to spread positive menages in the society. For example 
in Punjab, Gursharan Singh through street theatre is spreading a message of 
understanding, patience and tolerance. He took to the streets to Use plays as a means 
of awakening the people to their fundamental and political rights. In the early eighties, 
when Punjab was swept by terror waves, Singh went out into the streets with his
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Media Scene in Indiaclassic street plays such as ‘Baba Bolda Hai’, ‘Sadharan Log’ and ‘Main Ugarvadi 
Nahi Hu'.
For Safdar Hashmi, a world renowned street theatre performer the art form was 
basically a political theatre of protest. Its function is to motivate the people and to 
mobilize them behind organizations which fight for social changes. With his Jan 
theatre group called Natya Manch, he presented plays like ‘Machine’, ‘Hatyarey’, 
‘DTC Ki DandlF, ‘Aurat’ and ‘Gaon se Shahar Tak\
How many street plays have you seen till now? Is it comparable to the number of 
television shows that you have seen? Television is certainly very popular and is 
ascessible to many households. But at the same time, art forms like street theatre 
are also, seeing a revival at the community level in large gatherings.
In India commitment to political causes is quite high among the members of street 
theatre groups. Most of the groups like Janam, Nishant, Chitra, Shatabi, Amritsar 
School Drama, Chandigarh, Jan Sanskrit-Manch, IPTA Patna, IPTAPunjab and Little 
Theatre Group come forward when an important issue of social and political concern 
emerges. They attempt to provide an alternative explanation and a different point of 
view from government controlled media. For example, in the days of the Bhopal gas 
tragedy, while the official media were content with providing statistics on the extent 
of damage, it was the street theatre groups who drew the attention of the people 
on the wider aspects of exploitation by multinationals and the continuing horrors 
of the tragedy. So, street theatre can be a powerful social and cultural expression 
as it has the potential to actively involve a wide range of physical, emotional and 
imaginative capacities. '

NOTES

Puppetry
It is one of the most popular as well as adored folk medium that can attract 
the children and adults equally. Puppetry is widely seen in Orissa, Karnataka, 
Tamil Nadu, Rajasthan and West Bengal. There are four types of puppetry.

Glove Puppets

Glove puppets are mostly found in Orissa, Kerala and Tamil Nadu. Puppeteers 
wear them on the hand and manipulate their heads and arms with their fingers. The 
puppeteer narrates fyis story in verse or prose, while the puppets provide the visual 
thread. With a little effort and imagination, you can make your own glove puppet. 
Glove puppets are also known as sleeve puppets, hand puppets or palm puppets. 
The glove puppet in Orissa is called Kundahei Nach. The glove puppets of Kerala 
are more ornate, colourful and resemble the actors on the Kathakali stage in their 
make-up and costume. Their performance is known as Pava Koothu or Pawa Kathakali. 
The stories of this theatre are mainly based on Radha and Krishna and the Ramayana.
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Fig. 1.1: Example of Gloves Puppetry

Rod Puppets
A rod puppet is manipulated with wooden or wire rods. Rod puppets can sometimes 
have a complete working hinged mouth but many do not. A rod puppet can have a 
fixed facial expression. Arms are usually a requirement as rods are attached to them. 
A fish rod puppet could have a rod attached to the tail to manipulate this section 
of the puppet. Sometimes special variants exist with additional manipulable parts: 
(e.g., eyelids that open and close). Many rod puppets depict only the upper half of 
the character, from the waist up, with the stage covering the missing remainder, but 
variations sometimes have legs. The legs usually just dangle, but in special cases the 
legs may be controlled either from behind the stage using rods from below. These 
are mostly used at carnivals or fairs.

Fig. 1.2: Rod Puppet
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Media Scene in IndiaShadow Puppets

In this form, shadows of puppets are used in black and white or in colour. The flat 
figures, usually made of leather, are lightly pressed on a transparent screen with a 
strong source of light behind. The screen thus forms the barrier between the audience 
and the puppet, creating the projection of image. The impact on the audience, 
surrounded by darkness all around, is quite dramatic. The screen in India is a simple 
sheet stretched on an adjustable frame. Shadow puppets are mostly found in Andhra 
Pradesh, Kerala, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra and Orissa.

NOTES

String Puppets

The string puppet (or marionetter) is a figure with multiple joints.and suspended by a 
string which is controlled String puppets are found in Rajasthan, Orissa, Tamil Nadu 
and Karnataka. In this, the stress is more on the manipulative skills of the puppeteer. 
Have you ever seen a string puppet?
Examples

• Katputali shows of Rajasthan
• Sakhi Kundhei of Orissa
• Putla Nach of Assam
• Malasutri Bhaulya of Maharasthra,
• Bommalattam of Tamil Nadu
• Gombeyatta of Karnataka

Music and Dances

Music and dance in India are among the oldest forms pf classical arts with a tradition 
that dates back to several centuries. These traditions are fundamentally similar but 
they have different names and are also performed in different styles.
Dance puts the rhythm and movement in the play and continuously captures audience 
attention. Ours is possibly the only country in which music, more than any other art, 
is so intimately interwoven with the life of people. It would not be an overstatement 
to say that music in India has played a crucial part in everyday life from time 
immemorial. It has been an integral part of marriages, festivals and celebrations of 
every hue and character. No religious ceremony has been complete without music.
There are songs to celebrate the seasonal rhythms in nature, songs of the ploughman 
and boatman, of the shepherd and camel driver. There are even songs of villages 
and of the forests. It is music which has always lent harmony to the pulse of human 
activity in India.
India’s musical culture has its source in the tradition of the masses. Traditional music 
of India is the most natural representation of the emotions of the masses. Songs are 
associated with every event of life. Be it festivals, advent of new seasons, marriages, 
births or even every day affairs like attracting a loved one or admiring nature. Can 
you recall a few such songs that you may have heard?
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Although folk music originated within small regions, it has reached out to touch the 
hearts of masses across India.

Media Management

Paintings

Primitive man was unaware of words, but he was able to draw a picture of an animal 
with a tail, a head and four legs or a human figure with a pin head and four lines for 
hands and feet.
Throughout different periods of history, we find a definite established tradition of 
painting on various objects, particularly on intimate objects of everyday use, floors 
and walls; and in almost every instance, the depiction being associated with some 
ritual.
Traditonal paintings of Madhya Pradesh, specially the wall paintings of Bundelkhand, 
Chhattisgarh, Gondwana, Nimar and Malwa are living expressions of people, closely 
linked with the socio-cultural environment of the area. They are not mere decorations 
but also expressions of religious devotion.
Let us try and understand some of the examples.
• In Bundelkhand, painting is usually done by a caste of professional painters 

called Chiteras.
• In the paintings of Chhattisgarh, mud plaster base is used, over which linear 

patterns are etched with fingers: the process is called ‘Lipai’
• The women of the Rajwar community are specialists in ‘Lipai’, whereas 

Pando and Satnami communities make linear designs similar to a woven fabric 
Chhattisgarh is also the home of the art of ‘tattoo’ which is done by women 
of Badi community. The tattoo patterns are complex and beautiful and have 
immense potential of being further modified and incorporated into designer 
prints.

• The Bhils and Bhilala tribes of Madhya Pradesh paint myths related to creation 
called pithora paintings. Horses, elephants, tigers, birds, gods, men and objects 
of daily life are painted in bright multicoloured hues.

• In the Gondwana region, unmatched creative vision has been shown by the 
Gondand the Pardhan tribes who have impressed audiences at exhibitions in 
Japan, France, Australia and other countries.

• The Malwa, Nimar and Tanwarghar regions of Madhya Pradesh are known for 
their mandana wall and floor painting traditions

• Red clay and cow dung mixture is used as base material to plaster the surface 
against which white drawings stand out in contrast. Peacocks, cats, lions, goojari, 
bawari, swastik and chowk are some motifs of this style

Storytelling

Storytelling provides a means to document the news, history, character and identity 
of a community. Both traditional and modem media have adopted the forms of

NOTES
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Media Scene in Indiastorytelling that have always existed in culture and have incorporated technological 
innovations, including interactive multimedia, digital technologies, and animated 
content and computer-generated images.
There are stories like the Panchatantra and stories from mythology like Ramayana 
and Mahabharata where local heroes have always travelled from one generation to 
another by word of mouth. This is an effective way of motivating children.

NOTES

Cable Television

Cable television is a system of distributing television programs to subscribers via radio 
frequency (RF) signals transmitted through coaxial cables or light pulses through 
fiber-optic cables. This contrasts with traditional broadcast television (terrestrial 
television) in which the television signal is transmitted over the air by radio waves and 
received by a television antenna attached to the television. FM radio programming, 
high-speed Internet, telephone service, and similar non-television services may also 
be provided through these cables.
The abbreviation CATV is often used for cable television. It originally stood for 
Community Access Television or Community Antenna Television, from cable 
television’s origins in 1948: in areas where over-the-air reception was limited by 
distance from transmitters or mountainous terrain, large “community antennas” were 
constructed, and cable was run from them to individual homes. The origins of cable 
broadcasting are even older as radio programming was distributed by cable in some 
European cities as far back as 1924.
In order to receive cable television at a given location, cable distribution lines must 
be available on the local utility poles or underground utility lines. Coaxial cable 
brings the signal to the customer’s building through a service drop, an overhead or 
underground cable. If the subscriber’s building does not have a cable service drop, the 
cable company will install one. The standard cable used in the U.S. is RG-6, which 
has 75 ohm impedance, and connects with a type F connector. The cable company’s 
portion of the wiring usually ends at a distribution box on the building exterior, and 
built-in cable wiring in the walls usually distributes the signal to jacks in different 
rooms to which televisions are connected. Multiple cables to different rooms are 
split off the incoming cable with a small device called a splitter.
There are two standards for cable television; older analog cable, and newer digital 
cable which is capable of carrying high definition signals used by newer digital HDTV 
televisions. Many cable companies have upgraded to digital cable in the last 5 years. 
To receive digital cable, most TVs require a digital television adapter (set-top box 
or cable converter box) from the cable company. A cable from the jack in the wall is 
attached to the input of the box, and an output cable from the box is attached to the 
“Antenna In” or “RF In” connector on the back of the television. Different converter, 
boxes are required for newer digital HDTV TVs and older legacy analog televisions. 
The box must be “activated” by a signal from the cable company before use.
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Most American television sets are “cable-ready” and have a television tuner capable 
of receiving older analog cable TV. The cable from the wall is attached directly to 
the “Antenna In” connector on the back of the television.

Media Management

NOTES How it Works?

In the most common system, multiple television channels (as many as 500) are 
distributed to subscriber residences through a coaxial cable, which comes from 
a trunkline supported on utility poles originating at the cable company’s local 
distribution facility, called the headend. Multiple channels are transmitted through 
the cable by a technique called frequency division multiplexing. At the headend, each 
television channel is translated to a different frequency. By giving each channel a 
different frequency “slot” on the cable the separate television signals do not interfere. 
At the subscriber’s residence, either the subscriber’s television or a set-top box 
provided by the cable company translates the desired channel back to its original 
frequency (baseband), and it is displayed on the screen. Due to widespread cable theft 
in earlier analog systems, in modem digital cable systems the signals are encrypted, 
and the set-top box must be activated by an activation code sent by the cable company 
before it will function, which is only sent after the subscriber signs up. There are also 
usually “upstream” channels on the cable, to send data from the customer box to the 
cable headend, for advanced features such as requesting pay-per-view shows, cable 
internet access, and cable telephone service. The “downstream” channels occupy a 
band of frequencies from approximately 50 MHz to 1 GHz, while the “upstream” 
channels occupy frequencies of 5 to 42 MHz. Subscribers pay with a monthly fee. 
Subscribers can choose from several levels of service, with “premium” packages 
including more channels but costing more.
At the local headend, the feed signals from the individual television channels are 
received by dish antennas from communication satellites. Additional local channels, 
such as local broadcast television stations, educational channels from local colleges, 
and community access channels devoted to local governments (PEG channels) are 
usually included on the cable. Commercial advertisements for local business are 
also inserted in the programming at the headend (the individual channels, which are 
distributed nationally, also have their own nationally oriented commercials).
Modem cable systems are large, with a single network and headend often serving 
an entire metropolitan area or county. Most systems use hybrid fiber-coaxial (HFC) 
distribution; this means the trunklines that carry the signal from the headend to 
local neighbourhoods are optical fiber to provide greater bandwidth and also extra 
capacity for future expansion. At the headend the radio frequency electrical signal 
carrying all the channels is modulated on a light beam and sent through the fiber. 
The fiber trunkline goes to several distribution hubs, from which multiple fibers fan 
out to carry the signal to boxes called optical nodes in local communities. At the 
optical node, the light beam from the fiber is translated back to an electrical signal 
and carried by coaxial cable distribution lines on utility poles, from which cables 
branch out to subscriber residences.
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Radio is the wireless transmission of signals through free space by electromagnetic 
radiation of a frequency significantly below that of visible light, in the radio 
frequency range, from about 3 kHz to 300 GHz. These waves are called radio waves. 
Electromagnetic radiation travels by means of oscillating electromagnetic fields that 
pass through the air and the vacuum of space.
Information, such as sound, is carried by systematically changing (modulating) 
some property of the radiated waves, such as their amplitude, frequency, phase, or 
pulse width. When radio waves strike an electrical conductor, the oscillating fields 
induce an alternating current in the conductor. The information in the waves can be 
extracted and transformed back into its original form.

NOTES

Etymology

The etymology of “radio” or “radiotelegraphy” reveals that it was called “wireless 
telegraphy”, which was shortened to “wireless” in Britain. The prefix radio- in the 
sense of wireless transmission, was first recorded in the word radioconductor, a 
description provided by the French physicist Edouard Branly in 1897. It is based on 
the verb to radiate (in Latin “radius” means “spoke of a wheel, beam of light, ray”). 
The word “radio” also appears in a 1907 article by Lee De Forest. It was adopted 
by the United States Navy in 1912, to distinguish radio from several other wireless 
communication technologies, such as the photophone. The term became common by 
the time of the first commercial broadcasts in the United States in the 1920s. (The 
noun “broadcasting” itself came from an agricultural term, meaning “scattering 
seeds widely.”) The term was adopted by other languages in Europe and Asia. British 
Commonwealth countries continued to commonly use the term “wireless” until the 
mid-20th century, though the magazine of the BBC in the UK has been called Radio 
Times ever since it was first published in the early 1920s.
In recent years the more general term “wireless” has gained renewed popularity 
through the rapid growth of short-range computer networking, e.g., Wireless Local 
Area Network (WLAN), Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth, as well as mobile telephony, e.g., 
GSM and UMTS. Today, the term “radio” specifies the actual type of transceiver 
device or chip, whereas “wireless” refers to the lack of physical connections; one 
talks about radio transceivers, but another talks about wireless devices and wireless 
sensor networks.

Processes

Radio systems used for communications will have the following elements. With 
more than 100 years of development, each process is implemented by a wide range 
of methods, specialized for different communications purposes.
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Transmitter and Modulation

Each system contains a transmitter. This consists of a source of electrical energy, 
producing alternating current of a desired frequency of oscillation. The transmitter 
contains a system to modulate (change) some property of the energy produced to 
impress a signal on it. This modulation might be as simple as turning the energy 
on and off, or altering more subtle properties such as amplitude, frequency, phase, 
or combinations of these properties. The transmitter sends the modulated electrical 
energy to a tuned resonant antenna; this structure converts the rapidly changing 
alternating current into an electromagnetic wave that can move through free space 
(sometimes with a particular polarization).
Amplitude modulation of a carrier wave works by varying the strength of the 
transmitted signal in proportion to the information being sent. For example, changes 
in the signal strength can be used to reflect the sounds to be reproduced by a speaker, 
or to specify the light intensity of television pixels. It was the method used for the 
first audio radio transmissions, and remains in use today. “AM” is often used to refer 
to the mediumwave broadcast band.
Frequency modulation varies the frequency of the carrier. The instantaneous 
frequency of the carrier is directly proportional to the instantaneous value of the 
input signal. Digital data can be sent by shifting the carrier’s frequency among a set 
of discrete values, a technique known as frequency-shift keying.
FM is commonly used at VHF radio frequencies for high-fidelity broadcasts of music 
and speech. Normal (analog) TV sound is also broadcast using FM.
Angle modulation alters the instantaneous phase of the carrier wave to transmit a 
signal. It is another term for Phase modulation.
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Antenna

An antenna (or aerial) is an electrical device which converts electric currents into radio 
waves, and vice versa. It is usually used with a radio transmitter or radio receiver. 
In transmission, a radio transmitter applies an oscillating radio frequency electric 
current to the antenna’s terminals, and the antenna radiates the energy from the 
current as electromagnetic waves (radio waves). In reception, an antenna intercepts 
some of the power of an electromagnetic wave in order to produce a tiny voltage at 
its terminals that is applied to a receiver to be amplified. An antenna can be used for 
both transmitting and receiving.

Propagation

Once generated, electromagnetic waves travel through space either directly, or have 
their path altered by reflection, refraction or diffraction. The intensity of the waves 
diminishes due to geometric dispersion (the inverse-square law); some energy may 
also be absorbed by the intervening medium in some cases. Noise will generally alter 
the desired signal; this electromagnetic interference comes from natural sources, as
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Media Scene in Indiawell as from artificial sources such as other transmitters and accidental radiators. 
Noise is also produced at every step due to the inherent properties of the devices 
used. If the magnitude of the noise is large enough, the desired signal will no longer 
be discernible; this is the fundamental limit to the range of radio communications.

NOTES

Resonance

Electrical resonance of tuned circuits in radios allows individual stations to be 
selected. A resonant circuit will respond strongly to a particular frequency and much 
less so to differing frequencies. This allows the radio receiver to discriminate between 
multiple signals differing in frequency.

Receiver and Demodulation

The electromagnetic wave is intercepted by a tuned receiving antenna; this structure 
captures some of the energy of the wave and returns it to the form of oscillating 
electrical currents. At the receiver, these currents are demodulated, which is 
conversion to a usable signal form by a detector sub-system. The receiver is “tuned” 
to respond preferentially to the desired signals, and reject undesired signals.
Early radio systems relied entirely on the energy collected by an antenna to produce 
signals for the operator. Radio became more useful after the invention of electronic 
devices such as the vacuum tube and later the transistor, which made it possible to 
amplify weak signals. Today radio systems are used for applications from walkie- 
talkie children’s toys to the control of space vehicles, as well as for broadcasting, 
and many other applications.
A radio receiver receives its input from an antenna, uses electronic filters to separate 
a wanted radio signal from all other signals picked up by this antenna, amplifies it 
to a level suitable for further processing, and finally converts through demodulation 
and decoding the signal into a form usable for the consumer, such as sound, pictures, 
digital data, measurement values, navigational positions, etc.

Radio Band

Radio frequencies occupy the range from a few hertz to 300 GHz, although 
commercially important uses of radio use only a small part of this spectrum. Other 
types of electromagnetic radiation, with frequencies above the RF range, are infrared, 
visible light, ultraviolet, X-rays and gamma rays. Since the energy of an individual 
photon of radio frequency is too low to remove an electron from an atom, radio 
waves are classified as non-ionizing radiation.

History

The meaning and usage of the word “radio” has developed in parallel with 
developments within the field of communications and can.be seen to have three 
distinct phases: electromagnetic waves and experimentation; wireless communication
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and technical development; and radio broadcasting and commercialization. James 
Clerk Maxwell predicted the propagation of electromagnetic waves (radio waves) 
(1873) and Heinrich Rudolf Hertz made the first demonstration of transmission of 
radio waves through free space (1887) but many individuals—inventors, engineers, 
developers and businessmen constructed systems based on their own understanding of 
these and other phenomenon, some predating Maxwell and Hertz’ discoveries. Thus 
“wireless telegraphy” and radio wave based systems can be attributed to multiple 
“inventors”. Development from a laboratory demonstration to a commercial entity 
spanned several decades and required the efforts of many practitioners.
In 1878. David E. Hughes noticed that sparks could be heard in a telephone receiver 
when experimenting with his carbon microphone. He developed this carbon-based 
detector further and eventually could detect signals over a few hundred yards. He 
demonstrated his discovery to the Royal Society in 1880, but was told it was merely 
induction, and therefore abandoned further research.
Experiments were undertaken by Thomas Edison and his employees of Menlo Park. 
Edison applied in 1885 to the U.S. Patent Office for a patent on an electrostatic 
coupling system between elevated terminals. The patent was granted as U.S. Patent 
465,971 on December 29,1891. The Marconi Company would later purchase rights 
to the Edison patent to protect them legally from lawsuits.
In 1884, Temistocle Calzecchi-Onesti at Fermo in Italy experiments with tubes 
containing powder and nickel silver with traces of mercury metal filings and their 
reactions when conducting electricity. This would lead to the development of the 
iron filings filled coherer, a radio detecting device usually credited to Edouard Branly 
in 1890.
Between 1886 and 1888 Heinrich Rudolf Hertz publishes the results of his experiments 
where he was able to transmit electromagnetic waves (radio waves) through the air 
proving Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory. Early on after their discovery radio waves 
were referred to as “Hertzian waves”. Between 1890 and 1892 physicists such as John 
Perry, Frederick Thomas Trouton and William Crookes proposed electromagnetic 
or Hertzian waves as a navigation aid or means of communication with Crookes 
writing on the possibilities of wireless telegraphy based on Hertzian waves in 1892 

After learning of Hertz demonstrations of wireless transmission the Serbian- 
American inventor Nikola Tesla began developing his own system based on Hertz 
and Maxwell’s ideas, primarily as a means of wireless lighting and power distribution. 
Tesla, concluding that Hertz had not demonstrated airborne electromagnetic waves 
(radio transmission), went on to develop a system based on what he thought was 
the primary conductor, the earth. In 1893, demonstrations of his ideas, in St. Louis, 
Missouri and at the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, Tesla proposed this wireless 
power technology could also incorporate a system for the telecommunication of 
information.
In a lecture on the work of Hertz, shortly after his death. Professor Oliver Lodge 
and Alexander Muirhead demonstrated wireless signaling using Hertzian (radio)
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waves in the lecture theater of the Oxford University Museum of Natural History 
August 14,1894, During the demonstration a radio signal was sent from the neighbouring 
Clarendon laboratory building, and received by apparatus in the lecture theater.
Building on the work of Lodge, the Bengali physicist Jagadish Chandra Bose 
ignited gunpowder and rang a bell at a distance using millimeter range wavelength 
microwaves in a November 1894 public demonstration at Town Hall of Kolkata,. 
Bose wrote in a Bengali essay, Adrisya Alok (Invisible Light), “The invisible light can 
easily pass through brick walls, buildings etc. Therefore, messages can be transmitted 
by means of it without the mediation of wires.” Bose’s first scientific paper, “On 
polarization of electric rays by double-refracting crystals” was communicated to 
the Asiatic Society of Bengal in May 1895. His second paper was communicated 
to the Royal Society of London by Lord Rayleigh in October 1895. In December 
1895, the London journal the Electrician (Vol. 36) published Bose’s paper, “On a 
new electro-polariscope”. At that time, the word ‘coherer’, coined by Lodge, was 
used in the English-speaking world for Hertzian wave receivers or detectors. The 
Electrician readily commented on Bose’s coherer. (December 1895). The Englishman 
(18 January 1896) quoted from the Electrician and commented as follows:”Should 
Professor Bose succeed in perfecting and patenting his ‘Coherer’, we may in time 
see the whole system of coast lighting throughout the navigable world revolutionised 
by a Bengali scientist working single handed in our Presidency College Laboratory.” 
Bose planned to “perfect his coherer” but never thought of patenting it.
In 1895, conducting experiments along the lines of Hertz’s research, Alexander 
Stepanovich Popov built his first radio receiver, which contained a coherer. Further 
refined as a lightning detector, it was presented to the Russian Physical and Chemical 
Society on May 7,1895. A depiction of Popov’s lightning detector was printed in the 
Journal of the Russian Physical and Chemical Society the same year. Until recently, 
mistakenly believed that it was the first description (publication of the minutes 15/201 
of this session — December issue of the journal RPCS), but in fact the first description 
of the device was given by Dmitry Aleksandrovich Lachinov in July 1895 in the 2nd 
edition of his course “Fundamentals of Meteorology and Climatology” — the first 
in Russia. Popov’s receiver was created on the improved basis of Lodge’s receiver, 
and originally intended for reproduction of its experiments.
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Marconi s Commercialization

In 1894, Guglielmo Marconi, the young Italian inventor, began working on the idea 
of building a commercial wireless telegraphy system based on the use of Hertzian 
waves (radio waves), a line of inquiry that he noted other inventors did not seem to be 
pursuing. In 1895, he built a radio wave system capable of transmitting signals at long 
distances (1.5 mi./ 2.4 km). Marconi found from his experiments the phenomenon 
that transmission range is proportional to the square of antenna height, known as 
“Marconi’s law.”
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Marconi’s experimental apparatus proved to be the first engineering complete, 
commercially successful radio transmission system. ' •
In 1896, Marconi was awarded British patent 12039, Improvements in transmitting 
electrical impulses and signals and in apparatus there-for, the first patent ever 
issued for a Hertzian wave (radio wave) base wireless telegraphic system. In 1897, 
he established a radio station on the Isle of Wight, England. Marconi opened his 
“wireless” factory in the former silk-works at Hall Street, Chelmsford, England in 
1898, employing around 60 people. Shortly after the 1900s, Marconi held the patent 
rights for radio. Marconi would go on to be more successful than any other inventor in 
his ability to commercialize radio and its associated equipment into a global business. 
Marconi knowingly and unknowingly used the scientific and experimental work 
of others who were devising their own types of radio apparatus’ around the same 
time. According to the Proceedings of the United States Naval Institute in 1899, the 
Marconi instruments had a “[...] coherer, principle of which was discovered some 
twenty years ago, [and was] the only electrical instrument or device contained in the 
apparatus that is at all new.” Some of his subsequent patented refinements (but not 
his original radio patent) would be overturned in a US court case in 1935 (upheld 
in 1943).
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20th Century

In 1900, Brazilian priest Roberto Landell de Moura transmitted the human voice 
wirelessly. According the newspaper Jomal do Comercio (June 10, 1900), he 
conducted his first public experiment on June 3,1900, in front of journalists and the 
General Consul of Great Britain, C.P. Lupton, in Sao Paulo, Brazil, for a distance of 
approximately 8 km. The points of transmission and reception were Alto de Santana 
and Paulista Avenue.
One year after that experiment, he received his first patent from the Brazilian 
government. It was described as “equipment for the purpose of phonetic transmissions 
through space, land and water elements at a distance with or without the use of 
wires.” Four months later, knowing that his invention had real value, he left Brazil 
for the United States of America with the intent of patenting the machine at the US 
Patent Office in Washington, DC.
Having few resources, he had to rely on friends to push his project. In spite of great 
difficulty, three patents were awarded: “The Wave Transmitter” (October 11,1904) 
which is the precursor of today’s radio transceiver; “The Wireless Telephone” and 
the “Wireless Telegraph”, both dated November 22, 1904.
In June 1912, after the RMS Titanic disaster, due to increased production Marconi 
opened the world’s first purpose-built radio factory at New Street Works, also in 
Chelmsford, England.
The next advancement was the vacuum tube detector, invented by Westinghouse 
engineers. On Christmas Eve 1906, Reginald Fessenden used a synchronous rotary-
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spark transmitter for the first radio program broadcast, from Ocean Bluff-Brant Rock, 
Massachusetts. Ships at sea heard a broadcast that included Fessenden playing O 
Holy Night on the violin and reading a passage from the Bible.
This was, for all intents and purposes, the first transmission of what is now known 
as amplitude modulation or AM radio. The first radio news program was broadcast 
August 31, 1920 by station 8MK in Detroit, Michigan, which survives today as 
all-news format station WWJ under ownership of the CBS network. The first 
college radio station began broadcasting on October 14,1920 from Union College, 
Schenectady, New York under the personal call letters of Wendell King, an African- 
American student at the school.
That month 2ADD (renamed WRUC in 1947), aired what is believed to be the 
first public entertainment broadcast in the United States, a series of Thursday night 
concerts initially heard within a 100-mile (160 km) radius and later for a 1,000-mile 
(1,600 km) radius. In November 1920, it aired the first broadcast of a sporting event. 
At 9 pm on August 27, 1920, Sociedad Radio Argentina aired a live performance 
of Richard Wagner’s opera Parsifal from the Coliseo Theater in downtown Buenos 
Aires. Only about twenty homes in the city had receivers to tune in this radio program. 
Meanwhile, regular entertainment broadcasts commenced in 1922 from the Marconi 
Research Centre at Writtle, England.
Sports broadcasting began at this time as well, including the college football on radio 
broadcast of a 1921 West Virginia vs. Pittsburgh football game.
One of the first developments in the early 20th century was that aircraft used 
commercial AM radio stations for navigation. This continued until the early 1960s 
when VOR systems became widespread. In the early 1930s, single sideband and 
frequency modulation were invented by amateur radio operators. By the end of the 
decade, they were established commercial modes. Radio was used to transmit pictures 
visible as television as early as the 1920s. Commercial television transmissions 
started in North America and Europe in the 1940s.
In 1947 ATandT commercialized the Mobile Telephone Service. From its start in St. 
Louis in 1946, ATandT then introduced Mobile Telephone Service to one hundred 
towns and highway corridors by 1948. Mobile Telephone Service was a rarity with 
only 5,000 customers placing about 30 000 calls each week. Because only three radio 
channels were available, only three customers in any given city could make mobile 
telephone calls at one time. Mobile Telephone Service was expensive, costing 15 USD 
per month, plus 0.30 to 0.40 USD per local call, equivalent to about 176 USD per 
month and 3.50 to 4.75 per call in 2012 USD. The Advanced Mobile Phone System 
analog mobile cell phone system, developed by Bell Labs, was introduced in the 
Americas in 1978, gave much more capacity. It was the primary analog mobile phone 
system in North America (and other locales) through the 1980s and into the 2000s. 
In 1954, the Regency company introduced a pocket transistor radio, the TR-.l, 
powered by a “standard 22.5 V Battery.” In 1955, the newly formed Sony company 
introduced its first transistorized radio. It was small enough to fit in a vest pocket,
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powered by a small battery. It was durable, because it had no vacuum tubes to bum 
out. Over the next 20 years, transistors replaced tubes almost completely except for 
high-power transmitters.
By 1963, colour television was being broadcast commercially (though not all 
broadcasts or programs were in colour), and the first (radio) communication satellite, 
Telstar, was launched. In the late 1960s, the U.S. long-distance telephone network 
began to convert to a digital network, employing digital radios for many of its links. 
In the 1970s, LORAN became the premier radio navigation system.
Soon, the U.S. Navy experimented with satellite navigation, culminating in the launch 
of the Global Positioning System (GPS) constellation in 1987. In the early 1990s, 
amateur radio experimenters began to use personal computers with audio cards to 
process radio signals. In 1994, the U.S. Army and DARPA launched an aggressive, 
successful project to construct a software-defined radio that can be programmed to 
be virtually any radio by changing its software program. Digital transmissions began 
to be applied to broadcasting in the late 1990s.
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Uses of Radio

Early uses were maritime, for sending telegraphic messages using Morse code 
between ships and land. The earliest users included the Japanese Navy scouting the 
Russian fleet during the Battle of Tsushima in 1905. One of the most memorable uses 
of marine telegraphy was during the sinking of the RMS Titanic in 1912, including 
communications between operators on the sinking ship and nearby vessels, and 
communications to shore stations listing the survivors.
Radio was used to pass on orders and communications between armies and navies 
on both sides in World War I; Germany used radio communications for diplomatic • 
messages once it discovered that its submarine cables had been tapped by the 
British. The United States passed on President Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points 
to Germany via radio during the war. Broadcasting began from San Jose, California 
in 1909, and became feasible in the 1920s, with the widespread introduction of radio 
receivers, particularly in Europe and the United States. Besides broadcasting, point- 
to-point broadcasting, including telephone messages and relays of radio programs, 
became widespread in the 1920s and 1930s. Another use of radio in the pre-war 
years was the development of detection and locating of aircraft and ships by the use 
of radar (Radio Detection and Ranging).
Today, radio takes many forms, including wireless networks and mobile 
communications of all types, as well as radio broadcasting. Before the advent of 
television, commercial radio broadcasts included not only news and music, but 
dramas, comedies, variety shows, and many other forms of entertainment (the era 
from the late 1920s to the mid-1950s is commonly called radio’s “Golden Age”). 
Radio was unique among methods of dramatic presentation in that it used only 
sound.
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Audio
AM radio uses amplitude modulation, in which the amplitude of the transmitted 
signal is made proportional to the sound amplitude captured (transduced) by the 
microphone, while the transmitted frequency remains unchanged. Transmissions 
are affected by static and interference because lightning and other sources of radio 
emissions on the same frequency add their amplitudes to the original transmitted 
amplitude.
In the early part of the 20th century, American AM radio stations broadcast with 
powers as high as 500 kW, and some could be heard worldwide; these stations’ 
transmitters were commandeered for military use by the US Government during 
World War II. Currently, the maximum broadcast power for a civilian AM radio 
station in the United States and Canada is 50 kW, and the majority of stations that 
emit signals this powerful were grandfathered in. In 1986 KTNN received the last 
granted 50,000 watt license. These 50 kW stations are generally called “clear channel” 
stations (not to be confused with Clear Channel Communications'), because within 
North America each of these stations has exclusive use of its broadcast frequency 
throughout part or all of the broadcast day.
FM broadcast radio sends music and voice with less noise than AM radio (It is often 
mistakenly thought that FM is higher fidelity than AM but that is not the case. AM 
is capable of the same audio bandwidth that FM employs. AM receivers typically 
use narrower filters in the receiver to recover the signal with less noise; AM stereo 
receivers can reproduce the same audio bandwidth that FM does due to the wider 
filter used in an AM stereo receiver, but nowadays, AM radios limit the audio 
bandpass to 3-5 kHz maximum). In frequency modulation, amplitude variation at 
the microphone causes the transmitter frequency to fluctuate. Because the audio 
signal modulates the frequency and not the amplitude, an FM signal is not subject 
to static and interference in the same way as AM signals. Due to its need for a 
wider bandwidth, FM is transmitted in the Very High Frequency (VHF, 30 MHz to 
300 MHz) radio spectrum.
VHF radio waves act more like light, traveling in straight lines; hence the reception 
range is generally limited to about 50-200 miles. During unusual upper atmospheric 
conditions, FM signals are occasionally reflected back towards the Earth by the 
ionosphere, resulting in long distance FM reception. FM receivers are subject to 
the capture effect, which causes the radio to only receive the strongest signal when 
multiple signals appear on the same frequency. FM receivers are relatively immune 
to lightning and spark interference.
High power is useful in penetrating buildings, diffracting around hills, and refracting 
in the dense atmosphere near the horizon for some distance beyond the horizon. 
Consequently, 100,000 watt FM stations can regularly be heard up to 100 miles 
(160 km) away, and farther (e.g., 150 miles, 240 km) if there are no competing 
signals.
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A few old, “grandfathered” stations do not conform to these power rules. WBCT-FM 
(93.7) in Grand Rapids, Michigan, US, runs 320,000 watts ERP, and can increase 
to 500,000 watts ERP by the terms of its original license. Such a huge power level 
does not usually help to increase range as much as one might expect, because 
VHF frequencies travel in nearly straight lines over the horizon and off into space. 
Nevertheless, when there were fewer FM stations competing, this station could be 
heard near Bloomington, Illinois, US, almost 300 miles (500 km) away.
FM subcarrier services are secondary signals transmitted in a “piggyback” fashion 
along with the main program. Special receivers are required to utilize these services. 
Analog channels may contain alternative programming, such as reading services for 
the blind, background music or stereo sound signals. In some extremely crowded 
metropolitan areas, the sub-channel program might be an alternate foreign-language 
radio program for various ethnic groups. Sub-carriers can also transmit digital data, 
such as station identification, the current song’s name, web addresses, or stock quotes. 
In some countries, FM radios automatically re-tune themselves to the same channel 
in a different district by using sub-bands.
Aviation voice radios use VHF AM. AM is used so that multiple stations on the same 
channel can be received. (Use of FM would result in stronger stations blocking out 
reception of weaker stations due to FM’s capture effect). Aircraft fly high enough 
that their transmitters can be received hundreds of miles (or kilometres) away, even 
though they are using VHF.
Marine voice radios can use single sideband voice (SSB) in the shortwave High 
Frequency (HF—3 MHz to 30 MHz) radio spectrum for very long ranges or 
narrowband FM in the VHF spectrum for much shorter ranges. Narrowband FM 
sacrifices fidelity to make more channels available within the radio spectrum, by 
using a smaller range of radio frequencies, usually with 5 kHz of deviation, versus 
the 75 kHz used by commercial FM broadcasts, and 25 kHz used for TV sound. 
Government, police, fire and commercial voice services also use narrowband FM 
on special frequencies. Early police radios used AM receivers to receive one-way 
dispatches.
Civil and military HF (high frequency) voice services use shortwave radio to 
contact ships at sea, aircraft and isolated settlements. Most use single sideband 
voice (SSB), which uses less bandwidth than AM. On an AM radio SSB sounds 
like ducks quacking, or the adults in a Charlie Brown cartoon. Viewed as a graph of 
frequency versus power, an AM signal shows power where the frequencies of the 
voice add and subtract with the main radio frequency. SSB cuts the bandwidth in half 
by suppressing the carrier and one of the sidebands. This also makes the transmitter 
about three times more powerful, because it does not need to transmit the unused 
carrier and sideband.
TETRA, Terrestrial Trunked Radio is a digital cell phone system for military, police 
and ambulances. Commercial services such as XM, WorldSpace and Sirius offer 
encrypted digital Satellite radio.
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Telephony Media Scene in India

Mobile phones transmit to a local cell site (transmitter/receiver) that ultimately 
connects to the public switched telephone network (PSTN) through an optic fiber 
or microwave radio and other network elements. When the mobile phone nears the 
edge of the cell site’s radio coverage area, the central computer switches the phone 
to a new cell. Cell phones originally used FM, but now most use various digital 
modulation schemes. Recent developments in Sweden (such as DROPme) allow for 
the instant downloading of digital material from a radio broadcast (such as a song) 
to a mobile phone.
Satellite phones use satellites rather than cell towers to communicate.

NOTES

Video

Television sends the picture as AM and the sound as AM or FM, with the sound 
carrier a fixed frequency (4.5 MHz in the NTSC system) away from the video carrier. 
Analog television also uses a vestigial sideband on the video carrier to reduce the 
bandwidth required.
Digital television uses 8VSB modulation in North America (under the ATSC digital 
television standard), and COFDM modulation elsewhere in the world (using the 
DVB-T standard). A Reed-Solomon error correction code adds redundant correction 
codes and allows reliable reception during moderate data loss. Although many current 
and future codecs can be sent in the MPEG transport stream container format, as of 
2006 most systems use a standard-definition format almost identical to DVD: MPEG-2 
video in Anamorphic widescreen and MPEG layer 2 (MP2) audio. High-definition 
television is possible simply by using a higher-resolution picture, but H.264/AVC 
is being considered as a replacement video codec in some regions for its improved 
compression. With the compression and improved modulation involved, a- single 
“channel” can contain a high-definition program and several, standard-definition 
programs.

Navigation

All satellite navigation systems use satellites with precision clocks. The satellite 
transmits its position, and the time of the transmission. The receiver listens to four 
satellites, and can figure its position as being on a line that is tangent to a spherical 
shell around each satellite, determined by the time-of-flight of the radio signals from 
the satellite. A computer in the receiver does the math.
Radio direction-finding is the oldest form of radio navigation. Before 1960 navigators 
used movable loop antennas to locate commercial AM stations near cities. In some 
cases they used marine radiolocation beacons, which share a range of frequencies 
just above AM radio with amateur radio operators. LORAN systems also used time- 
of-flight radio signals, but from radio stations on the ground.
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VOR (Very High Frequency Omnidirectional Range), systems (used by aircraft), 
have an antenna array that transmits two signals simultaneously. A directional signal 
rotates like a lighthouse at a fixed rate. When the directional signal is facing north, 
an omnidirectional signal pulses. By measuring the difference in phase of these 
two signals, an aircraft can determine its bearing or radial from the station, thus 
establishing a line of position. An aircraft can get readings from two VORs and 
locate its position at the intersection of the two radials, known as a “fix.”
When the VOR station is collocated with DME (Distance Measuring Equipment), 
the aircraft can determine its bearing and range from the station, thus providing a 
fix from only one ground station. Such stations are called VOR/DMEs. The military 
operates a similar system of navaids, called TACANs, which are often built into VOR 
stations. Such stations are called VORTACs. Because TACANs include distance 
measuring equipment, VOR/DME and VORTAC stations are identical in navigation 
potential to Civil aircraft.
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Radar
Radar (Radio Detection And Ranging) detects objects at a distance by bouncing radio 
waves off them. The delay caused by the echo measures the distance. The direction 
of the beam determines the direction of the reflection. The polarization and frequency 
of the return can sense the type of surface. Navigational radars scan a wide area 
two to four times per minute. They use very short waves that reflect from earth and 
stone. They are common on commercial ships and long-distance commercial aircraft.
General purpose radars generally use navigational radar frequencies, but modulate and 
polarize the pulse so the receiver can determine the type of surface of the reflector. 
The best general-purpose radars distinguish the rain of heavy storms, as well as land 
and vehicles. Some can superimpose sonar data and map data from GPS position. 
Search radars scan a wide area with pulses of short radio waves. They usually scan 
the area two to four times a minute. Sometimes search radars use the Doppler Effect 
to separate moving vehicles from clutter. Targeting radars use the same principle 
as search radar but scan a much smaller area far more often, usually several times 
a second or more. Weather radars resemble search radars, but use radio waves with 
circular polarization and a wavelength to reflect from water droplets. Some weather 
radar use the Doppler Effect to measure wind speeds.

Data (digital radio)

Most new radio systems are digital, see also: Digital TV, Satellite Radio, Digital 
Audio Broadcasting. The oldest form of digital broadcast was spark gap telegraphy, 
used by pioneers such as Marconi. By pressing the key, the operator could send 
messages in Morse code by energizing a rotating commutating spark gap. The rotating 
commutator produced a tone in the receiver, where a simple spark gap would produce 
a hiss, indistinguishable from static. Spark-gap transmitters are now illegal, because
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Media Scene in Indiatheir transmissions span several hundred megahertz. This is very wasteful of both 
radio frequencies and power.
The next advance was continuous wave telegraphy, or CW (Continuous Wave), in 
which a pure radio frequency, produced by a vacuum tube electronic oscillator was 
switched on and off by a key. A receiver with a local oscillator would “heterodyne” 
with the pure radio frequency, creating a whistle-like audio tone. CW uses less 
than 100 Hz of bandwidth. CW is still used, these days primarily by amateur radio 

x operators (hams). Strictly, on-off keying of a carrier should be known as “Interrupted 
Continuous Wave” or IGW or on-off keying (OOK).
Radio teletype equipment usually operates on short-wave (HF) and is much loved 
by the military because they create written information without a skilled operator. 
They send a bit as one of two tones using frequency-shift keying. Groups of five or 
seven bitsbecomeacharacterprintedby a teleprinter. From about 1925 to 1975, radio 
teletype was how most commercial messages were sent to less developed countries. 
These are still used by the military and weather services.
Aircraft use a 1200 Baud radio teletype service over VHF to send their ID, altitude 
and position, and get gate and connecting-flight data. Microwave dishes on satellites, 
telephone exchanges and TV stations usually use quadrature amplitude modulation 
(QAM). QAM sends data by changing both the phase and the amplitude of the radio 
signal. Engineers like QAM because it packs the most bits into a radio signal when 
given an exclusive (non-shared) fixed narrowband frequency range. Usually the bits 
are sent in “frames” that repeat. A special bit pattern is used to locate the beginning 
of a frame.
Communication systems that limit themselves to a fixed, narrowband frequency 
range are vulnerable to jamming. A variety of jamming-resistant spread spectrum 
techniques were initially developed for military use, most famously for Global 
Positioning System satellite transmissions. Commercial use of spread spectrum 
began in the 1980s. Bluetooth, most cell phones, and the 802.11b version of Wi-Fi 
each use various forms of spread spectrum.
Systems that need reliability, or that share their frequency with other services, may 
use “coded orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing” or COFDM. COFDM 
breaks a digital signal into as many as several hundred slower sub-channels. The 
digital signal is often sent as QAM on the sub-channels. Modem COFDM systems 
use a small computer to make and decode the signal with digital signal processing, 
which is more flexible and far less expensive than older systems that implemented 
separate electronic channels.
COFDM resists fading and ghosting because the narrow-channel QAM signals can 
be sent slowly. An adaptive system, or one that sends error-correction codes can 
also resist interference, because most interference can affect only a few of the QAM 
channels. COFDM is used for Wi-Fi, some cell phones, Digital Radio Mondiale, 
Eureka 147, and many other local area network, digital TV and radio standards.

NOTES
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Radio-frequency energy generated for heating of objects is generally not intended 
to radiate outside of the generating equipment, to prevent interference with other 
radio signals; Microwave ovens use intense radio waves to heat food. Diathermy 
equipment is^used in surgery for sealing of blood vessels. Induction furnaces are 
used for melting metal for casting, and induction hobs for cooking.

NOTES

Amateur Radio Service

Amateur radio, also known as “ham radio”, is a hobby in which enthusiasts are 
licensed to communicate on a number of bands in the radio frequency spectrum 
non-commercially and for their own enjoyment. They may also provide emergency 
and public service assistance. This has been very beneficial in emergencies, saving 
lives in many instances.
Radio amateurs use a variety of modes, including nostalgic ones like Morse code 
and experimental ones like Low-Frequency Experimental Radio. Several forms of 
radio were pioneered by radio amateurs and later became commercially important, 
including FM, single-sideband (SSB), AM, digital packet radio and satellite repeaters. 
Some amateur frequencies may be disrupted illegally by power-line internet service.

Unlicensed Radio Services

Unlicensed, government-authorized personal radio services such as Citizens’ band 
radio in Australia, most of the Americas, and Europe, and Family Radio Service 
and Multi-Use Radio Service in North America exist to provide simple, (usually) 
short range communication for individuals and small groups, without the overhead 
of licensing. Similar services exist in other parts of the world. These radio services 
involve the use of handheld units.
Wi-Fi also operates in unlicensed radio bands and is very widely used to network 
computers.
Free radio stations, sometimes called pirate radio or “clandestine” stations, are 
unauthorized, unlicensed, illegal broadcasting stations. These are often low power 
transmitters operated on sporadic schedules by hobbyists, community activists, or 
political and cultural dissidents. Some pirate stations operating offshore in parts of 
Europe and the United Kingdom more closely resembled legal stations, maintaining 
regular schedules, using high power, and selling commercial advertising time.

Radio Control

Radio.remote controls use radio waves to transmit control data to a remote object 
as in some early forms of guided missile, some early TV remotes and a range of 
model boats, cars and airplanes. Large industrial remote-controlled equipment such 
as cranes and switching locomotives how usually use digital radio techniques to 
ensure safety and reliability.
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Media Scene in IndiaPrint
Print advertising comes in many shapes and sizes. It can be as powerful as a billboard 
or as discreet as a penny. The choices are many but the right choice requires research. 
Think about your target audience and design your marketing campaign around them. 
If your audience is older and travels frequently, you may want to advertise in travel 
magazines. If they are nearing retirement, advertise in financial publications. The 
cost can be prohibitive but it is a great investment for the amount of exposure and 
reach it brings.

NOTES

1.4 FOREIGN MEDIA IN INDIA

With India adopting the economic reform programme in the 1990s, foreign companies 
and establishments have been making their presence.felt in the Indian scene.
The various sectors of domestic industry one after the other have witnessed external 
competition with the unfurling of the country’s globalization policies.
Therefore, not surprisingly, the media’s turn has come as well. Doors have already 
been opened to the foreign electronic media.
The CNN, STAR TV and the BBC World Service have become a part and parcel of 
daily viewing in all urban centres. Their programmes have found their way into the 
Indian living rooms and, shall we say, have come to stay for good.
The operation of the foreign media in general was once conceived as a ‘threat’—a 
dangerous intrusion—that would present grave risks to national interests and endanger 
every aspect of the Indian society. It had also been suggested that it would prove a 
threat to India’s sovereignty and finally its independent status.
Such fears seem to have been exaggerated, and not quite valid. The power of the 
media is strong indeed, and no one would deny that. But can the foreign media 
successfully use this very power to work against the hopes and aspirations and to 
the detriment of the Indian people?
The media, an important means of communication, is a vast source of information 
and entertainment to people across the country. Its ability to mould thoughts and 
shape opinions is such that one can say it is a governing force of sorts.
The various impressions it leaves upon the human mind, the views and ideas it may 
end up propagating do, all in all, affect the people’s lifestyles, their way of thinking 
and even being. As far as the Indian society is concerned, it is one in which traditional 
socio- cultural standards are deeply ingrained. It was mainly feared that the coming 
of the foreign media would not only have commercial ramifications but that it would 
also disrupt India’s social, cultural and political fabric.
In all these discussions, it has been forgotten that foreign sources have been involved 
in providing information to Indians for years now. The BBC World Service news
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broadcasts, for instance, were long preferred to those of the domestic—All India 
Radio—especially by those keen on credibility.
Foreign newspapers and magazines have not only been available on the news stand 
but also zealously read. Though the more recent access to foreign TV may appear 
to have infused Western thoughts and standards among the people, the truth is that 
its effects have been very limited.
Indian society, however diverse and multifaceted, is made up of people who are 
sensible enough. There is nothing to suggest that they lack the keen sense of 
discrimination necessary to reject any nonsense that the Western media may throw 
their way.
It is insulting to the Indian sensibility if one were - to assume that the people here 
would swallow all the lies and hostile propaganda that the foreign media may choose 
to disseminate, coming to the Western cultural influences communicated through 
the foreign media, a common viewpoint is that ignorance is bliss: the less we are 
exposed to their culture, the better for us.
One cannot agree with this that knowing more about other cultures and lifestyles , 
would add to our own knowledge. In the end, one must rely upon one’s own moral 
values to choose the best and leave the rest.
Even if the foreign media attempt to serve their own vested interests—political, 
economical or of whatever kind—through news and views, it is doubtful if they would 
be successful at all. There are many safeguards in law to check activities that may 
promote antagonism among different religious, linguistic, caste and other groups. 
Indeed, the presence of the foreign electronic media has done much to rejuvenate 
its domestic counterpart with the result that the standard and quality of our own 
television and radio programmes have very much improved.
A number of Indian TV channels such as Aaj tak, Zee TV network, Sony and NDTV 
have also made their presence felt in an impressive way. So, competition has helped 
the consumer get a variety of choice.
Regarding the foreign media presence, there is another matter worth taking note 
of. How will these media groups operate and what are the checks and restrictions 
they will be subjected to? For one thing, the Indian Constitution, recognising the 
importance of receiving and imparting information as basic tenet of democracy, 
enshrines freedom of speech and expression under Article 19.
Free speech and expression where the media is concerned, falls under the preview 
of the same Article. But clearly, the Article confers the right upon “all citizens” only.
So, what about those who are not citizens of the country and all the foreign 
corporative as well? It has been said that the Constitution has made a deliberate 
distinction between the term ‘person’ and ‘citizen’ in order to guarantee free speech 
and expression to Indian citizens only.

Media Management
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Media Scene in IndiaThe question is whether the freedom to speak or express should be restricted on 
the basis of nationality. Any point of view, opinion or idea that is expressed or any 
simple information for that matter ought to hold weight for what it is and not for 
who utters it and where.
It is ironical that any society democratic in character—:that is, one which does 
away with all distinctions of caste, religion, and sex—^must erect a barrier in the 
form of nationality when it comes to a fundamental principle of democracy itself. 
Maybe it was to universally recognise this inherent and true nature of democracy 
that the UNESCO Declaration (1978) stressed “freedom of opinion, expression of 
information” as “an integral part of human rights and fundamental freedoms”.
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights in Article 19(2) has 
expressed the same: “Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression, this 
right shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all 
kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, 
or through any other of his choice.”
The problem becomes acute when we consider the entry of foreign publications, i.e. 
the print media, into India.
The foreign newspapers, for instance, will have to register their titles or names only 
under the Press and Registration of Books (PRB) Act, 1867. However, the Act does 
not admit persons who do not reside in the country to edit or publish newspapers. 
The national policy has also been such that in 1955 itself it was decided that foreign 
newspapers and periodicals would not be allowed to be published from India.
A large section of the Indian print media has been hostile to the entry of foreign 
newspapers on a regular basis into India. The apprehension was that it would endanger 
national security and sovereignty.
The government has partially opened up the print media, allowing foreign direct 
investment under certain conditions in the various media enterprises. As of 2005, 
India permits foreign direct investment (FDI) up to 26% in news publications and 
up to 74% in non-news publications. This, one believes, is in keeping with our 
economic policy. Significantly, it is stipulated that editorial control should be with 
Indian citizens.
Caution is not to be laughed off; 100% foreign entry into the media sector is not 
allowed even in the highly democratic Western countries, not even in the USA. 
This is because the press is seen as a vital part of a country’s political and socio- 
economical setup.
And no outsider, however liberal, can be expected to have a country’s interests at 
heart to the extent a citizen of that country does. So, ownership— at least the majority 
of the stake—of media is best left in India’s hands.
The entry of foreign media has to be governed by strict rules. Any intention to cripple 
the country politically or economically or any attempt at cultural imperialism in 
order to make the country a slave to the designs of international powers would not

NOTES
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be tolerated. If the foreign media is keen on making a presence on the Indian soil, 
respect for the country’s unity and integrity is essential.
Foreign media need not be a risk to the integrity and sovereignty of the country. The 
Western electronic media, for instance, which has been functioning for some time, 
has provided healthy competition to the domestic media industry which has not only 
bettered its services but is also now more conscious of people’s wants. Some of our 
largest circulated dailies have tremendously improved their contents and quality 
with the entry of the foreign media in India.
Now they have become world class. The Times of India, in fact, has come to occupy 
a place among the top five dailies of the world, and this is no mean achievement. 
That foreign media’s influence, especially on the cultural scene would bring about 
a disintegration of the Indian society is an erroneous belief.
As long as people retain their sense of integrity and have a sensible approach 
towards the programme aired by foreign media, there need be no fear of their getting 
brainwashed.
With the change in the government’s policy, steps to facilitate the foreign media’s 
entry are needed. However, foreign media ought to be treated on par with the domestic 
media industry in every manner.

Media Management

NOTES

Foreign Investment in Print Media

After independence in 1947, the Indian government had prohibited any foreign 
investment in print media (a law was passed in 1955). But in 2002, the decision 
was reversed, and now, up to 26% ownership of print media in India can be foreign. 
However, this came with a rider - foreign investment in news agencies is still barred. 
This is the first step, in the context of Indian print media, towards what Gamham 
points out as one of the characteristics of the phenomena of mass media turning into 
full-scale commodity production:
Increased international competition and the resulting take-over of domestic, national 
publishing companies, advertising agencies, private broadcasting stations, etc. by 
multinational companies.
However, 26% print media ownership is only a tip of the iceberg. In the propaganda 
model put forward by Chomsky and Herman, the second filter that news has to go 
through is its ability to ensure continued support from advertisers. As with much 
of rest of the world, Indian print newspapers are largely subsidized, and sold to the 
reader at a cost that is much less than the cost of production. Advertisements usually 
are the main source of this subsidy. Currently, the government of India currently 
allows 100% foreign investment into advertising, allowing a potential backdoor for 
foreign agencies to control the print news industry in India.
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Media Scene in IndiaThe Opportunity

The desire for foreign help is palpable. India has 49,000 publications, but annual 
revenues total just $1.1 billion. While they can be vibrant and gutsy, most are starved 
for technology, marketing, and capital to expand. So, a handful of publications 
dominate. Chief among them is the Times of India Group, which long used its 
political clout to block foreign entrants by claiming news media are a “strategic” 
industry. Its seven newspapers (total circulation: 2.2 million) i-.se strong marketing 
and distribution to overpower rivals. The group earned $40 million in 2001, more 
than the rest of India’s print media combined. One affiliate, The Economic Times, 
has 467,000 subscribers.

NOTES

The Flip Side
As expected, there have been various anti-FDI lobbies, which are strongly voicing 
protests regarding foreign investment in Indian Print Media. Their major contention 
is that foreign forces might begin dominating the content of Indian publications, 
which is detrimental to national interests. An extreme view given by a former Indian 
PM is that powered by their immense finances and goaded by an ambition to control 
the emerging Indian market, the foreign monopolies will impose their own agenda 
of ultimately controlling Indian politics. But there is more than meets the eye. The 
English-language media, fearing competition from players with deeper pockets, has 
been resisting this move by the Government.
A survey commissioned by a group of large New Delhi newspapers, showed that 34 
out of 50 newspapers across the country were opposed to foreign investment. Only 
16 newspapers with a circulation share of 23.7% favoured the proposal. In' India 
while there is wide readership of daily newspapers in Indian languages, the English 
press is taken more seriously by the government.
And from a marketing point of view, the English press reaches the most lucrative 
segment of society - the 300-million-strong middle class. Foreign players are seen 
as a threat to market share. One of the few local media houses in favour of foreign 
investment has been the India Today Group, publishers of India’s largest circulating 
news magazine.

Entry of New Players

The year 2005 saw the entry of new players across all segments of the E&M 
industry. The most prominent entry was that of the Reliance Group in the filmed 
entertainment and radio segment. During 2005, Reliance Capital bought a majority 
stake in Adlabs which enabled it to have a presence across the entire value chain 
of the filmed entertainment segment ranging from film production, exhibition and 
distribution. Through Adlabs, Reliance also made its entry into the radio segment 
by bidding for over 50 FM radio stations across the country with aggregate bids of 
over INR 1.5 billion.
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The other significant entry into the entertainment and media segment was that of the 
Tata group, through its subsidiary Videsh Sanchar Nigam Limited (VSNL). VSNL 
tied up with the Paris-based Thomson Group in 2005 with the objective of identifying 
opportunities in managing and delivering content for third parties, including 
broadcasters and content providers. Thomson Group also recently announced its 
partnership with Tata Sky Limited for manufacturing set-top-boxes and providing 
sales service and support network for their DTH customers.
Owing to the strong impetus for growth from the economic and demographic 
factors coupled with some regulatory corrections, the sector also recently witnessed 
increasing foreign investment inflows in most segments of the E&M industry, 
especially the print media. Recent examples include foreign investment in English 
dailies such as Hindustan Times and Business Standard by Henderson Global and 
Financial Times respectively. Vernacular media too saw its share of foreign investment 
with a strategic equity investment by Independent News and Media in Dainik Jagran, 
a leading Hindi Daily.
In the broadcasting space, most channels beaming into India (such as Walt Disney, 
ESPN-Star Sports, Star, Discovery, BBC, etc.) have established foreign investment 
subsidiary companies for content development and advertisement airtime sales.
In the television distribution space arena, foreign investment is being drawn by 
the larger cable operators referred to as .‘multi-system operators (MSO)’ such as 
Hathway and Hindujas. In the television content space, the recent investment in 
Nimbus Communications by a foreign private equity player is seen as the start of a 
significant trend of foreign investment inflows.

Media Management
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Table 1.2: Strategic Foreign Investment in E&M Industry
Foreign
investor

Indian
entity

Nature of 
InvestmentSegment Reason

• Entry into 
the FM radio 
segment

Virgin Radio 
Asia

Equity
stake**HT Media FM radio

"Financial
Times
(Pearson
Group)"

• Expansion and 
strengthening of 
operations

Newspaper 
publishing- 
print media

"Business
Standard"

Equity
stake**

"Independent
News
and Media, UK"

• Expansion and 
strengthening of 
operations

Newspaper 
publishing- 
print media

"Jagran
Prakashan"

Equity
stake**

• Expansion and 
strengthening of 
operations

Newspaper 
publishing- 
print media

"T Rowe Price 
International"

"Mid-day
Multimedia"

Equity
stake**
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Newspaper 
publishing- 
print media

• Expansion and 
strengthening of 
operations

AMP
Hendersen, UK

Equity
stake**

HI Media

Film NOTES
production • “Expansion 

of operations”
Bear Steams Adlabs Films Equity stakeand

exhibition

3i (UK-based . 
private equity 
FTSE 100 
company)

• Expansion and 
strengthening of 
operations

"Nimbus
Communica
tions"

Television 
and films Equity stake

• Expansion and 
strengthening of 
operations

Americorp
Ventures,
Mauritius

"Nimbus
Communica
tions"

Television 
and films Equity stake

• Expansion and 
strengthening of 
operations

Americorp
Ventures,
Mauritius

"Asianet
Communica
tions"

Television
broadcasting Equity stake

• "Expansion and 
strengthening 
of operations in 
south India and 
entry into 
Hindi television 
content market"

Television 
content 
provider in 
south India

"Dubai-based 
NRI group" Yantra Media Equity stake

"New Vernon 
Bharat, 
Mauritius- 
based"

Television
production

• Expansion and 
strengthening of 
operations

Equity
stake**Jagran TV and

broadcasting

"Times
Global
Broadcast
ing"

Television • Expansion and 
strengthening of 
operations

production Equity
stake**Reuters, UK and

broadcasting

** Indicate cases where investment was a consequence of FDI in that particular 
segment.
Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers research

1.5 SUMMARY

• Media management is a general job title that describes people who manage talent 
for media professionals like those who work in photo, sound, and video. It is a 
form of entertainment management, a field that manages talent in show business.
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• Media of India consist of several different types of Indian communications 
media: television, radio, cinema, newspapers, magazines, and Internet-based 
Web sites.

• The first maj or newspaper in India—The Bengal Gazette—was started in 1780 
under the British Raj by James Augustus Hickey. Other newspapers such as The 
India Gazette, The Calcutta Gazette, The Madras Courier (1785), The Bombay 
Herald (1789) etc. soon followed.

• Radio broadcasting was initiated in 1927 but became state responsibility only 
in 1930. In 1937, it was given the name All India Radio and since 1957 it has 
been called Akashvani.

• The Indian economy underwent economic reforms in 1991, leading to a new 
era of globalization and international economic integration.

• India’s media and entertainment (M&E) industry registered an overall growth 
of 12.6%, from ? 728 billion (US$ 11.74 billion) in 2011 to ? 821 billion (US$ 
13.24 billion) in 2012, according to a joint report by the Federation of Indian 
Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) and KPMG.

• Traditional media refer to the time-honored, conventional means of mass 
communication, such as street theater and puppetry as practiced by various 
global communities and cultures, or embodied in local custom or lore, generally 
involving the use of storytelling and especially communication arts that make 
up a distinctive culture, representative of a traditional way of life.

• Traditional folk media generally include the presentation of different types of 
programmes like folk song and music, folk dance,yatra, drama and theatres, 
puppetry and street theatre, etc.

• Drama is one of the most popular forms of traditional media. Let us understand 
this form by using an example from the rural areas. After completing the work 
in the fields, you very often find that farmers celebrate their joy of leisure.

• Storytelling provides a means to document the news, history, character and 
identity of a community. Both traditional and modem media have adopted the 
forms of storytelling that have always existed in culture and have incorporated 
technological innovations, including interactive multimedia, digital technologies, 
and animated content and computer-generated images.

• Radio is the wireless transmission of signals through free space by 
electromagnetic radiation of a frequency significantly below that of visible 
light, in the radio frequency range, from about 3 kHz to 300 GHz.

• The entry of foreign media has to be governed by strict rules. Any intention 
to cripple the country politically or economically or any attempt at cultural 
imperialism in order to make the country a slave to the designs of international 
powers would not be tolerated. If the foreign media is keen on making a presence 
on the Indian soil, respect for the country’s unity and integrity is essential.

Media Management
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1.6 REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What do you mean by media management?
2. Discuss the media scene in India.
3. Discuss the key forms of traditional media and their use in mass communication.
4. Write a note on foreign media in India.

NOTES

r «
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UNIT

2NOTES

MEDIA INDUSTRY IN INDIA
Structure

2.0 Learning Objectives 

2.1 Introduction

2.2 Organizational Structure of Newspapers and Magazines

2.3 News Print Policy

2.4 Organizational Structure of Radio and TV

2.5 Cinema Industry in India: Structure, Organization and Economics

2.6 Summary

2.7 Review Questions

2.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, you should be able to:
• Describe the organizational structure of newspapers, magazines, Radio and TV
• Define the news print policy of India
• Know the structure and economics of cinema industry in India

2.1 INTRODUCTION

An industry is a category of business. In the case of the media industry, the term 
refers to the collection of businesses that allows information to be shared. This 
includes operations such as radio broadcasts, websites, and newspapers. Jobs that 
are commonly available in media include positions for journalists, photographers, 
and producers.
Businesses within the media industry can often be sub-categorized by their mediums. 
There are newspapers, magazines, and television stations. There are also radio 
stations, website, and podcasts. Each of these is unique forms of media, although 
they may all be used to share the same type of information.
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Media Industry in JndiaThe media industry employs vast numbers of people in varied roles. Print media, 
for example, is a segment of this industry wherein people can employ their skills 
to be journalists, editors, and publishers. The demand for visual material provides 
employment opportunities for photographers and videographers. Radio affords 
people the opportunity to be creative directors, disc jockeys, and radio personalities. 
In many places, the media industry relies heavily on protection provided in national 
constitutions, which often grant and protect free speech. Generally, the countries with 
the strongest democratic systems have the largest and most varied media industries. 
In many countries around the globe, censorship is a major problem. When this is 
the case, participants in this industry are often at risk of persecution if they attempt 
to disseminate information that their governments do not find favourable. Some 
countries even go so far as to limit the access that people in their nation have to 
international media.

NOTES

The media industry is considered to be a powerful tool if properly used. It can be 
used to influence masses of people. For this reason, the media industry is one toward 
which people commonly have mixed feelings. On the one hand, it is generally 
understood that the media industry serves some very useful and essential functions. 
Some of the businesses in this category inform people of important information, 
such as when the radio is used to announce threatening weather or the newspaper is 
used to display public notices.
On the contrary, the media industry is also commonly criticized for destroying values 
or providing a platform for extremism. Examples of this may include instances 
when obscene behavior is flaunted on talk shows or racists are allowed to distribute 
newsletters. In some cases, the media is even accused of threatening public safety, 
such as when the details of classified government documents are exposed on the 
Internet.
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2.2 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF NEWSPAPERS 

AND MAGAZINES
NOTES The organizational structure of the firm and its environment are considered major 

determinants of its performance (cf Miller, 1987). Several authors have explored 
these ideas elaborating on the different relationships and their effect on performance 
For instance. Bums and Stalker (1961) argue that mechanistic organizations are more 
effective in stable environments, whilst the organic form is more effective in dynamic 
-i.e uncertain- environments Woodward (1965) contends that the best performers are 
those who follow the structural norms of their technology groups, while Lawrence 
and Lorsch (1967) argue that firms highly differentiated and highly integrated in 
dynamic environments, as well as those undifferentiated with low integration in 
stable environments, perform better These seminal works give form to what is called 
contingency theory, where the main idea is that the environment poses challenges 
that must be dealt with structurally (Thompson 1967, Perrow 1970, Khandwalla 
1972 and 1973) This does not mean that there is only one way to organise a firm, 
the characteristics of the organizational context help to determine the success of a 
particular organizational form Thus, even if it is possible to find a wide range of 
effective organizational forms, they are not random (Galbraith 1973).
In the last nearly 200 years, newspapers have remained a very important mass media 
for advertising. With the appearance of radio, and subsequently television, there has 
been some change in the reading habits of people. TV presented a combination of 
some very desirable characteristics, not offered by any ether media, and became a 
primary source of entertainment, news, and other types of information for a very 
large number of people. Print media has successfully met the challenge posed by 
television because it has certain advantages not offered by broadcast media. In spite 
of tremendous popularity of TV as an advertising medium, newspapers command a 
position of significance among advertisers.
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Media Industry in IndiaNewspapers are an important part of our everyday life and a major source of 
information for a large number of readers. Newspapers are available to the masses at 
a fraction of their cost because advertising revenues from large to small advertisers 
support them. Without such tremendous advertising support from business firms and 
others, newspapers would not survive.
The role of newspapers is different in the media plan of the advertiser than television 
or radio. They allow the presentation of detailed messages that can be processed at 
the readers’ own convenient pace. According to Herbert E Krugman, newspapers 
and magazines are high-involvement media, because the reader is generally required 
to devote some effort in reading the advertising message to have some impact. 
Television and radio are considered as intrusive because the ads appear and go and 
the audiences have no control over their pace.
Before studying the organizational structure of newspapers and magazine, it is 
essential to know about the basics of organizational structure.

NOTES

Principles of Organizational Structure

Traditional organization theorists developed certain principles of organization 
structure. These principles are intended for universal application to all enterprises. 
The most important of these organization structure principles can be listed under 
the following heads:

1. Division of Labour or Specialization

The classicists viewed specialization as the basis of efficiency. A group of individuals 
can secure better results by having division of work. F. W. Taylor applied by breaking 
down jobs into single repetitive tasks performed on specialized tools. At higher 
levels, however,, grouping jobs into manageable units and their co-ordination can 
pose serious problems.
The principle of specializations has been challenged by the behavioralists and 
others. Fatigue, monotony and boredom are the inevitable outcomes of division 
of labor. While specializations cause great function interdependency among 
operatives, it also depersonalizes their activities so that individuals find little 
meaning in the work. Moreover, functional interdependency among work activities 
causes strains and tensions. Specialization leaves to a different type of problems 
at the executive level. It tends to segment the organization into enclaves of 
authority and influence. Often executives come to regard these domains as their 
own empires which receive their attention to the neglect of the organizational 
interest.

2. Consideration of Objectives

Organization offers the structure that enables us to accomplish goals. Objectives are 
helpful in determining the activities and the structure itself. Once objectives are clearly 
defined, the organizer can conveniently proceed to group activities, delegate authority
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to individuals to whom activities have been assigned and coordinate their efforts for 
better results. Since objective have a direct bearing upon the organization structure, 
one should take due cognizance of time, and develop and design the structures so as 
to facilitate accomplishment of objectives. The assumption underlying this principle 
is that the work firms and means adopted by the organization are acceptable to the 
individuals and groups. However, in reality, there is often a divergence between 
individual needs and organizational goals.

Media Management

NOTES

3. The Scalar Principle

The vertical dimension of organization structure consists of levels of authority 
arranged in a hierarchy from the chief executive at the top to the first-line supervisor 
at the bottom. Existence of these levels is always the characteristic of organized and 
coordinated group efforts. Consider the members of a group formed spontaneously 
to help push a car out of mud. Someone sees it is desirable to call signals and gives 
the word at which every one exerts his effort in unison with the others. Clearly, a 
leader has emerged producing a two-level group consisting of the leader at the top 
and the pushers as follows. In a complex business organization, the number of levels 
may be substantially large.
The scalar principle holds that organization consists of two or more levels of 
authority. The bias idea of this scale is that of grading or distributing a characteristic 
over a series of demarcated units. In organizations, the levels represent gradations 
of distributed authority. Each successively lowers down the management hierarchy 
represents a decreasing amount of authority.

4. The Principle of Departmentalization

Logical grouping of related jobs and functions is quite natural in developing the 
organization structure. Departmentalization requires analyzing everything that has 
to be done and determining the grouping in which it can be placed without violating 
the principle of homogeneity. Thus, financial aspects of the business can well be 
placed in one section, marketing aspects in another section etc. Departmentalization 
is desirable because individuals vary considerably in the range of activities which 
their abilities will permit then to perform effectively. Another advantage is that 
is focuses executive skills on logical and interrelated problems and provides a 
basis for top management to coordinate and control the efforts of the departments. 
Departmentation breaks the work into manageable units. Gluck viewed four possible 
bases of Departmentalization purpose, process, product and place. Choice of basis 
is a recurring question and changes as the organization grows, develops or employs 
a new technology.
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5. The Principle of Unity of Command

A business organization must have a single head in whom all authority and 
responsibility is concentrated, but this has to be blended with the efforts of the 
organizedjjeople below. The single leader is the ultimate source of authority by which 
conflicts are minimized. Unity of effort, consistency of direction, high morale and 
effectiveness of coordination depend upon one executive as the locus of ultimate’s 
responsibility. To subject the person to the authority of more than one immediate 
superior tends to divide his loyalty and confuse his action.

6. The Principle of Span of Control

The idea of span of control is related to the horizontal dimension of an organization 
structure. Span of control (also referred to as the span of supervisions or span of 
management) refers to the number of subordinates reporting directly to the executive 
the principle holds that larger the number of subordinates reporting directly to the 
executive, the more difficult it tends to be for him to supervise and coordinate them 
effectively.
It is to be admitted that there is a limit to the number of subordinates a manager 
can effectively supervise, but what should be that limit is yet an open question. In 
addition to the numbers, two other variables are involved in this principle. The first 
is the capacity of the higher executive to do his work efficiently, and second is the 
capacity of the executives to supervise. Since these variables differ considerably 
from individual to individual, it is hardly justified to lay down any fixed number of 
subordinates to be supervised by the manager.
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7. The Principle of Flexibility

Organization is created to accomplish certain goals. Both the environment and the 
individuals comprising the organization are constantly in flux. To cope with these 
changes and get reach its objectives and organization must be designed with sufficient 
amount of flexibility. A flexible organization is able to withstand pressures, but gives 
way to the demand for genuine change without fundamentally altering the basic 
functions of the various segments of the structure.

Media Management
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8, The Principle of Balance

This principle implies that each area and function of an enterprise should operate with 
equal effectiveness in making its allotted contribution to the total purpose. Problems 
of balance arise from the tendency to sub-divide the work into small units. If sub
division is carried too far, the problem of timing, coordination and integrating the 
work sequences becomes very complex. The idea of balance applies to organization 
structures as well as to functions and processes. The growth of business, whether 
sudden or gradual produces pressures which upsets the organizational balance. 
And therefore, changes in organization structure should be made after giving full 
consideration to balance, and by avoiding over-reliance upon and single type of 
structure. Horizontal and vertical dimensions should be kept in blanked relationship 
to one another.

9. The Exception Principle

The next very useful fundamental of organization structure is the exception principle. 
This principle implies that only problems involving unusual matters should be referred 
upward and decided by higher level executives; and that reunite problems should 
be passed on to lower levels and resolved there it. It implies devising a method 
of control so that only exceptional results are flagged for management attention. 
This principle is based on the assumption that management at higher echelons of 
organization structure has limited time and capacity. And they should devote a larger 
part of their time and abilities to important matters of planning and policy making. 
Exception principle is also the principle underlying delegation of authority. If a 
subordinate does not make decision on problem falling within the limits of his 
authority and consumes disproportionate time than his senior, delegation applies at 
all levels in the organization structure. By forcing a distinction between programmed 
decisions and the non-programmed decisions, the exception principle helps the 
manager to concentrate on un-programmed decisions involving new and unstructured 
elements.

10, Principle of Decentralization

This principle is of great significance in the organization, especially to large 
enterprises. There is said to exits decentralization in an organization if decision
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Media Industry in Indiamaking authority is pushed down to its lower levels and near the source of information 
and action as possible. It is also frequently used to indicate either geographical 
dispersal or delegation. However, for ducker’s views on decentralization are quite 
penetrating and interesting. He terms geographical dispersal or delegation as mere 
“administrative reforms” intended to relieve pressure on top management. Rather, 
decentralization provides a new ordering principle in which both centre and parts 
discharge real top management functions. He calls this as the principle of federal 
decentralization’ which is based on organization of activities into separate product 
business with separate markets and production and profits goals for each. These 
views are in the idea of profit centers as organizational unit consonance with.

NOTES

11. Principle of Simplicity

The idea of simplicity in organizational structure may at first appear facetious in 
view of the large size and complex nature of many of our business organizations. 
Nevertheless, simplicity is an objective of organizational planning.
Simplicity is an appealing objective because it implies economy of efforts. This 
principle in brief states: “it is desirable to consider simplicity of structure in 
developing and organization, aiming for as clear-cut structure as will permit doing 
the necessary work efficiently”.
As noted earlier organization structure is a means, not an end in itself. Thus, the notion 
of simplicity is identifiable with the convenience with which people- perhaps many 
having face-to-face personal contracts are able to combine into performing groups.

12. Combination of Line and Staff Functions

Organization structures are usually of line, staff and functional types. Line structure 
is part of every organization. The staff and functional types are modifications of the 
line structure. Staff functional structures seldom exeunt apart from a combination 
with line structure.'
Line structure consists of vertical relationships with power to command and execute. 
Staff functions are auxiliary to the line functions and are advisory in nature. On 
the basis of distinction like this, it is argued that line and staff functions should not 
be combined in one individual or department where separation of the functions is 
possible. The reason is that these are basic authority relations, combination of which 
will result in confusion.
The above list of principles of organization structure is not intended to be complex, 
nor are these principles meant for application as immutable laws. These principles 
should be used as mere fundamentals or guides to actions while designing the 
organization structure.

types of Organizational Structure

On the basis of analysis of various design variables, organizational structure can be 
broadly categorized into four major forms:
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• Functional Structure: In a functional structure, the tasks are differentiated, on 
the basis of each, major function and each manager is responsible for one of 
these. Thus, there is functional specialization such as marketing, production, 
finance, personnel, RandD, etc. In such a structure, those with authority can 
tell others what to do in that function. Such structures have a high degree of 
centralized decision-making. Organizations with functional structure can benefit 
from the economies of scale and also improve the quality of output because 
the activities of a given function are centralized. One of the major questions in 
such organizations is whether one functional manager has staff or a functional 
authority in relation to other functions, e.g., can the head of marketing tell the 
head of production what to produce (functional) or can he play only an advisory 
role (staff). In such organizations, therefore, the top management must plan 
and co-ordinate the activities of the various functions and resolve conflicts 
between various functions. In such organizations, since profits are the result of 
joint efforts, it is difficult to identify the responsibility for profits to individual 
managers. Further, except for the chief executive, others do not have an overall 
perspective of the enterprise, and managers tend to have a functional bias.

• Divisional Structure: In case of divisional structure, the divisional manager is 
responsible for all or almost all the functions related to a product line or group 
of product lines.

• Matrix Structure: In matrix structure, task forces are created to solve a problem. 
There is a basic permanent organization structure super imposed on it is another 
structure in which the focus is a project.

• Network/Coupling Structure: The network aimed at closer inter-institutional 
co-ordination among a network of agencies involved in implementing a 
programmed or a project. The network concept permits a high degree of 
decentralization, which in turn is a response to the existence of extreme 
environmental complexity. In the case of network structures, an important 
aspect of control is how to achieve effective inter agency and inter-institutional 
co-ordination. This can be achieved by developing appropriate mechanisms for 
reciprocal interdependence and seeking lateral influences. In case of network 
organizations, the role of authority, as the primary source of power decreases, 
while sources of lateral influence such as the use of funds, joint planning, 
political support, mobilization of demand among beneficiaries, and participation 
of beneficiaries in programme operations, assume greater significance. The 
coupling structures are structures with inter-locking autonomous but mutually 
dependent institutions. Since mutual interdependence is of a very high order, 
the viability of each subsystem is dependent upomthe performance of the next 
level. Further, assignment of profit responsibility assumes greater significance 
in such organizations. Coordination among various units is achieved through 
involvement of the chief executives in the management of next level organization 
through programming committees.

Media Management
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Media Industry in India2.2.1 Organizational Structure of Newspapers

Despite an aging and declining readership, newspapers remain the major organizations 
for the practice of journalism. Newspapers control the culture of journalism and offer 
the most readily available jobs to those who want to enter the profession.
Newspapers are highly profitable businesses, in part because most of them operate in 
monopolistic environments. Few cities in the early 21st century have competing daily 
newspapers, unlike the situation in most cities at the beginning of the 20th century. 
Consequently newspapers can charge premium rates to advertisers, and they can 
raise subscription prices without fear of being undercut by competing newspapers.
Most newspapers have similar organizational structures, beginning with the 
publisher at the top and an editor or editor-in-chief, who is the most visible member 
of the newspaper’s editorial staff. The managing editor is the person who has the 
responsibility of getting the newspaper out every day.
The editorial staff of a newspaper is divided into “sections” or “desks.” Normally, 
these include city or metro desks, sports, business, and features or lifestyles. 
Supporting sections are the copydesk, the graphics section and the photo desk.
The chart below shows the organizational structure of most newspapers.
The following are the key designations of newspapers organizational hierarchy:

NOTES

Publisher

The publisher is responsible to manage all the operational activities of newspapers 
publishing including editing, printing and distribution etc. The main job of the 
publisher is to see that the newspaper remains financially healthy.

Editor/Editor-in-Chief

It is the top most position in the editorial board. He does not involve in day-to-day 
activity of a newspaper yet he controls the newspaper. He appoints the right person 
for the job. A good Editor-in-Chief would know how to use his power and influence 
for the betterment of the publication as well as for the betterment of the society. He 
would use his office to draw attention to humanitarian issues and fight for the cause 
of the oppressed and the weak. The Editor-in-Chief is the soul of the newspaper.
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Media Industry in IndiaManaging Editor
He is the head of the news desk. His team comprises copy editor, regional editor, 
business editor, sports and lifestyle editor, chief copy editor, photo editor, graphic 
editor, design editor etc. As the head of the desk the news editor plays a very important 
role in the layout of the newspaper. He is responsible for the day-to-day running of 
a newspaper. The following are the key functions of a managing editor:
• He plans layout of newspaper edition: Receives news copy, photographs, and 

dummy page layouts marked to indicate columns occupied by advertising.
• Confers with management and the editorial staff members regarding placement 

of developing news stories.
• Determines placement of stories based on relative significance, available space, 

and knowledge of layout principles.
• Marks layout sheets to indicate position of each story and accompanying 

photographs.
• Approves proofs submitted by composing room.
• May write or revise headlines.
• May edit copy may perform related editorial duties as required.

NOTES

City Editor

He is responsible for a particular area or location in which the newspaper is published. 
The city editor is responsible for locating the local reporters in the city.

Reporter

A news reporter rather information about news stories in the local area. A beat reporter 
covers the same subject or location all the time; a general assignment reporter covers 
any story assigned by the city editor or assistant city editor.

Chief Copy Editor

The chief copy editor is incharge of the newspaper’s copydesk. The people on the 
. copydesk read news stories (and sometimes stories from other sections) to make 

sure they are written according to the newspaper’s standards. The chief copy editor 
makes final decisions about the copy and is in charge of the staffing of the desk.

Copy Editor

A copy editor prepares manuscripts of books for publication. They may proofread 
manuscripts and work with authors to ensure the manuscript is suitable for publication. 
The following are the key responsibilities of a copy editor:

• check text to ensure it is well written and logically structured
• correct grammar and spelling
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• ensure the text is in line with the publisher’s ‘house style’
• check facts and raise queries with the author
• look out for potential legal problems and discuss them with the publisher
• • check illustrations and captions are correct.

Photo Editor

A photo editor is not a photographer, although it is often the case that the photo 
editor is a former photographer. This editor assigns photographers and helps.select 
the photos that the newspaper prints.

Media Management
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Graphic Editor

The graphics editor is the head of the graphics department, sometimes called the “art 
department.” This editor is in charge of all of the graphics and illustrations produced 
for the newspaper.

Organizational Structure of Newspapers and Emerging Changes

A stagnant or even declining newspaper environment coupled with a more 
conscientious market attitude have spurred the adoption of different organizational 
changes and new practices affecting the core processes of newspaper firms. The two of 
these changes are (i) the reduction of internal organizational boundaries (Integration) 
and (ii) the decrease of external organizational boundaries (outsourcing).

Integration ’

Newspapers have traditionally been structured around the notion of “silos”. Therefore, 
high boundaries have been erected between the newsroom and the rest of the 
organization. This practice has also produced a distinction between the traditional 
newsroom and the more recent online newsroom. Nevertheless, the increasing 
acceptance of the Internet for consuming news, its development as an advertising 
platform, and the need to restructure costs, have prompted newspaper managers to 
reconsider the separation between online and print newsrooms. One of the main 
transformations in the organizational structure of newspapers in recent years has 
been newsroom convergence. Quinn (2004) points out that convergence in the 
newsroom has been implemented with a twofold goal: to help reach an audience as 
wide as possible, and help managers cut costs by means of increased productivity.
The term convergence has different meanings, even when restricted to the newsroom 
(cf. Quinn 2004, Wirth 2006). This study adopts Jenkins’ (2001) definition of cultural 
convergence, which refers to the development of content across multiple channels. 
Other types of convergence are technological, referring to the digitization of content; 
economic, referring to the integration of the media industry; social or organic, 
referring to a multitasking approach to consuming content; and global convergence, 
referring to the ‘global village’ effect where content is influenced by trends coming

\
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Media Industry in Indiafrom other comers of the world (Jenkins 2001). The notion of cultural convergence 
provides a better understanding of what takes place inside media organizations.
Cultural convergence is already happening in newspapers that try to convey their 
content on multiple platforms beyond the traditional print edition, such as the web, 
email, and mobile phones. By means of cultural convergence, particularly in the 
newsroom, the newspaper firm is able to reach its readers anytime and anyhow, thus 
competing in new markets. The traditional content needs to be modified in several 
aspects ranging from the presentation itself to topics and themes. These changes are 
expected not only to retain current readers, but also to attract new ones.
While cultural convergence takes place in the newsroom, a different type of 
integration takes place between the suits and the ponytails. So far, these two groups 
have clashed because of their different perspective regarding the goals of the media 
firm. While managers are worried about humdrum issues, creative people produce art 
for art’s sake (Caves 2000). Even though this situation is more common in creative 
industries, such as motion pictures and recording companies, the wall between 
journalists and managers has also been a recurrent topic in news organizations where 
managers’ meddling in newsroom affairs is seen as a sacrilege (Underwood 1993, 
Bogart 2005: 125). The down periods for media companies, particularly economic 
recessions, have changed these practices and cooperation is becoming a widespread 
activity.
The interaction between content and advertising is one of the characteristics that 
make the media business unique. The media sell content to the audience grabbing 
their attention, which in turn is sold to advertisers who are willing to reach their 
potential consumers (Albarran, 2002; Doyle, 2002; Hoskins, McFadyen, and Finn, 
2004). This is the most basic logic behind commercial media. In Europe, for instance, 
income from newspaper sales is matched by the income obtained from advertisers; 
in the United States, the proportion of advertising is usually higher (cf. Picard 2004, 
World Advertising Trends, 2006). Since an important component of the media 
business is selling the attention they get from the audiences, the undergoing process 
of media fragmentation makes this task more difficult. The surge in media outlets 
means a fragmentation of the media market, rendering the term mass audience an old 
fashioned concept. Hence, in order to secure the income streaming from advertisers, 
media are trying to implement two policies. On the one hand, media firms are trying 
to realign the content production to the advertisers’ interests (cf. Picard 2004). The 
wall between journalists and managers located in different compartments of the 
organization is crumbling. On the other hand, media firms are trying to cooperate 
with other business units in the same media holding or even with other firms in order 
to sell advertising more effectively. Aris and Bughin (2005) suggest that media firms 
should sell “value propositions” to advertisers, such as cross-promotion packages. 
Martin (2003), researching newspapers that actually share resources, finds that they 
improve their efficiency as in the case of clustered newspapers. These new types 
of organizational structures, where the integration of the different units is part of

NOTES
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the strategy, offer more flexibility as well as the possibility to transfer knowledge 
in an easier way (Dess et al. 1999). Hence, fewer barriers inside the organization 
should help to achieve better integration, coordination, and communication inside 
the organization, thus enhancing the ability of delivering a more profitable outcome.

Media Management
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Outsourcing

Outsourcing can be understood as the substitution of external activities for internal 
activities leading to vertical disintegration (Gilley and Rasheed 2000). A survey by 
the World Association of Newspapers shows that “outsourcing plays a major role in 
the newspaper industry today” (Maclnnes and Adam 2006). The trend is upwards and 
reasons vary from cost savings, focus on core competency, lack of inhouse expertise, 
quality improvement to sharing costs. The reasons not to outsource are also varied, 
ranging from adequate in-house expertise, loss of control, too expensive, lack of 
outsourcing expertise, organizational resistance, to political sensitiveness (Maciness 
and Adams 2006). This study considers four activities where outsourcing might 
take place, namely printing, distribution, content production, and advertising sales.
Newspaper printing and distribution changes combined with pressure for reducing 
costs have led many newspapers to outsource their printing and distribution activities 
-physical or virtual. “Getting people to read the newspaper is not just a matter of 
content and design; it depends on distribution” (Bogart 2005: 81). The process 
involving content delivery, according to Aris and Bughin (2005) is one of the core 
processes of media firms, and includes the physical creation of the media product and 
its distribution for commercialization. Traditionally, newspaper firms have printed 
paper copies for later distribution to sales points (e.g., kiosks, supermarkets) or 
home distribution to subscribers. However, some readers are now accessing digital 
copies of newspapers available on the Internet or other alternative digital means of 
distribution. This implies that the physical copy is no longer necessary for a segment 
of the readers, who have instead turned to a virtual copy. Furthermore, distribution 
itself becomes a different activity since the content has to be available in a digital 
format and on several different platforms (e.g., web, mobile phone, PDA, e-book). 
These changes in printing and distributing newspapers have led to changes in the 
workforce of newspapers and in the tasks that they need to carry out.
Outsourcing is also taking place in content-related activities -from buying news from 
international agencies to copyediting to features, and advertising sales. For instance, 
McClatchy’s newspaper The Sacramento Bee announced in December 2007 that its 
advertising production work would be outsourced to India. Previously, McClatchy' 
had already outsourced customer service to an Illinois company operating out of 
Philippines. Maclnnes and Adam (2006) cite several other cases of outsourcing, such 
as the Swiss newspapers that outsource advertising sales to Publipress. The decision to 
make or buy (outsource) is usually addressed from two perspectives in the academic 
literature, namely transaction costs theory and knowledge-based theory. According
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Media Industry in Indiato the former, the decision to buy outside the firm depends on the uncertainty of the 
input -how specific it is- the frequency of the transactions and the opportunistic 
behaviour of the supplier (Williamson 1975). If these factors score high it is preferred 
to keep the production in-house. The knowledge-based theory suggests that internal 
processes help to increase tacit knowledge, thus internal transaction costs would go 
down with time so long as the firm learns how to be more efficient (Grant 1996).
The literature examining the effects of outsourcing identifies several advantages 
connected to this practice, particularly those related to improved performance by 
means of cost savings, and also a sharper focus on core competences (Quinn and 
Hilmer 1994). Gilley and Rasheed (2000) study the relationship between outsourcing 
aftd performance and find no direct effect; however, there are moderating effects 
of the strategy and the environment. They find that outsourcing is positively linked 
to performance in stable environments or in cost leadership strategies; dynamic 
environments and differentiation strategies are negatively linked to performance. 
Nonetheless, some disadvantages might also hit the firm. Teece (1987) suggests that 
relying on external providers might hinder internal innovation. Also, cost savings 
might be a delusion if the costs of performing continuous transactions in the market 
are higher. ' •

NOTES

2.2.2 Organizational Structure of Magazines

Magazines are an important part of the profession of journalism. They have a long 
and distinguished history, and they continue to make significant contributions to the 
news of the day.
Magazines have contributed or pioneered a number of important aspects to American 
journalism, including

• investigative reporting
• photojournalism
• the personality profile
• narrative journalistic writing (in the newsmagazine style)

Magazine journalism is attractive to young people who are interested in the field 
because they do not have to work under daily deadlines, magazine articles are long 
and more in-depth, the articles receive better display, magazines have more prestige 
than newspapers or television journalism, and magazine journalism allows for a 
more creative writing style. Still, the journalism for magazines is just as difficult to 
produce — maybe even more so — than that of newspapers.
Most magazines have surprisingly small staffs. That is because, most of the writing 
is contracted to freelance writers — people who are hired by the magazine to write 
a single article. Some people make their living doing freelance magazine writing, 
but it is very difficult to do that. A few magazines pay very well for articles, but 
many do not.
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Magazines are much less stable financially than newspapers. They have to appeal to 
an audience that is much more narrowly defined than that of a newspaper, and the 
audience is generally harder to find. Many magazines go out of business after only 
a few issues. One estimate is that between 50 and 75 new magazines are begun each 
month, but most do not survive.
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Fig. 2.2: Chart of Magazine

The functions and responsibilities of most of the organizational members of a 
magazine are similar with the newspaper. The key organizational members of a 
magazine and their responsibilities are as follows:

Publisher

The publisher is responsible to manage all the operational activities of magazine 
publishing including editing, printing, distribution, etc. The main job of the publisher 
is to see that the magazine remains financially healthy.

Editor-in^Chief

It is the top most position in the editorial board. The editor is in charge of the non
advertising content of the magazine. The editor’s job is to see that the magazine stays 
true to its vision so that it will continue to appeal to subscribers and advertisers. 
A good Editor-in-Chief would know how to use his power and influence for the 
betterment of the publication as well as for the betterment of the society. He would
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Media Industry in Indiause his office to draw attention to humanitarian issues and fight for the cause of the 
oppressed and the weak.
The following are the key responsibilities of Editor-in-Chief:
• Assume responsibility for everything the magazine prints - magazine’s editorial, 

graphical content
• Decide on story ideas.
• Set, communicate, and carry out the magazine’s goals - editorial, production, 

• etc.
• Edit copy, edit cover stories, do layouts, write headlines, and do production work
• Make assignments and delegate jobs
• Set the magazine’s production schedule and see that it is met
• Help train, support, and evaluate staff
• With the business manager, set business goals and communicate them to the 

entire staff

NOTES

Managing Editor

He is responsible to look the production of each issue of magazine. Not only does 
this person need to stay on top of the production of the upcoming issue, but he or 
she must also think several issues ahead. A Christmas issue, for instance, should be 
planned during the summer. Managing editor looks the functions of section editor, 
design editor, copy editor and on-line editor.

Section Editor

A section editor is in charge of the staff of a section of the magazine. This editor 
makes assignments and controls the budget of the section and is responsible for what 
the section produces. Depending on its content and organization, a magazine may 
have several sections.

Associate Editor

The following are the key responsibilities of associate editor:
• Work closely with editors-in-chief to set the magazine’s production schedule
• Organize and update staff communications
• Keep in daily touch with fellow editors, the business manager, and the adviser
• Take responsibility for ordering supplies
• Monitor who shows up when they are supposed to and who does not 

Contribute ideas and assist editor-in-chief in all necessary areas

Design Editor

The design editor, sometimes called art director, is in charge of the overall look 
of the magazine. This editor may have several designers or artists working in the
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section to lay out the magazine. One of the most important jobs of the design editor 
is to commission the cover of a magazine - often done by a freelance artist. The 
following are the key responsibilities of design editor:

• Coordinate stories and artwork
• Think of graphic ideas and make suggestions
• Supervise and assist with page design
• Supervise design of the entire publication
• Sets colour scheme for the edition
• Plans cover with editor

Media Management

NOTES

Copy Editor

The copy editor is charged with reading all of the editorial copy that appears in the 
magazine to make sure it is properly written and factually correct.

Online Editor

This person is in charge of the website of the magazine. Magazine websites are 
used not only to display a magazine’s editorial content but also to attract and sign 
up subscribers.

2.3 NEWSPRINT POLICY

Newsprint is a low-cost, non-archival paper most commonly used to print newspapers, 
and other publications and advertising material. Invented in 1844 by Charles Fenerty, 
it usually has an off-white cast and distinctive feel. It is designed for use in printing 
presses that employ a long web of paper (web offset, letterpress and flexographic) 
rather than individual sheets of paper. Newsprint mainly consists of wood pulp.
Newsprint is favoured by publishers and printers as it is relatively low cost (compared 
with paper grades used for glossy magazines and sales brochures), strong (to run 
through modem high-speed web printing presses) and can accept four-colour printing 
at qualities that meet the needs of typical newspapers.

Newsprint Policy of India

Newsprint is an uncoated mechanical paper mainly used in the printing of Newspapers. 
A large portion of the Newsprint produced worldwide is based on mechanical pulp, 
but increasing amounts are made, partly or entirely, from recovered fibre, such as old 
newspapers and old magazines. Furthermore, depending on the type of mechanical 
pulp used, some chemical pulp may be added to strengthen the sheet. In general 
Newsprint mills are integrated facilities, which means that they produce on site the 
main type of pulp used in their furnish mix;
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Media Industry in IndiaNewsprint was under the ambit of Essential Commodities Act 1955. Its manufacture 
and trade was governed by the Newsprint Control Order 1962. In 2004, newsprint 
was taken out of the essential commodities act and the Newsprint Control Order was 
rescinded. In its place the Newsprint Control Order 2004 was promulgated. This 
provides for registration of the mills manufacturing newsprints under the Schedule-I. 
Mills registered under the schedule are exempt from excise duty subject to actual 
user condition,
However, in order to avail the excise duty exemption, the newsprint mills have to 
apply for inclusion in the Schedule-I of the Newsprint Control Order. The Indian 
industry manufactures standard newsprint. National Newsprint and Paper Mills 
Ltd. (now NEPA LTD) was the 1st indigenous mill to produce newsprint in India. 
As per the Schedule-I, there are 117 units listed for the manufacture of newsprint 
in the country with an installed capacity of about 2.2 million tons.

NOTES

Table 2.1: Current Status of Newsprint Mills in India as on 20-09-2011
Running Mills MMTPA

Aditya Aswin Paper Mills Ltd. Tamil Nadu 3600
5000Akula Boards Pvt. Ltd.

Amravathi Sri Venka Tesa Paper Mills Ltd. 9900

Anand Triplex Board Ltd. 37800

Aruna Paper (P) Ltd. Andhra Pradesh 7500
12600Coral Newsprints
18000. Chadha Paper And Boards Rampur,U.P.
9000Chamunda Papers Ltd. Hapur U.P.
8250Chandpur Enterprises

19800Cosboard Industries Ltd.
7250Dhanlaxmi Paper Mills Tamil Nadu

Emami Paper Mills Ltd, Balsor Orisa 25000
10000Ellora Paper Nagpur
33000Fibre Max Papers Ltd.

5000Gulmohar Paper Ltd. Calcutta
9500Gvg Paper Mills Ltd.
7200Gaurav Paper Nagpur

Hindustan Newsprint Ltd. 100000
10000Indo Afrique Paper Mills
8000Janki Newsprint( Sumit Industries)
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Media Management Table 2.1: Current Status of Newsprint Mills in India as on 20-09-2011
Running Mills MMTPA

Kalptaru Papers Ltd. 15690NOTES
Kasat Paper and Pulp Ltd. 18000
Kamakshi Papers Ltd. 7500
Khanna Paper Mills Ltd. 1000
Kohinoor Paper And Newsprint Ltd. 52000
K.V.R.Industries Ltd 6000
Lohia Paper Ltd. 24000
Magnum Ventures Ltd. 10000
Malar Paper Mills Ltd. 2500
Malu Paper Mills Nagpur 49500
Mohit Paper Mills Ltd. 7000
Multiwal Pulp And Bard Mills Ltd. 24000
Murli Agro Papers Ltd. 21000
Mysore Paper Ltd. 75000
Navbharat Duplex Ltd. 5000
Nepa Ltd. 88000
Nichiketa Papers Ltd., Dist Patiala, Punjab 12000 *
Pragati Paper Patiala . 7500
Rainbow Papers Ltd. 76000
Ram Paper Mills Ltd.Bijnore, 7500
Rama Newsprint And Papers Ltd. 61380
Sangal Paepr Ltd. 13200
Servalakshmi Paper Ltd. Trinuelvdi, Tamil Nadu 82500
Servalakshmi Paper Ltd., Dindigul T.Nadu 15000
Shah Paper Mils Unit III Vapi, Gujarat unit 3 45000
Shah Pulp and Paper Mills Ltd., Vapi Gujarat 18000
Shakumbhri Straw Products Ltd. 10000
Shri Shakhti Papers Ltd. 9000
Shree Bhawani Paper Mills Ltd. Rai Barely, U.P. 4500
Shri Chakra Papers Ltd. 5000
Shri Hari Krishna Papres 5000
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Table 2.1: Current Status of Newsprint Mills in India as on 20-09-2011

Running Mills MMTPA
Shri Krishna Paper Mills And Industries Ltd. 7500

NOTESShri Rajeshwarand Paper Ltd. 18000
Shri Ramdas Paper Boards Ltd. 9900
Sree Godavari Kraft Paper Ltd. 5700
Sri Annamalaiyar Paper Mills Ltd. 3000
Sri Laxmi Prasana Agro Paper Indusries Ltd. 10000
Sri Ramachanda Paper Boards Ltd. 7200
Srisrinivas Paper Boards Ltd. 2000
Sun Paper Mill Ltd. 22000
Surya Chandra Papser Mills Ltd. 10000

12000The South India Paper Mills Ltd.
22500V.G. Paper And Boards Ltd., Unit II

V.G. Paper And Boards Ltd., Dindigul Tamil Nadu 13000
3000Vamsdhara Paper Mills Ltd.
7500Venkat Ramna Paper(Sam Turbo)

10000Vishnupriya Paper Mills Ltd.
18000Ganga Paper, U.P.

Bajaj Kagaj Pvt Ltd., U.P.
1305470TOTAL

MMTPKADiscontinued mills
24000Abe Paper

8200Ajanta Paper and General Ltd. Maharastra
14000Andhra Paper (Coastal), Andhra Pradesh
5000Apex Paper
2000Cholan Paper And Board Mills Ltd.

20000Cachar Paper Mills
33000Daman Ganga Paper Ltd. Valsad, Gujarat
12000Delta Paper Mills Ltd.
7200Kaygaon Paper Mills Ltd.
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Media Management 10000Khateema Fibers Ltd.
16500Madhya Desh
19800Malu Paper Unit 2NOTES
20000Nagaon Paper Mill

6000Nelsun Papers Ltd.
30000N.R Agarwal Maharshtra

Pragati Paper Industries Ltd. Himachal Pradesh 12000
5000Pudumjee Paper Ltd.
9000Rama Pulp And Paper Ltd.

20000Rayalseema Paper Mills Ltd.
7200Rolex Paper Mills Ltd.

Sameera Paper Ltd. 3000

Satia Industries Ltd. 5000

Sri Laxmi Tulasi Agro Paper Ltd. 4500

Subburaj Paper Ltd. 20000

Tamil Nadu Newsprint And Papers Ltd. 100000
TOTAL 413400

Closed mills MMTPKA
Aurangabad Paper Mills Ltd., Maharashtra 20000

Ajanta Paper, Gujrat 33000

Anurag Board and Paper Mills Pvt. 6000
B.V.V.Paper Industries Ltd. 6000
Brown Paper 6000
Jayant Paper Mills Ltd. 18000
Laxmi Board and Paper Mills Ltd. 12661
Pragati Paper Mills Ltd., Sahibabad 6000
Pratap Paper 10000
Ramalingeshwara Paper Ltd. A.P. 6000
Rawal Paper Ltd. Rai Bareli U.P. 5115
Ruby Macons 15500
Shiva Paper Mills Ltd. 10000
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Sikka Papers Ltd. 16000
Simplex Mills Co.Ltd. 5000
Shree Industries Ltd. Valsad, Ahemdabad 5000

NOTESThree Star Paper Mills Ltd. 6000
Sri Venkatesa Paper and Boards Ltd. 15000
Sri Vinayaka Papers Boards Ltd. 9900
United Pulp and Boards Ltd., Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu 20000
Total 231176

Source: dipp.nic.in

Import Policy

Till 1955 India was totally dependent on imported newsprint. Import of newsprint 
was canalized through STATE TRADING CORPORATION (STC) a Govt, of 
India enterprise. As a first step towards de-regulation Import of newsprint was de- 
canalised in 1992. The import-export policy announced on 30-03-1994 permitted 
import of newsprint by actual users. Newsprint decontrolled and bought under OPEN 
GENERAL LICENCE (O.G.L) with effect from 1.5.1995 vide notification dated 
30.4.1995 issued by then Ministry of Commerce. Imports of all types of newsprint 
including glazed newsprint are allowed under OGL with actual user condition. There 
is no statutory control over the prices of newsprint. In July 1997, Newsprint was 
delicensed (except baggase based units, which was delicensed in 1991).
As per the current policy of the Government, any registered newspaper would be 
eligible to import newsprint. For this, the publisher/owner of a newspaper is required 
to have a certificate of eligibility from the RNI, on the basis of which the import will 
be allowed. Applications for the purpose may be submitted to RNI in the format. 
The application should be accompanied by

two copies of the latest Certificate of Registration of the newspaper 
an attested copy of the Annual Statement for the previous calendar year 

one specimen issue for each month of the preceding 12 months from the 
date of application. However, newspapers which have not completed 
one year after commencement and registration need not submit the 
documents mentioned at (b) and (c). In such cases, apart from the 
documents mentioned at (a), one'specimen issue for each completed 
month of publication should be submitted.
An affidavit of consumption of news print during last two years (both 
indigenous and imported) duly notarized as per annexure VI.

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
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ANNEXURE VI
Affidavit To Be Furnished By The Publisher/Owner While 

Applying for Eligibility Certificate To Import Newsprint 
STAMP PAPER
AFFIDAVIT

Media Management

NOTES

SON/DAUGHTER/WIFE OF
Resident of (address) ________________
Certify that I am the publisher/owner of

______ , (language)
___________________ (place of publication with full address)
solemnly affirm and declare that the consumption of

newsprint for the past two years was:

YEAR INDIGENOUS IMPORTED

STANDARD STANDARDGLAZED GLAZED

1. That the publication proposes to import
M.Ts of Standard and___________
year, i.e.,_________________

M.Ts of Glazed newsprint for the current financial

Place
Date

DEPONENT
VERIFICATION

I solemnly verify that the facts above true and that nothing material has been concealed.

Place,
Date

DEPONENT

ATTESTED

Import of Printing Machinery/Material

The procedure for import of these items is formulated by the Ministry of Commerce, 
and is contained in the Handbook of Rules and Procedures for Import and Export, 
issued by that Ministry. As per current procedure, the Press Registrar only advises the 
Ministry of Commerce regarding the essentiality of an import of printing machinery. 
As regards import licenses for specialized requirements like graphic art films etc. 
at concessional rates of customs duty under the budget provisions, the annual 
entitlement/requirement of newspapers is decided by the Press Registrar.
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Media Industry in IndiaActual Users

Those publishers and printers registered with Registrar of Newspaper in India 
(RNI) and are holding certificate of entitlement from the office of R.N.I, are actual 
users(consumer) and are eligible to procure Newsprint from Schedule -1 mill or 
import on nil duty payment. As on 20-6-12, 84528 publishers are registered with 
RNI.

NOTES

Composition

Newsprint is one of the most essential inputs to the media industry. The growth of 
the industry is related to the growth of the print media. The media industry, of which 
press contributes an important segment, has grown globally at a rapid pace in recent 
years. The figure for current Newsprint consumption is shown below:

CONSUMPTION 
"X. 2-65

1
IMPORTS PRODUCTION

1.28 1.38

STANDARD- ;

GLA?rD
.04?*

®IWC- .nSi *

/

Fig. 2.3: Newsprint Consumption in India
Source: htip://inma.org.in

Figure Showing Consumption Pattern (Production + Import - Export Consumption) 
During Financial Year 2012-2013 (All Values in M.M.T.PA)

Per Capita Consumption

:K8 kg 

■ 3.5 kg 

: 9.0 kg

' India
| Asian Countries 

Global

Fig. 2.4: Consumption Pattern

Source: hftp://inma.org.in
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How to Start a Newspaper in India?
The office of the Registrar of Newspapers for India, popularly known as RNI came 
into being on 1 July 1956, on the recommendation of the First Press Commission 
in 1953 and by amending the Press and Registration of Books Act 1867. The Office 
of the Registrar of Newspapers is responsible for implementation of the Press and 
Registration of Books Act. The Registrar of Newspapers for India has its Headquarters 
at New Delhi. The Regional offices of RNI are at Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai.

The first step to start a newspaper is to get the title (name of the proposed 
newspaper) verified from RNI.
For this the publisher has to make an application for title verification indicating 
the name, language, periodicity, owner name and place of publication of the 
newspaper proposed, and submit it to the District Magistrate concerned.
The District Magistrate after ensuring the credentials of the applicant, will 
forward the application to the RNI, who in turn checks the availability of the 
title and if found verifies it. RNI informs the DM and publisher, the availability 
of the title by issuing a letter of title verification.
After this, the publisher has to file a declaration with the District Magistrate in 
the prescribed format available and can start publishing the newspaper. .
The first issue of the newspaper should be printed within 45 days from the date 
of authentication of the declaration if it is a daily or weekly and in case of other 
periodicals, within 90 days.
The application for registration can be submitted to the RNI along with an 
attested copy of the declaration, copy of title verification, first issue of the 
newspaper and a ‘No Foreign Tie up’ affidavit duly attested by a Notary.
The newspaper should contain volume number, i ssue number, title prominently 
displayed on the cover page and all pages, date line and page number on all pages 
and an imprint line containing the name of printer, publisher, owner and editor, 
address of the place of publication and name and address of the printing press.
If the printer and publisher are different persons, separate declarations are 
required.

Media Management

NOTES

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

What are the formalities required after registration?

A copy of the newspaper should be delivered to the RNI whenever it is printed. 
The first issue after the last day of February should contain the Form No. IV duly 
filled in (Statement regarding ownership and other particulars of the newspaper). 
It is also mandatory to submit an annual statement in form II, on or before the last 
day of May every year. In case of daily newspapers, an additional form AR-R may 
also be submitted.
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Media Industry in IndiaWhen to file fresh declaration?

Whenever there is a change of publisher, printer, owners, periodicity and printing 
press, the publisher/printer has to make a fresh declaration.

NOTESRNI and Rules

The Registrar of Newspapers for India, The office of the Registrar of Newspapers 
for India, popularly known as RNI came into being on 1 July 1956, on the 
recommendation of the First Press Commission in 1953 and by amending the Press 
and Registration of Books Act 1867. The Office of the Registrar of Newspapers is 
responsible for implementation of the Press and Registration of Books Act. The 
Registrar of Newspapers for India has its Headquarters at New Delhi. The Regional 
offices of RNI are at Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai.

&
Services provided by RNI

1. Title clearance: The title cell verifies and approves titles for new publication 
in the country. The applications are received from the Magistrates all over the 
country under section 6 of the Press and Registration of Books Act, 1867. These 
are examined with reference to a database of titles maintained in the office 
computer record. Titles are finally approved at the level of Press Registrar.

2. Registration of Newspapers: Once the Registrar of Newspapers for India 
verifies the title, on the basis of an authenticated application by Magistrate, the 
Publisher must apply for registration within a period of two years.
The following documents are required for registration:-
(a) Copy of the Title Verification Letter.
(b) Attested copy of the Declaration duly authenticated by the 

District Magistrate/Additional District Magistrate etc.
(c) Affidavit for No Foreign Tie-up duly notarized.
(d) Copy of first issue of the publication brought out within 42 days in case 

of dailies and weeklies and 90 days for fortnightly and above.
(e) Copy of the latest issue of the publication.

In case the applicant does not apply for registration within the stipulated 
period of two years, the title is deblocked and available to any other applicant.

3. Revised Registration Certificate: The publisher must apply for the Revised 
Certificate of Registration in case of change of Publisher, Printer, Printing Press, 
Place of Publication and Periodicity. He/She is required to submit the following

' documents on the basis of which revised registration is issued: -
(a) Original Certificate of Registration is issued by the Office of the Registrar 

of Newspapers for India and in case it is lost, he/she is required to submit 
the affidavit for loss of certificate duly notarized along with the IPO of? 5/-.
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(b) Attested copy of the latest declaration duly authenticated by District 
Magistrate/Addl. District Magistrate concerned.

Jr

(c) Affidavit for No Foreign Tie-up duly notarized.
.(d) Latest issue of the publication.
(e) In case of change of Editor or price, the declaration is not required. The 

publisher can intimate these changes in writing. The changes will be 
entered in the Registrar of Newspapers records.

(f) In case of change of ownership, the previous owner of the publication 
has to file an affidavit for transfer of ownership duly certified by the 
concerned First Class Magistrate concerned and the latest declaration 
filed by the present publisher/printer of the publication.

Media Management

NOTES

Circulation Check

Circulation verification of newspapers is undertaken with the authority derived from 
Section 19 F of the Press and Registration of Books Act 1867. RNI takes up cases 
for circulation check, which are referred to it by, DAVP/PIB/State Governments 
and the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Check is also undertaken on the 
basis of serious complaints against publications. Circulation checks are carried out 
on the basis of documents and/or physical verification check. Certificates are issued 
as either Established, Lower established or Un-established.
The documents required for Verification of Circulation claim are under: -

(a) A Photostat copy of Annual Statement for the year under verification. The 
publisher of daily newspapers may also send Statement of daily Press in 
Form AR-4 (Statement regarding Daily Press Newspapers).

(b) Seven issues of each month of the year under verification for the dates (as 
specified in the notice) in the case of dailies and one set of all issues in the 
cases of other periodicals. One copy of the latest issue may also be sent.

(c) Details of printing machinery, its make, size, speed per hour etc. of each 
machine, printing schedule (page-wise and details) of the other printing 
jobs if any, along with Photostat copies of print orders, printing charges 
bills and payee’s receipts as proof of payment for the month (as specified 
in the notice)

(d) Particulars of newsprint with opening balance as on the first day of April 
(the year as specified in the notice), quantity purchase during the year 
under verification, total consumption during the year and closing balance 
as on the last day of the year under check, the% age of wastage during 
printing, Grammage of the newsprint used may also be indicated.

(e) Photostat copies of the paper purchase bills for the year under check along 
with copies of the payee’s receipts as proof of payment.

o
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(f) Media Industry in IndiaA statement giving details about the distribution of copies such as 
of the agent/hawker, stating number of copies sent, mode of despatch ■ 
i.e. by rail, road, post etc., payment received, mode of despatch along 

with Photostat copies of agency bills, payment receipts issued to agents/ 
hawkers dispatch receipts etc. for the month (as specified in the notice).
Profits and Loss account for the financial year under verification, month- 
wise sale proceeds from April to March (the year as specified in the 
notice) along with Profit and Loss account may be submitted, indicating 
the month-wise billed account of sold copies.
Permanent income tax number of owner, if any. If not, the reasons thereof.

name

NOTES

(g)*

(h)

Guidelines/Procedure for Allotment of Titles

Application Procedure

Application for title verification must be routed through the Magistrate concerned 
in the prescribed format.

The application for title verification must bear the seal and signature with date 
of Magistrate concerned.

The application must contain the names of proposed title/titles, its language, 
periodicity, owner’s name and address and place of publication.

The applicant shall have to give an undertaking that the title/titles proposed is/ 
are not owned by any Govt, agency.

Applications for title verification, incomplete in any respect would be liable for 
rejection.

Titles would be allotted on first-come-first-serve basis, except in conditions 
laid down under these guidelines.

%TT In following cases title may be allotted on priority basis:

Where applicant produces NOC from Ministry of Information and 
Broadcasting in case of a Foreign Title.
Where existing title owner applies for a title which is same as the title 
owned by him and can not be allotted to any other.

In case of a direction from the court or any statutory authority, which is 
binding and it is decided not to appeal against the direction/order.

Where a title is rejected by RNI inadvertently and on reconsideration it 
is found that the same could have been allotted to the applicant.

In all other cases as decided by Press Registrar for reasons to be recorded 
in writing.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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Procedure to be followedfor Title Verification

1. Titles same or similar to a Foreign Title (F.T.) in any language may not be 
allotted until a valid license agreement with the foreign title owner is produced.

2. As per PRB Act, 1867, same or similar title shall not be allotted in a State in 
any language and in the same language no title same or similar to the existing 
ones shall be allotted in the whole of India.

3. In cases where an applicant has applied for a title and a Discrepancy Letter 
(D/L) is issued, the title would be blocked/held for a period of one month and 
the applicant would be asked to furnish reply to the discrepancy within two 
weeks of issue of the letter.

4. Titles having words same or similar to a government organization, foreign 
government organization, institutions, prominent titles, trademarks or prominent 
brands shall not be verified as these may mislead public or exploit/misuse the 
name of the organization/institution and may also violate trade mark and copy 
right Acts.

5. In case of a periodical pertaining to a government department/institution or 
any association/organization, the ownership will be allotted in the name of the 
organization and the applicant would be advised accordingly.

6. Titles making use of any kind of symbol other than alphabets/numerals and 
words sounding absurd or meaningless may not be allotted.

7. Titles which are obscene or offending to public sense or titles having symbols 
or any other object which may not be in public interest should not be allowed.

8. Combining two independent titles to make one new title and extracts from 
any existing title/s which does not make the new title substantially dissimilar 
would not be verified.

9. Titles would be considered similar if they contain the same words whether in 
same or in different order irrespective of language, place of publication and 
periodicity.

10. Suffixing or prefixing the words relating to city, state, periodicities,-language, 
prepositions/adjectives, articles (A, An, The) etc., to an existing title cannot 
be considered as different. Such most commonly used words are: The, Times, 
Daily, Dainik, Weekly, VAVartha, Aaj, Today, Express, News, India, National, 
Rashtriya etc. Suffix or prefix of such words does not necessarily change the 
meaning of a title already verified. Therefore, titles with such prefixes and 
suffixes shall be considered as similar titles.

11. Prefixing or suffixing any generic word to any existing titles, which does 
not substantially alter formation or meaning to the existing title, would be 
considered similar to the existing titles. However generic words shall not be 
treated as proprietary.

Media Management
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12. In case of any doubt regarding same or similarity, the decision of Press Registrar 
will be final.

13. Press Registrar shall have power to cancel a verified title, if not registered, after 
recording the reason(s) in writing.

14. Titles resembling Government Organizations/Departments, names of National 
Leaders and Heads of the Government functionary cannot be verified in any 
language. Names of prominent political parties of Central/State Government 
shall be considered with proper justification.

15. Any title which is same or similar to any national emblem or name or given 
the impression of the patronage of Central Government or State Government 
or shows any connection with any local authority or any corporation or 
body or body corporate constituted by the government under any law, or any 
international organization such as UN etc., shall not be allotted, as provided 
under “The emblem and names (Prevention of improper use) Act, 1950.”

16. The list is illustrative, but not exhaustive.

Media Industry in India

NOTES

2.4 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF RADIO AND TV

Broadcasting is an entirely different medium from print or the web, and its journalism 
is necessarily different. But broadcast journalists adhere to most of the basic tenets 
of journalism that we have discussed previously in the book.
Broadcasting is a 20th century phenomenon. The development of radio in the late 
19th and early 20th centuries was one of the great inventions of mankind. It not only 
revolutionized our way of communicating, but it also sparked vast changes in the 
way we lived our personal, civic and economic lives.
The first great news event involving radio was the sinking of the Titanic in 1912. 
Information about that event was sent by radio from ships'close by, and people were 
astonished at how quickly the news was transmitted. From the 1920s, broadcasting 
— first radio and then television in the 1950s — has been at the forefront of coverage 
of every major news event.
The immediacy and impact of television news has continued, but television itself 
has changed drastically in the last half century. Three national networks dominated 
television for the first three decades of its popularity, but in the 1980s that dominance 
was challenged by the development of cable. Specialized news channels, particularly 
Cable News Network, delivered news all day every day, and the audience for network 
news has been steadily shrinking. . '
Local television news — that produced by local stations — varies widely in quality, 
but it still attracts a large audience for local stations and gives those stations an 
identity. Unlike newspapers, most local television stations have direct competition 
for audience and advertisers.
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Prasar Bharati (Broadcasting Corporation of India) is the public service broadcaster 
in the country, with Akashwani (All India Radio) and Doordarshan as its two 
constituents. It came into existence on 23rd November 1997.
Prasar Bharati Board functions at the apex level ensuring formulation and 
implementation of policies of the organization and fulfillment of the mandate in 
terms of the Prasar Bharati Act, 1990. The Executive Member functions as the Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO) of the Corporation, subject to the control and supervision 
of the Board. The CEO, the Member (Finance) and the Member (Personnel) perform 
their functions from the Prasar Bharati headquarters at Parliament Street, New Delhi.
AM important policy matters relating to finance, administration and personnel are 
submitted to the CEO and the Board through the Member (Finance) and the Member 
(Personnel) as required, for the purpose of advice, implementation of proposals and 
decisions thereon. Officers from different streams working in the Prasar Bharati 
Secretariat assist the CEO, the Member (Finance) and the Member (Personnel) in 
integrating actions, operations, plans and policy implementation as well as look 
after the budget, accounts and general financial matters of the Coiporation. Prasar 
Bharati also has a unified vigilance set up at the headquarters, headed by a Chief 
Vigilance Officer.
To facilitate decision making, the Policy and Executive Committee (earlier known 
as Management Committee) chaired by the CEO, has been constituted for both 
Doordarshan and AIR.
The Directors General heads the Directorate General of All India Radio and the 
Directorate General of Doordarshan.
They function in close association with the Member (Finance), the Member (Personnel) 
and the CEO, in carrying out the day-to-day affairs of AIR and Doordarshan. Both in 
AIR and Doordarshan, there are broadly four different wings responsible for distinct 
activities viz. Programme, News, Engineering and Administration and Finance.

Media Management

NOTES

2.4.1 AIR (All India Radio)

All India Radio (AIR) is a national service planned, developed and operated by 
the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting under the Government of India. 
Sound broadcasting started in India in 1927 with the proliferation of private radio 
clubs. The operations of All India Radio began formally in 1936, as a government 
organization, with clear objectives to inform, educate and entertain the masses. 
When India attained Independence in 1947, AIR had a network of six stations and 
a complement of 18 transmitters. The coverage was 2.5% of the area and just 11% 
of the population. Rapid expansion of the network took place post Independence. 
AIR today has a network of 223 broadcasting centres with 143 medium frequency 
(MW), 54 high frequency (SW) and 161 FM transmitters. The coverage is 91.42% 
of the area, serving 99.13% of the people in the largest democracy of the world. 
AIR covers 24 Languages and 146 dialects in home services. In External services, 
it covers 27 languages; 17 national and 10 foreign languages.
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All India Radio comes under the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting 
Government of India. A secretary and four joint secretaries who are supposed to do 
the following jobs assist the minister of information and broadcasting:

• Policy
• Broadcasting
• Financial Advisor and
• Film

Radio stations come in all sizes and generally are classifies as being small, medium or 
large market outlets. The size of the community that a station serves usually reflects 
the size of its staff. For example, the station in a town of five thousand residents may 
have six to eight fulltime employees in the station.
Medium markets are set up in more densely populated areas and in this type of 
station; there are twelve to twenty employees. Mostly, overlapping of duties occur 
in the larger stations, positions are usually limited to specific areas of responsibility. 
Large stations may employ as many as sixty to hundred people and as few as twenty 
depending on the nature of their format. In All India Radio, Director General is the 
head of the organization, and thereforeit is a sensitive post requiring a wide cultural 
background, initiative, tact, administrative abilities, sound judgment of matters and 
people, and a deep commitment to broadcasting and qualities of leadership of a 
high order.
Occasionally, Indian Administration Service Officers are assigned an additional task 
of Director General of All India Radio and since independence; there have been 
around 15 IAS officers who have performed the task of Director General of AIR. 
There are Additional Director General and Deputy Director Generals also who help 
the Director General is assisted by Director of Programmes.
A Director whose rank is equivalent to Deputy Director General heads news division. 
The Director is assisted by Chief News Editor, News Editor, Joint Director, etc. 
others employed in the news department of the radio station are the News Readers, 
Announcers, Translators and others.
The Engineering Division of AIR is looked after by Engineer- in-Chief and is assisted 
by Chief Engineer and Regional Engineers. The Regional Stations of AIR is under 
the control of Station Director who is assisted by Assistant Station Directors and 
Programme Executives.
B.G. Verghese Committee has also proposed an organizational structure for AIR, 
which has the following posts of General Managers:

1. GM Legal Services
2. GM Planning
3. GM Information
4. The committee also proposed a Central News Room consisting of a 

GeneralManager, Editor, Foreign Editor, Editor Monitoring. This committee
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has also proposed the creation of the posts of Station Manager, Accounts and 
Personnel Officer, Programme Officer, Extension Officer, etc.

When India attained Independence in 1947, AIR had a network of six stations and 
a complement of 18 transmitters. The coverage was 2.5% of the area and just 11% 
of the population. Rapid expansion of the network took place post independence.
AIR today has a network of 237 broadcasting centres with 149 medium frequency 
(MW), 54 high frequency (SW) and 177 FM transmitters. The coverage is 91.85% 
of the area, serving 99.18% of the people in the largest democracy of the world. 
AIR covers 24 Languages and 146 dialects in home services. In External services, 
it covers 27 languages; 17 national and 10 foreign languages.
All India Radio is divided into four wings: Programme, News, Engineering, and 
Administration and Finance:

1. Programme Wing deals with all aspects relating to programme conception, 
production and procurement at the national, regional, and local level.

2. News Wing puts out news bulletins and other current affairs programmes at 
the national and regional level.

3. Engineering Wing deals with all the hardware requirements of the entire 
network, including the space segment and the studios, transmitters etc.

4. Administration and Finance Wing deals with the administrative and financial 
aspects including general administration, personnel management, budget and 
plan coordination.
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2.4.2 Doordarshan and Private TV Channels

Doordarshan is a Public broadcast Terrestrial television channel run by Prasar Bharati, 
a board nominated by the Government of India. It is one of the largest broadcasting 
organizations in the world in terms of the infrastructure of studios and transmitters. 
Recently it has also started Digital Terrestrial Transmitters.
Doordarshan had a modest beginning with the experimental telecast starting in Delhi 
in September 1959 with a small transmitter and a makeshift studio. The regular daily 
transmission started in 1965 as a part of All India Radio. The television service was 
extended to Mumbai (then Bombay) and Amritsar in 1972. Till 1975, seven Indian 
cities had television sendee and Doordarshan remained the only television channel 
in India. Television services were separated from radio in 1976. Each office of All 
India Radio and Doordarshan were placed under the management of two separate 
Director Generals in New Delhi. Finally Doordarshan as a National Broadcaster 
came into existence. . ,
National programme was introduced in 1982. In the same year, colour TVs were 
introduced in the Indian markets with the live telecast of the Independence Day 
parade on 15 August 1982, followed by the Asian Games being held in Delhi. The 
80s was the era ofDoprdarshan with soaps like Hum Log (1984), Buniyaad (1986-87)
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Media Industry in Indiaand mythological dramas like Ramayan (1987-88) and Mahabharat (1988-89) glued 
millions to DoorDarshan. Other popular programs included Hindi film songs based 
programs like Chitrahaar and Rangoli and crime thrillers like Karamchand.
Now more than 90% of the Indian population can receive DoorDarshan (DDI) 
programmes through a network of nearly 1400 terrestrial transmitters.
About 46 DoorDarshan Studios are producing TV programs today. Presently, 
DoorDarshan operates 19 channels-twoAll India channels, 11 Regional Languages 
Satellite Channels (RLSC), four State Networks (SN), an International channel, 
a Sports Channel and two channels (DD-RS and DD-LS) for live broadcast of 
parliamentaty proceedings.

NOTES

Doordarshan Channels

The following are the key Doordarshan channels:
1. DD National
2. DD News
3. DD Sports
4. DD Bharati
5. DD Gyandarshan
6. DD Rajya Sabha
7. DD Lok Sabha
8. DD India
9. DD Bengali

10. DD Chandana (Kannada)
11. DD Gujarati
12. DD Kashir
13. DD Malayalam
14. DD North East
15. DDOriya
16. DD Podhigai (Tamil)
17. DD Punjabi
18. DD Sahyadri (Marathi)
19. DD Saptagiri (Telugu)

/

Organizational Structure of Doordarshan

The Director General, Doordarshan is responsible for the overall administration of 
the Doordarshan network which consists of 60 Doordarshan Kendras / Production 
Centres, 126 Doordarshan Maintenance Centres, 194 High Power Transmitters, 830
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Low Power Transmitters and 379 very Low Power Transmitters as on 31.12.2004. 
Doordarshan is presently operating 26 channels.
Doordarshan is divided into four wings: Programme, News, Engineering, 
Administration and Finance, Programme Wing deals with all aspects relating to 
programme conception, production and procurement at the national, regional, and 
local level. News Wing puts out news bulletins and other current affairs programmes 
at the national and regional level. Engineering Wing deals with all the hardware 
requirements of the entire network, including the space segment and the studios, 
transmitters etc. Administration and Finance Wing deals with the administrative and 
financial aspects including general administration, personnel management, budget 
and plan coordination.
In most of the ways, the organizational structures of Doordarshan and All India Radio 
are more or less the same. But Doordarshan these days are growing bigger in terms 
of number of sections, subsections and staff of various kinds.
The overall head of all the departments in Doordarshan is the Director General. The 
rank of the Director General of Doordarshan is equivalent to that of the Director 
General of All India Radio, while earlier it was not the case. In Doordarshan, the 
Director General heads the Department of Programme and Administration. His 
main job is to supervise, guide, govern and control the entire functioning of the 
department. He is assisted by:

• Additional Director General and Deputy Director General (Development)
• Deputy Director General (News and Current Affairs)
• Deputy Director General (Communication and Film)
• Deputy Director General (Production and Transmission)
• Director (Finance and Personnel Control)

The Additional Director General looks after News and Current Affairs, Programme 
Policy, Programme Coordination, Planning, Public Relations, etc. The rank of 
Additional Director General is equivalent to that of Joint Secretary, Govt, of India. 
He is assisted by Controller of Programme (Policy), Controller of Programme 
(Coordination), Controller of Programme (Development), Public Relations Officer,
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etc.
The Deputy Director General (Development) looks after the proper and sequence-wise 
development of the programme and is supported by Director, Audience Research, 
Controller of Programme (Development) and Deputy Controller of Programme. 
The Deputy Director General (News and Current Affairs) looks after the administrative 
part of current news gathering, news selection, news processing, and news evaluation 
and news presentation. Chief Editor News, Chief Producer News and News Editor 
support him. The Deputy Director General (Communication and Film) monitors the 
entire communication process of the organization. He is assisted by Controller of 
Programme (Communication) and Deputy Controller of Programme (Films).
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Media Industry in IndiaThe Deputy Director General (Production and Transmission) looks after the entire 
activities of Production and transmission and. is supported by Deputy Director 
Administration in the discharge of his vast duties. The Director (Finance and Personal 
Control), guides, governs and controls the financial activities and personnel works 
and in the discharge of his vast duties. Deputy Director Administration and Senior 
Analyst support him.
The Department of Engineering is headed by Engineer-in-Chief who is answerable 
to the Director General. The Engineer- in-Chief is responsible for the growth and 
maintenance of ail the engineering and technical activities. In the discharge of his 
enormous duties, he is assisted by Chief Engineer (Project and Budget) and Chief 
Engineer (Maintenance and INSAT).
The Chief Engineer (Project and Budget) supervises and prepares various projects 
and budgets and is supported by Director Engineering (Study Design Coordination 
with ISRO), Director Engineering (Teletext), Director Engineering (Purchase), 
Director Engineering (Progress and Budget), Director Engineering (Estimates and 
NLF) and Director Engineering (Transmitter Design).
In addition to that there is a large number of staff in Doordarshan which are directly 
associated with pre-production, production and postproduction. These staff"members

NOTES

are-
Programme Producer 

Programme Executive 

Video Engineer 

Vision Control Operator 

Lighting Engineer 
Cameraman 

Vision Mixer 
Studio Engineers 

Make-up Supervisors 

Script Designer 

Programme Assistant 
Production Assistant 
Audio Control Manager 
Mic Boom Operator 

Script Writer, etc.

Private Channels in India

Indian Private Channels cater to the. multiplying demand for entertainment of the 
Indian audience. The central government realised the requirements and launched a 
series of economic and social reforms in 1991 under Prime Minister Narasimha Rao. 
Under the new policies the government allowed private and foreign broadcasters to
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get engage in limited operations of private channels in India. This process has been 
pursued consistently by ail subsequent centralised administrations.
Foreign privatised channels like CNN, Star TV and domestic channels, such as, Zee 
TV and Sun TV started satellite broadcasts. Starting with 41 sets in 1962 and one 
channel known as the Audience Research unit in 1991; presently private channels 
in India cater to more than 70 million homes. A large relatively unexploited market, 
easy accessibility of relevant technology and a variety of programmes are the main 
reasons for rapid expansion of Television in India. It must be focused that private 
television entertainment in India is one of the cheapest in the world.
India has more than 130 million homes with television sets, of which nearly 71 million 
have connection to cable TV. The overall Cable TV market in India is growing at a 
robust rate of 8-10%. The industry of private television channels exploded in India, 
during the early 1990s when the broadcast industry was liberalised and saw the entry 
of many foreign players like Rupert Murdoch's Star TV Network in 1991, MTV, and 
others. The emergence and notification of the HDVSL standard as a home grown 
Indian digital cable standard shall open an era of interactivity on private networks. 
Presently, Indian television is on an uproar with private television channels. Sun 
TV (India) was launched in 1992 as the first private channel in South India. Today 
it has around 20 television channels in the four South Indian languages, namely 
Malayalam, Kannada, Tamil and Telugu. Channels of the Sun TV network are 
also available outside India. Recently Sun TV launched a DTH service. The Raj 
Television Network was started in 1994 and is still an important player in the 
South Indian cable TV provider space. The Raj Television Network operates two 
channels in Tamil - Raj TV and Raj Digital Plus. The content distributed by these 
two channels includes music videos, movies, and other entertainment programs 
for the entire family. Through its two channels - Raj TV, Raj Digital Plus, the 
network presents its viewers some of the best shows in the world of South Indian 
entertainment today. This network has built up a library of some of Tamil and 
Telegu films from the nostalgic old favourites to the contemporary box office hits. 
Recently, Raj Television Network has capitalised on the increasing demand for 
news that is unbiased, timely and accurate.
In 1992, the government liberated its entertainment markets, thus, opening them up 
to private television. Five new channels belonging to the Hong Kong based STAR 
TV brought about a fresh breath of life - MTV, STAR Plus, BBC, Prime Sports and 
STAR Chinese Channel were the 5 private channels. Zee TV was the first private 
owned Indian channel to broadcast over private television. After few years, channels 
like CNN, Discovery Channel and National Geographic Channel made its entry in 
India. Star expanded its bouquet introducing STAR World, STAR Sports, ESPN 
and STAR Gold. Regional channels flourished along with a large number of Hindi 
channels and a few English channels. By 2001 HBO and History Channel were the 
other international channels to enter India. By 2001-2003, other international private 
channels such as Nickelodeon, Cartoon Network, VH1, Disney and Toon Disney
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entered the boundaries of India. In 2003 news channels started to boom. Music 
channels had a great popularity in India, since its inception. Movie based channels; 
and soaps started dominating Indian private channels.
Satellite Television for the Asian Region (STAR) is an Asian TV service owned by 
Rupert Murdoch's News Corporation. It is based in Hong Kong, with programming 
offices in India and Australia, as well as in other south Asian countries. The service 
of STAR is more than 300 million viewers in 54 countries and is watched by 
approximately 100 million viewers every day. STAR 's revenues have increased 
from $220 million in 2003 to $245 million in 2004. STAR has emerged as India's 
second-largest media company after Bennett, Coleman and Co. Ltd. which is the 
publisher of Times of India.
ZEE TV was founded by Subhash Chandra and launched in India in October 1992, 
becoming the first Hindi private channel. ZEE TV is owned by ZEE Entertainment 
Enterprises, and is one of the most popular Indian private channels. This network 
carries broadcasts in Hindi and other regional languages of India. ZEE TV is a 
part of the Essel Group. This channel formerly had a partnership with STAR TV. 
However, STAR ended their partnership with ZEE TV when Rupert Murdoch's 
News Corporation acquired STAR TV. Besides the above mentioned channels 
many more regional private channels have been introduced in Indian television 
that caters to the local audience. Colors channel was launched on 21 st July 2008 
and it offers an entire spectrum of emotions to the viewers; starting from fictions, 
daily soaps to reality shows and hit movies. Meenakshi Sagar Productions, Balaji 
Telefilms, Endemol India, Wizcraft Television, Deepti Bhatnagar Productions, 
Playtime Creations, Sphere Origins, JayPranlal Mehta are some of the production 
houses that operate on Indian private channels.
Indian private channels are some of the power packed entertainment boosters for 
the audience that still feature the essence of the bygone era by airing nostalgic black 
and white films and retrospective of well known actors. However, the regular soaps 
and reality shows have earned immense popularity amongst all other programmes 
on the Indian private channels on television.
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Table 2.2; List of Hindi Language TV Channels in India
Entertainment Channels Notes

Owned by STAR TV.STAR Plus
Owned by ZEE Network.ZEE TV
Owned by Viacom 18.Colors
Owned by Multi Screen Media Private Limited, 
a subsidiary of Sony Pictures Entertainment.Sony Entertainment Television

Owned by STAR TV.Life OK
Sahara One Owned by Sahara Pariwar.

Reruns shows from STAR Plus owned by 
STAR TV.STAR Utsav
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Media Management Table 2.2: List of Hindi Language TV Channels in India
NotesEntertainment Channels

ZEE Anmol Reruns shows from ZEE TV.
NOTES Rishtey Reruns shows from Colors.

Free to AIR channel, Initially started as regional 
channel later converted as All India ChannelBIG Magic

Channel From Sahara Pariwar, very soon it 
telecast remns show from Sahara One with 
new name of it.

Firangi

ZEE Smile Reruns shows from ZEE TV.
Reruns shows from ZEE TV owned by ZEE 
Network.9X

DD National National Broadcast From Doordarshan.
International Broadcast From Doordarshan. 
Reruns Shows From DD National.

DD India

Dangal Reruns shows from Colors. Free to AIR channel.
Youth Entertainment Channels

Youth Oriented Channel, owned by STAR TV. 
Pay channel.__________________________
Youth Oriented Channel from Viacom 18. Pay 
channel.

Channel V

MTV

Youth Oriented Channel fromUTV, a Subsidiary 
of The Walt Disney Company. Pay channelUTV Bindass

Comedy Entertainment Channels
Owned by Multi Screen Media Private Limited. 
Pay channel.__________________________
Free to AIR channel, Initially started as regional 
channel but later converted as All India Channel

SAB TV

Dhamaal

Cultural Entertainment Channels
Cultural Channel From Doordarshan. Free to 
AIR channel.

DD Bharati

Movies Channels
General Movies Channels

Owned by Multi Screen Media Pvt Ltd. Pay 
channel

SET Max

ZEE Cinema Owned by ZEE Network. Pay channel
STAR Gold Owned by STAR TV Pay channel
B4U Movies Owned by B4U. Pay channel
Filmy Owned by Sahara. Pay channel
Movies OK Owned by STAR TV. Pay channel
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Media Industry in IndiaTable 2,2: List of Hindi Language TV Channels in India
Entertainment Channels Notes

UTV Movies Owned by UTV. Pay channel
Launched as ctffnedy channel, later become 
Movies Channel. Free To AIR.

NOTESDabangg

Action Movies Channels
Owned by UTV. Pay channel Classical Movies 
ChannelsUTV Action

Owned by Hinduja Groupcvo

General Music
r.'i • ■u • >i-«*;* r--

* V.

Owned By 9X Media. Free to AIR,9XM
Owned By B4U. Free to AIRB4U Music
Owned By Media Worldwide Pvt Ltd. Free to 
AIRMusic India

Owned By Multi Screen Media Pvt. Ltd. Pay 
channelSony MAX

Free to AIRM Tunes HD
Owned by Sri Adhikari Brothers Television 
Network Limited (SABTNL). Free to AIR 
Bollywood News

Mastiii

Owned by B.A.G. Films and Media Limited. 
Free to air channelE24

Owned by Reliance ADAG Group. Free to 
AIR channelImagine Showbiz

Shows 24 hours Bollywood news and gossips, 
owned by The Times Group. Pay ChannelZOOM

Owned by Zee Network. Formally Known as 
Zee Music and Music Asia. Pay ChannelZing

Official Channel of Bollywood, owned by 
UTV. Pay ChannelUTV Stars

Promoted by Lehren Entertainment Pvt Ltd. Free 
to AIR channelLehren

Kids Channel
Owned by Walt Disney International India. 
Pay Channel__________________________
Owned by Walt Disney International India. 
Pay Channel

Disney Channel (India)

Disney XD (India)

o
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Medio Management Tabic 2.2: List of Hindi Language TV Channels in India
Entertainment Channels Notes

Owned by Walt Disney International India. 
Pay ChannelDisney Junior (India)

NOTES

Owned by Turner International India Pvt Ltd. 
Pay Channel 'Cartoon Network (India)

Owned by Buena Vista International India. 
Pay ChannelHungama TV

Owned by Turner International India Pvt Ltd. 
Pay Channel Pogo TV

Nickelodeon (India) Owned by Viacom 18. Pay Channel
Spacetoon Owned by Sahara. Free to AIR

1 Sonic (TV Channel) Owned by Viacom 18. Pay Channel
Nick Jr. Owned by Viacom 18. Pay Channel
Infotainment News
Discovery Kids Owned by Discovery Network. Pay Channel

Owned by Fox International Channels. Pay 
ChannelNational Geographic Channel

Owned by Fox International Channels. Pay 
ChannelNat Geo Wild

National Geographic Adventure Owned by STAR TV. Pay Channel
Discovery Channel Owned by Discovery Network. Pay Channel

Owned by Discovery Network. Pay Channel
Owned by Discovery Network. Pay Channel
Owned by Discovery Network. Pay Channel

Discovery Science
Discovery Turbo
Animal Planet

Owned by A+E Networks (50%) and TV 18 
(50%). Pay ChannelHistory TV18

News Channels
General news

Owned by TV Today Network. Free to AIR 
channel

Aaj Tak

Owned by ABP Group, Formerly STAR News. 
Free to AIR channelABP News

ZEE News Owned by ZEE Network. Pay Channel
Owned by New Delhi Television Ltd. Pay 
ChannelNDTV India

IBN-7 Owned by TV18. Pay Channel
India TV Owned by Rajat Sharma. Free to AIR channel

Owned by B.A.G. Films and Media Limited. 
Free to AIR channelNews 24e
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Media Industry in IndiaTable 2.2: List of Hindi Language TV Channels in India
Entertainment Channels Notes

India News Owner of ITV netwark
Owned by Broadcast Initiatives Ltd. Free to 
AIR channel

NOTESLive India

Owned by Doordarshan. Free to AIR channelDD News
Business news

Owned by TV 18 and NBC Universal. Pay 
ChannelCNBC Awaaz

Owned by ZEE Network. Pay ChannelZEE Business
Political news

From Government of India. Broadcasts live 
proceedings of Lok Sabha and public affairs 
programs. Free to AIR channel________'
From Government of India. Broadcasts live

Lok Sabha TV

proceedings of Rajya Sabha and public affairg 
programs. Free to AIR channel

Rajya Sabha TV

Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand News
DD Uttar Pradesh
ETV Uttar Pradesh
Bihar and Jharkhand News
DD Bihar
ETV Bihar
Madhya Pradesh and Chattisgarh News
DD Madhya Pradesh
ETV Madhya Pradesh

Free To AIR Channel.Khabar Bharti
Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh
IBC24
News Channel For MP and CG Rajasthan News
DD Rajasthan
ETV Rajasthan

Owned by CSL Infomedia Pvt. Ltd. Free To AIR.Jan TV
*’ r

y\ •
»;V

Discovery channeTs traveling channelTLC
Owned by Fox International Channels. Pay 
ChannelFox Traveller

Owned by Celebrities Management Private 
LimitedTravel XP
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Media Managemeni Table 2.2: List of Hindi Language TV Channels in India
Entertainment Channels Notes

Owned by NDTV and Kingfisher. Pay ChannelNDTV Good Times
NOTES Pragya

ZEE Khana Khazana Owned by ZEE Network
Sports Channels
DD Sports Owned by Doordarshan.'Free to AIR
STAR Sports 1 • Owned by STAR Sports. Pay Channel^
STAR Sports 2 Owned by STAR Sports. Pay Channel

Owned by STAR Sports. Pay Channel 1st 24 
hrs Hindi sports channel STAR Sports 3

STAR Sports 4 Owned by STAR Sports. Pay Channel
TEN Sports
TEN Action

Owned by Taj Television, a subsidiary of ZEE 
Network. Pay ChannelTEN Cricket

TEN Golf
NEO Prime
NEO Sports Owned by Nimbus Communications.

Owned by SET INDIA Pvt Ltd. Pay ChannelSony SIX
Shopping Channels

24hrs Tele Shopping Channel, owned by 
Network 18.HomeShoplS

Telebrands
Religious Channels

Launched In 2000.Aastha TV
Sanskar TV
Sadhana (Tv Channel) r Launched In 2003.
Paras TV
Disha Religious Television Channel
ZEE Jagran
Katyayini
Peace TV

2.5 CINEMA INDUSTRY IN INDIA: STRUCTURE, 
ORGANIZATION AND ECONOMICS

Before the actual beginning of cinema in India, there was the growth of musical 
dramas, the theatre, jatra in Bengal. Music, dance, song were an integral part of these 
performing traditions, this was the heritage of Sanskrit drama and later popular folk
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performing traditions such as the ramlila, the raslila, the nautanki. So, when the first 
‘cinematographic exhibitions’ of the Lumiere Brothers were held in Bombay on July 
7,1896, Indian dramatists, photographers, magicians, musicians and singers saw in 
them great potential for the re-telling of Indian myths and folklore. The Times of 
India advertised these early exhibitions as ‘the marvel of the country, the wonder 
of the world’. The ‘exhibition’ included ‘living photographic pictures’ of the arrival 
of a train, of workers leaving a factory, of a sea-bath, and of ladies and soldiers on 
wheels. The exhibition continued to draw crowds to four shows daily for over two 
months. It was indeed remarkable that the cinema had its beginnings in India almost 
at the same time as in other major film-producing countries.
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History of Indian Cinema

History of Indian cinema dated back to the year 1896. The Lumiere Brothers first 
demonstrated the art of cinema to the sub continent. Bombay was the first Indian city 
that screened Cinematography, six short films by the Lumiere Brothers. The success 
of these films led to the screening of more foreign films, for instance, Vitagraph by 
James B. Stewart and Moto-Photoscope by Ted Hughes. In other words introduction 
of cinema in India took place with the aid of the colonisers.) The Indian film industry 
is the oldest and the largest in the world with over 1200 movies released annually
A kaleidoscopic view of history of India includes the pioneering efforts of Save Dada 
(Harischandra Sakharam Bhatavdekar). He made two short films as early as in 1897. 
The first short films in India were directed by Hiralal Sen, starting with Flower of 
Persia (1898). In 1900 the entire Indian entertainment sector underwent huge changes 
and the emergence of Dadasaheb Phalke took Indian cinema to new heights. Thus 
the path breaking film of the Silent era, Raja Harishchandra, was released in 1913. 
During this time and the era of the talkies the main sources for Indian films were the 
mythological texts. The rapid growth of the Indian cinema led to the end of the silent 
era and ushered in the era of the talkies. The latter introduced the Indian cinema in 
a completely new way to the audiences. No one could hear the actors and actresses 
talk, laugh, sing and cry. Initially films were primarily made in Hindi, Tamil, Bengali 
and Telugu and these films proved to be phenomenal successes.
1930s and 1940s witnessed the rise of film personalities, such as, Debaki Bose, 
Chetan Anand, S.S. Vasan, Nitin Bose and others. Their contributions helped the 
Indian cinema to grow further. By this time apart from Bombay (Mumbai), the film 
industry shaped up well in down south too. The Tamil, Telugu and Kannada film 
industries were making indigenous films as well. By late 1940s films in India were 
made in various languages but the religious influence was predominant. With struggle 
for independence the entire scenario altered. Indian cinema now saw films based on 
the then contemporary social issues. Movies no longer were limited to the periphery 
of entertainment; they were now potent instruments to educate the masses as well. 
The golden period in the history of Indian cinema is attributed to the 1950s. Guru 
Dutt, Mehboob Khan, Raj Kapoor, Balraj Sahani, Nargis, Bimal Roy, Meena Kumari, 
Madhubala, Dilip Kumar graced the screens. In south India esteemed actors like
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Rajkumar, Gemini Ganesan, NT Rama Rao and several other actors and actresses 
entertained the audiences. Besides them numerous singers, composers, scriptwriters, 
cameramen and other technicians lend a helping hand in making some of the most 
outstanding films that carved their own niches in the history of Indian cinema 

In Bombay while the magic of Guru Dutts and Bimal Roys were preponderant Indian 
cinema moved one step further with the release of K. Asif s Mughal-e-Azam in 1960. 
A trail of romantic movies followed all over India. While the Indian commercial 
cinema enjoyed popularity amidst the movie goers, Indian art cinema did not go 
unnoticed. Adoor Gopalakrishnan, Ritwik Ghatak, Aravindan, Satyajit Ray, Shaji 
Karun and several other art film directors were making movies that took India to 
international fame and glory. By 1970s Indian cinema enjoyed the histrionics of 
superstars like Rajesh Khanna, Sanjeev Kumar, Waheeda Rehman, Asha Parekh, 
Tanuja and others. This was truly the red letter year for Hindi cinema as Ramesh 
Sippy's Sholay proved to be an iconoclast and gave to Indian cinema its new 
superstar—Amitabh Bachchan. Hardly did anyone know then that the Bachchan era 
was here to stay for long enough.
At one hand Hindi cinema was growing in leaps and bounds and on the other the 
regional films were making their presence felt too. A number of well established 
Hindi film stars who became a part of the star system in India actually began their 
career with the Indian regional films. 1980s saw the rise of several woman directors, 
such as, Apama Sen, Prema Kamath, Meera Nair and others. It was also the year 
when Rekha wooed the audiences with her stunning performance in Umrao Jaan. 
The regional films like Malayalam, Kannada, Telugu, Bengali and others produced 
a number of romantic films. Renowned film personalities like Balachander, I. V. Sasi, 
Balu Mahehdra, Mani Ratnam, Ram Gopal Varma and others made their marks.
With romantic films at the helm the Indian cinema ushered into 1990s. A mixed genre 
was witnessed during this time. Romantic, thriller, actions and comic movies were 
made. Gradually the face of Indian cinema was undergoing changes one again. The 
audiences, too, were getting weary of similar storylines. Hence the contemporary 
Indian cinema, keeping pace with time and technology, witnessed dolby digital 
sound effects, advanced special effects, choreography, international appeal, further 
investments from corporate sectors alongwith finer scripts and performances. The 
aesthetic appeal of cinema became important for the filmmakers.
Stars like Shahrukh Khan, Rajnikanth, Madhuri Dixit, Aamir Khan, Chiranjeevi, Juhi 
Chawla, Hrithik Roshan, and others explored all possible techniques to enrich Indian 
cinema with their performances. Even in contemporary India cinema a troupe of new 
faces came. The post generation of the existing stars are making Indian cinema rich in 
its true sense using their youthful vivacity and talent. Films, such as, Gandhi, Terrorist, 
Amu, Phir Milenge, Diksha, Tare Zamin Par, Pipli Live, are intended to educate the 
mass. Films such as Sarkar, Rajneeti, Page 3, and Fashion reflect the political and 
social scenarios of contemporary society. As years fly away Indian cinema betters 
itself with more number of films making it to the golden pages of its history.
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Structure of Indian Cinema
One way to think about Indian Cinema is to distinguish four categories (but note that 
these al] overlap and the boundaries between them are not fixed):

• Popular Hindi Cinema
• Regional Cinemas
• ‘Art’or‘Specialised’Cinema

' • Diaspora Cinema (films made by Indian filmmakers based overseas)
We can best understand the importance of these classifications by making two simple 
distinctions. The first is between ‘popular’ and ‘art’ cinema. The massive popular 
audience in India is hungry for cheap entertainment and this is what cinema has 
provided. This audience, which includes a significant proportion of people with 
limited access to education, enjoys universal genres such as action, comedy and 
melodrama and more specifically ‘Indian’ stories with spiritual/mythological themes. 
The typical Indian film as viewed from outside the country may well be a three hour 
spectacular ‘multi-genre’ film with six or seven extended elaborately choreographed 
and costumed musical sequences.
But there is also an Indian audience for more ‘serious’ film narratives, akin to 
European, Japanese and American ‘art’ cinema and indeed to more adventurous 
Hollywood films. This audience is relatively small* but because the overall audience 
is so large, even a small proportion means significant numbers. It tends to be an 
audience concentrated in the major cities, especially in the two states with the greatest 
cultural traditions, West Bengal and Kerala, and in the centres for higher education 
and new technologies in Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore, Hyderabad etc. For many 
years from the 1950s to the 1980s, it was the Bengali art film director Satyajit Ray 
who represented Indian Cinema to the outside world. In the 1970s Indian Cinema 
developed a more socially aware and more politically orientated form of cinema, 
partly subsidised by public funding, which was known as Parallel Cinema - running 
alongside but clearly distinguished from mainstream cinema. Since the 1990s and 
the opening up of the Indian market to private investors at home and overseas, this 
political cinema has gone into decline, but to some extent the tradition of ‘socially 
aware’ films has been supported by Indian filmmakers such as Mira Nair and Deepa 
Mehta who have returned to India to make films using their training and experience 
gained in North America (respectively the US and Canada).
The second distinction (which cuts across the first) is between Hindi Cinema and 
Regional Cinemas. Hindi is the official language of the Union of India. However 
only around 40% of Indians actually speak Hindi. In the North of India, variations of 
Hindi are spoken as a first language by the population of several states around Delhi. 
Other North Indians whose first language might be Gujerati, Punjabi, Bengali etc. 
can also access Hindi films, as can Urdu speakers in Pakistan. All these languages 
are part of the same Indo-European group. But in the South of India, the language , 
family is completely different and Tamils in particular have in the past objected
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very strongly to the suggestion that Hindi should be the only official language of the 
country. As a result, English has been retained as India’s second official language 
and in the South, the different regional language cinemas have the support of the 
mass of the population. Hindi Cinema in the South is only accessible by the more 
educated part of the population and Hindi films are distributed in a similar way to 
Hollywood films - i.e. available only in a minority of cinemas.
The four Southern film industries in Tamil Nadu, Andrha Pradesh (Telugu), Karnataka 
(Kannada) and Kerala (Malayalam) produce more than half the total number of Indian 
films. This is not surprising because the South has more cinemas and a higher per 
capita cinema attendance than the North.
So, where is Bollywood in all this? The term ‘Bollywood’, which is often taken to 
be a contraction of ‘Bombay Hollywood’, is a fairly recent term as used by film 
scholars and film industry commentators. It is still criticised as meaningless by some, 
but it began to circulate from the 1980s onwards and is now widely used in India 
and across the world.
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Golden Age of Indian Cinema

Following India’s independence, the period from the late 1944s to the 1960s are 
regarded by film historians as the ‘Golden Age’ of Indian cinema. Some of the most 
critically acclaimed Indian films of all time were produced during this period. This 
period saw the emergence of a new Parallel Cinema movement, mainly led by Bengali 
cinema. Early examples of films in this movement include Chetan Anand’s Neecha 
Nagar (1946), Ritwik Ghatak’s Nagarik (1952), and Bimal Roy’s Do Bigha Zameen 
(1953), laying the foundations for Indian neorealism and the “Indian New Wave”. 
Father Panchali (1955), the first part of The Apu Trilogy (1955-1959) by Satyajit 
Ray, marked his entry in Indian cinema. The Apu Trilogy won major prizes at all the 
major international film festivals and led to the ‘Parallel Cinema’ movement being 
firmly established in Indian cinema. Its influence on world cinema can also be felt 
in the “youthful coming-of-age dramas that have flooded art houses since the mid
fifties” which “owe a tremendous debt to the Apu trilogy”. The cinematographer 
Subrata Mitra, who made his debut with Satyajit Ray’s The Apu Trilogy, also had an 
important influence on cinematography across the world. One of his most important 
techniques was bounce lighting, to recreate the effect of daylight on sets. He pioneered 
the technique while filming Aparajito (1956), the second part of The Apu Trilogy. 
Some-of the experimental techniques which Satyajit Ray pioneered include photo
negative flashbacks and X-ray digressions while filming Pratidwandi (1972). Ray’s 
1967 script for a film to be called The Alien, which was eventually cancelled, is 
also widely believed to have been the inspiration for Steven Spielberg’s E.T. (1982). 
Satyajit Ray and Ritwik Ghatak went on to direct many more critically acclaimed ‘art 
films’, and they were followed by other acclaimed Indian independent filmmakers 
such as Mrinal Sen, Adoor Gopalakrishnan, Mani Kaul- and Buddhadeb Dasgupta. 
During the 1960s, Indira Gandhi’s intervention during her reign as the Information
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Media Industry in Indiaand Broadcasting Minister of India further led to production of off-beat cinematic 
expression being supported by the official Film Finance Corporation.
Commercial Hindi cinema also began thriving, with examples of acclaimed films at 
the time include the Guru Dutt films Pyaasa (1957) and Kaagaz Ke Phool (1959) and 
the Raj Kapoor films Awaara (1951) and Shree 420 (1955). These films expressed 
social themes mainly dealing with working-class urban life in India; Awaara presented 
the city as both a nightmare and a dream, while Pyaasa critiqued the unreality of city 
life. Some epic films were also produced at the time, including Mehboob Khan’s 
Mother India (1957), which was nominated for the Academy Award for Best Foreign 
Language Film, andK. Asif’s Mughal-e-Azam (1960). V. Shantaram’s Do Aankhen 
Barah Haath (1957) is believed to have inspired the Hollywood film The Dirty Dozen 
(1967). Madhumati (1958), directed by Bimal Roy and written by Ritwik Ghatak, 
popularised the theme of reincarnation in Western popular culture. Other mainstream 
Hindi filmmakers at the time included Kamal Amrohi and Vijay Bhatt.
Ever since Chetan Anand’s social realist film NeechaNagar won the Grand Prize at the 
first Cannes Film Festival, Indian films were frequently in competition for the Palme 
d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival for nearly every year in the 1950s and early 1960s, 
with a number of them winning major prizes at the festival. Satyajit Ray also won 
the Golden Lion at the Venice Film Festival for Aparajito (1956), the second part of 
The Apu Trilogy, and the Golden Bear and two Silver Bears for Best Director at the 
Berlin International Film Festival. Ray’s contemporaries, Ritwik Ghatak and Guru 
Dutt, were overlooked in their own lifetimes but had belatedly generated international 
recognition much later in the 1980s and 1990s. Ray is regarded as one of the greatest 
auteurs of 20th century cinema, with Dutt and Ghatak. In 1992, the Sight and Sound 
Critics’ Poll ranked Ray at No. 7 in its list of “Top 10 Directors” of all time, while 
Dutt was ranked No. 73 in the 2002 Sight and Sound greatest directors’ poll.
A number of Indian films from different regions, from this era are often included 
among the greatest films of all time in various critics’ and directors’ polls. At this 
juncture, Telugu cinema and Tamil cinema experienced their respective golden age 
and during this time the production of Indian folklore, fantasy and mythological films 
like Mayabazar, listed by IBN Live’s 2013 Poll as the greatest Indian film of all time, 
and Narthanasala grew up. Anumber of Satyajit Ray films appeared in the Sight and 
Sound Critics’ Poll, including The Apu Trilogy (ranked No. 4 in 1992 if votes are 
combined), The Music Room (ranked No. 27 in 1992), Charulata (ranked No. 41 in 
1992) and Days and Nights in the Forest (ranked No. 81 in 1982). The 2002 Sight 
and Sound critics’ and directors’ poll also included the Guru Dutt films Pyaasa and 
Kaagaz Ke Phool (both tied at #160), the Ritwik Ghatak films Meghe Dhaka Tara 
(ranked #231) and Komal Gandhar (ranked #346), and Raj Kapoor’s Awaara, Vijay 
Bhatt’s Baiju Bawra, Mehboob Khan’s Mother India and K. Asif’s Mughal-e-Azam 
all tied at #346. In 1998, the critics’ poll conducted by the Asian film magazine 
Cinemaya included The Apu Trilogy (ranked No. 1 if votes are combined), Ray’s 
Charulata and The Music Room (both tied at #11), and Ghatak’s Subamarekha (also
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tied at #11). In 1999, The Village Voice top 250 “Best Film of the Century” critics’ 
poll also included The Apu Trilogy (ranked No. 5 if votes are combined). In 2005, 
The Apu Trilogy and Pyaasa were also featured in Time magazine’s “All-TIME” 
100 best movies list.
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Modern Indian Cinema

Some filmmakers such as Shyam Benegal continued to produce realistic Parallel 
Cinema throughout the 1970s, alongside Satyajit Ray, Ritwik Ghatak, Mrinal Sen, 
Buddhadeb Dasgupta and Gautam Ghose in Bengali cinema; Adoor Gopalakrishnan, 
Shaji N. Karun, John Abraham and G. Aravindan in Malayalam cinema; Nirad 
Mohapatra in Oriya cinema; and Mani Kaul, Kumar Shahani, Ketan Mehta, Govind 
Nihalani and Vijaya Mehta in Hindi cinema. However, the ‘art film’ bent of the 
Film Finance Corporation came under criticism during a Committee on Public 
Undertakings investigation in 1976, which accused the body of not doing enough 
to encourage commercial cinema.
The 1970s did, nevertheless, see the rise of commercial cinema in form of enduring 
films such as Sholay (1975), which solidified Amitabh Bachchan’s position as a lead 
actor. The devotional classic Jai Santoshi Ma was also released in 1975. Another 
important film from 1975 was Deewar, directed by Yash Chopra and written by 
Salim-Javed. A crime film pitting “a policeman against his brother, a gang leader 
based on real-life smuggler Haji Mastan”, portrayed by Amitabh Bachchan, it was 
described as being “absolutely key to Indian cinema” by Danny Boyle. 1979 Telugu 
film, Sankarabharanam, which dealt with the revival of Indian classical music, has 
won the Prize of the Public at the Besancon Film Festival of France in the year 1981. 
1987 Kannada film, Tabarana Kathe, which dealt with the inadequate governance, 
was screened at various film festivals including Tashkent, Nantes, Tokyo, and the 
Film Festival of Russia.
Long after the Golden Age of Indian cinema, South India’s Malayalam cinema of 
Kerala regarded as one of the best Indian film genres experienced its own ‘Golden 
Age’ in the 1980s and early 1990s. Some of the most acclaimed Indian filmmakers 
at the time were from the Malayalam industry, including Adoor Gopalakrishnan, G. 
Aravindan, T. V. Chandran and Shaji N. Karun. Adoor Gopalakrishnan, who is often 
considered to be Satyajit Ray’s spiritual heir, directed some of his most acclaimed 
films during this period, including Elippathayam (1981) which won the Sutherland 
Trophy at the London Film Festival, as well as Mathilukal (1989) which won major 
prizes at the Venice Film Festival.
Shaji N. Karun’s debut film Piravi (1989) won the Camerad’Or at the 1989 Cannes 
Film Festival, while his second film Swaham (1994) was in competition for the Palme 
d’Or at the 1994 Cannes Film Festival.[99] Commercial Malayalam cinema also 
began gaining popularity with the action films of Jayan, a popular stunt actor whose 
success was short-lived when he died while filming a dangerous helicopter stunt, 
followed by Mohanlal, whose film Yodha was acclaimed for its action sequences 
and technical aspects.
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Commercial Hindi cinema further grew throughout the 1980s and the 1990s with 
the release of films such as Ek Duuje Ke Liye (1981) Mr India (1987), Qayamat 
Se Qayamat Tak (1988), Tezaab (1988), Chandni (1989), Maine Pyar Kiya (1989), 
Baazigar (1993), Darr (1993), Dilwale Dulhaniya Le Jayenge (1995) and Kuch Kuch 
Hota Hai (1998), many of which starred Sridevi, Shahrukh Khan, Aamir Khan and 
Salman Khan.
In the late 1990s, ‘Parallel Cinema’ began experiencing a resurgence in Hindi cinema, 
largely due to the critical and commercial success of Satya (1998), a low-budget film 
based on the Mumbai underworld, directed by Ram Gopal Varma and written by 
Anurag Kashyap. The film’s success led to the emergence of a distinct genre known 
as Mumbai noir, urban films reflecting social problems in the city of Mumbai. Later 
films belonging to the Mumbai noir genre include Madhur Bhandarkar’s Chandni 
Bar (2001) and Traffic Signal (2007), Ram Gopal Varma’s Company (2002) and 
its prequel D (2005), Anurag Kashyap’s Black Friday (2004), Rahul Dholakia’s 
“Parzania”, Irfan Kamal’s Thanks Maa (2009), and Deva Katta’s Prasthanam (2010). 
Other art film directors active today include Mrinal Sen, Mir Shaani, Buddhadeb 
Dasgupta, Gautam Ghose, Sandip Ray, Apama Sen and Ritupamo Ghosh in Bengali 
cinema; Adoor Gopalakrishnan, Shaji N. Karun, Santosh Sivan and T. V. Chandran in 
Malayalam cinema; Nirad Mohapatra in Oriya cinema; Mani Kaul, Kumar Shahani, 
Ketan Mehta, Govind Nihalani, Shyam Senegal, Mira Nair, Nagesh Kukunoor, 
Sudhir Mishra and Nandita Das in Hindi cinema; Mani Ratnam in Tamil cinema; 
Pattabhirami Reddy, K. N. T. Sastry, B. Narsing Rao, and Akkineni Kutumba Rao in 
Telugu cinema. Deepa Mehta, Anant Balani, Homi Adajania, Vijay Singh and Sooni 
Taraporevala garnered recognition in Indian English cinema.
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Global Discourse

Indians during the colonial rule bought film equipment from Europe. The British 
. funded wartime propaganda films during the Second World War, some of which 

showed the Indian army pitted against the axis powers, specifically the Empire of 
Japan, which had managed to infiltrate into India. One such story was Burma Rani, 
which depicted civilian resistance offered to Japanese occupation by the British and 
Indians present in Myanmar. Pre-independence businessmen such as J. F. Madan 
and Abdulally Esoofally traded in global cinema.
Indian cinema’s early contacts with other regions became visible with its films 
making early inroads into the Soviet Union, Middle East, Southeast Asia, and China. 
Mainstream Hindi film stars like Raj Kapoor gained international fame across 
Asia and Eastern Europe. Indian films also appeared in international fora and film 
festivals. This allowed ‘Parallel’ Bengali filmmakers such as Satyajit Ray to achieve 
worldwide fame, with his films gaining success among European, American and Asian 
audiences. Ray’s work subsequently had a worldwide impact, with filmmakers such 
as Martin Scorsese, James Ivory, Abbas Kiarostami, Elia Kazan, Francis Truffaut, 
Steven Spielberg, Carlos Saura, Jean-Luc Godard, Isao Takahata, Gregory Nava, 
Ira Sachs and Wes Anderson being influenced by his cinematj^style, and many
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others such as Akira Kurosawa praising his work. The “youthful coming-of-age 
dramas that have flooded art houses since the mid-fifties owe a tremendous debt to 
the Apu trilogy”. Subrata Mitra’s cinematographic technique of bounce lighting also 
originates from The Apu Trilogy. Ray’s film Kanchenjungha(1962) also introduced 
a narrative structure that resembles later hyperlink cinema. Since the 1980s, some 
previously overlooked Indian filmmakers such as Ritwik Ghatak and Guru Dutt have 
posthumously gained international acclaim.
Many Asian and ‘South Asian’ countries increasingly came to find Indian cinema as 
more suited to their sensibilities than Western cinema. Jigna Desai holds that by the 
21st century, Indian cinema had managed to become ‘deterritorialized’, spreading 
over to the many parts of the world where Indian diaspora was present in significant 
numbers, and becoming an alternative to other international cinema.
Indian cinema has more recently begun influencing Western musical films, and played 
a particularly instrumental role in the revival of the genre in the Western world. Baz 
Luhrmann stated that his successful musical film Moulin Rouge! (2001) was directly 
inspired by Bollywood musicals. The critical and financial success of Moulin Rouge! 
renewed interest in the then-moribund Western musical genre, subsequently fuelling 
a renaissance of the genre. Danny Boyle’s Oscar-winning film Slumdog Millionaire 
(2008) was also directly inspired by Indian films, and is considered to be”homage 
to Hindi commercial cinema”. Other Indian filmmakers are also making attempts at 
reaching a more global audience, with upcoming films by directors such as Vidhu 
Vinod Chopra, Jahnu Barua, Sudhir Mishra and Pan Nalin.
Indian Cinema was also recognised at the American Academy Awards. Three Indian 
films, Mother India (1957), Salaam Bombay! (1988), and Lagaan (2001), were 
nominated for the Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film. Indian winners 
of the Academy Awards include Bhanu Athaiya (costume designer), Satyajit Ray 
(filmmaker), A. R. Rahman (music composer), Resul Pookutty (sound editor) and 
Gulzar (lyricist).
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Economic Contribution of Indian Cinema Industry
After a tough year in 2009, the industry faced with another difficult year in 2010. 
Despite the economy rebounding and consumers starting to throng the theatres again, 
the industry did not quite perform to expected levels. An industry which thrives on 
content and the support of its players such as exhibitors and distributors did not 
show the expected revival, after the industry picked pace in the second half of2009 
with several good films.
There were 215 Hindi releases in 2010 as compared to 235 in 2009 and 1059 regional 
releases (Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, etc) in 2010 as compared to’ 1053 in 2009, ensuring 
a reasonably constant flow of films in both years.

Overview

The industry showed negative growth for the second consecutive year. The size 
of INR 87.5 billion in 2010 registered a negative growth of 7.9% over INR 95
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billion in 2009. It is now expected to grow to INR 136.5 billion by 2015 at a 
CAGR of 9.3%.

Media Industry in India

Table 2.3: The growth of the industry in 2006-10
NOTESINR billion 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 CAGR

Box office - domestic 64.0 71.5 81.3 70.0 61.1 -1.2%
% change 11.7 13.6 13.8 12.7

Box office - overseas 7.0 8.5 10.0 8.0 7.7 2.4%

% change 21.4 17.6 20.0 3.8
Home video 6.4 7.4 5.9 6.5 5.2 -5.3%

% change 15.3 20.9 11.3 16.1

Ancillary rights 7.0 8.5 10.0 10.5 13.5 17.8%

% change 21.4 17.6 5.0 28.6
Total 84.4 95.9 107.1 95.0 87.5 0.9%

Source: PwC Analysis and Industry Estimates

It was a mixed bag for the different segments in the industry. While all major 
segments showed negative growth, ancillary revenues driven by cable and satellite 
rights showed an upward trend.

Indians place in the World
As the table below illustrates, India has the highest number of admissions as compared 
to most other countries. However, the average ticket price (ATP) is less than a dollar. 
This reduces the overall size of the market. There is therefore a need to extract more 
value from film-goers.

Table 2.4: Average ticket price and admissions across the world
Country (million) Average ticket price (USD) Admissions

US 7.89 T345

Canada 8.19 120

UK 8.96 166

China 4.34 345

India 0.69 2000
Source: PwC Global Entertainment and Media Outlook 2011-2015, PwC Research

Moreover, research shows that the Indian consumer is highly underserved with 
only 12 screens per million as compared to 77 screens per million in France and 
117 screens per million in the US. According to a United Nation’s research study, a
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country with India’s population should have at least 100,000 screens as compared 
to around 10,000 currently present.
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Fig. 2.5: Screens per million populations

Key revenue streams

The industry is slowly moving from being only star cast-dependent to content- 
dependent. In 2010, although there were a number of films with a big star cast, not 
all of them were successful in recouping their costs or in making any kind of mark 
in the box office.
There are four key revenue streams for the industry:
• Box office collection: Domestic
• Box office collection: Overseas
• Home video: Domestic and overseas
• Ancillary revenues

Box office collection: Domestic

Domestic box office revenues comprise theatrical revenues from multiplexes and 
single-screen theatres. As of 2010, there are approximately 9000 single-screen 
theatres along with 200 to 250 multiplexes having around 950 to 1000 screens 
across India.
The results indicate that domestic box office revenues dipped by 12.7% in year 
2010. This was largely due to lack of engaging content, though the closure of many 
single-screen theatres, smaller release windows and the IPL season did play their 
part. The IPL season 3 in particular was visibly more successful over the previous 
editions, thus impacting exhibitors during the two-month period. The segment stood 
at an estimated INR 61.1 billion in 2010 down from INR 70.0 billion in 2009.
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Table 2.5: Domestic box office revenues for 2006-10

INK billion 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 CAGR
"Box office (domestic)" 64.0 71.5 81.3 70.0 61.1 -1.2%

NOTES% change 13.6 13.811.7 • 12.7

Source: PwCAnalysis andIndusiiy Estimates

However, what helped the domestic box office and is also likely to do so in the 
future is the digital distribution of films. With satellite distribution, it was easier to 
reach larger audiences cost-effectively with the short release window. UFO is the 
largest company in this segment and now has 2,500 screens to its credit with other 
competitors like Real Image as well as Big Movies some way behind.
The domestic box office constitutes on an average 70% of the total film revenues 
across languages with Hindi drawing an average of 50 to 55% and regional films 
showing a higher percentage due to market differences. The de-growth in this sector 
seems to be largely due to the paucity of quality content and other structural issues. 
The future however continues to look much better than the past few years. 
Multiplex growth drives box office revenues Multiplexes have flourished in India. 
In 2010, despite the lack of good quality content in films, multiplexes registered 
double-digit growth partly because of new properties across the country.

Table 2.6: Snapshot of key multiplex players

Proposed 
addition in 

screens in 2011*

Total number of 
screens in 2009

Total number of 
screens in 2010Player

~3011494Cinemax

260 NA253Big Cinema

~109795Fame

~40144119Inox

-50-148 -175PVR

Source: PwC Analysis and Industry Discussions

Multiplexes are also trying to increase their occupancy rates while adding new 
properties. It is estimated that occupancy in multiplexes has taken a slight dip from 
30% in 2009 to 28% in 2010. This reduction may be attributed to the addition of 
new properties. Multiplexes are expected to increase their capacity over the next five 
years to form contribute significant revenues to the industry. Newer players are also 
entering the market such a Cinepolis, a Mexican multiplex chain which announced 
its entry in 2009 and has expansion plans in India.
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Multiplexes are also experimenting with offers and schemes to increase footfall and 
occupancy. Those that charge INR 200 to 250 for a prime time ticket have introduced 
early morning shows at INR 80 to 100 a ticket. They have also tied up with credit 
card companies to provide attractive discounts and offers. Despite these offers, not 
many players have been able to increase their average ticket prices significantly over 
the last year, as shown below.
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Table 2.7: ATP comparison for multiplexes
Player 2009 2010 Growth%

PVR 146 179 22.6
Cinemax 125 .134 7.2
Inox 134 150 11.9

Source: Industry Research

All factors combined have led to significant growth in multiplex revenues and this 
is expected to continue for the next five years.

Single-screen theatres: Light at the end of the tunnel? .

Single-screen theatres in India had a tumultuous year. More than 1000 single-screen 
theatres downed their shutters on account of compounding losses. Lack of good 
content in the industry just expedited the process. In Maharashtra alone, the number 
of single-screen theatres has reduced to around 650 from around 1080.
There are few key reasons for this:
• Competition from multiplexes
• High entertainment tax.
• High costs in conversion from single-screen to multiplexes
• High cost of operations

Unlike single screens, multiplexes earn their revenues not only from ticket sales but 
also from other sources such as parking, food and beverages, etc. Moreover, ATP 
for a multiplex is much higher than that of a single screen.

Table 2.8: Comparison of single-screen theatres and multiplexes
Single Screen Multiplex

ATP (INR) 25-30 125-130
Occupancy 15-20% 25-30%
Seating Capacity (per screen) 700-800 200-250

Source: Industry Research

The average occupancy rate for a single-screen theatre is less because of larger 
singular capacity. In a year like 2010, when the market suffered from a lack of
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Media Industry in Indiaquality content, occupancy dropped even further. For a single-screen theatre to 
remain profitable, it needs an occupancy rate of around 40% assuming the costs of 
running a theatre remain constant.
Single-screen theatres also face a high tax regime, paying as much as 45% in 
entertainment tax in states like Maharashtra. Single-screen theatres in Maharashtra 
went on a one-week strike on March 25,2010 to protest against the high tax. States 
such as Rajasthan and Punjab do not have entertainment tax on single-screen 
showings. As compared globally, the tax on ticket sales is quite high in India. 
Multiplexes on the other hand, enjoy tax exemption for the first three years, helping 
them compete well with single-screen theatres.
So the existing theatres who want to take advantage of exemptions must convert to 
four or more screens. However, the costs for that are also quite high. An estimated 
INR 20 million per screen and around INR 80 million in all is required to convert a 

. single-screen theatre to a four-screener, for a 1250-seat multiplex.
However, while some single screens bear this cost and convert to multiplexes, 
some are trying their hand at alternate revenue sources such as showcasing the IPL 
matches. It needs to be seen if these avenues work or if the government provides 
incentives for single screens to carry on as they are. Presently, all is not well for 
single-screen theatres.

NOTES

Regional films
The regional film industry consists of films in languages other than Hindi and 
English such as Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Malayalam, Bengali, Marathi, etc. Though 
the number of regional films released in a year is higher than the Hindi films, Hindi 
releases have higher box office collections.

■ Hindi

■ Marathi

B Telugu 

■ Bengali

■ Tamil

□ Kannada

■ Malayalam

■ Others

Source: Film and Television Producers Guild of India

Fig. 2.6: Language-wise share of films released
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Future Trends

Some of the key trends in this industry include:
• Growing industry size - The growth in India’s per capita income coupled with an 

increasing tendency to spend on discretionary items has led to a larger audience 
and consumption market for the industry. As a result, many new players have 
entered this segment and the existing players are focusing on expanding their 
own portfolio. For example, Yash Raj Films, one of India’s most well known and 
respected film production houses, has recently started production of television 
serials for Sony Television.

• Largest number of movie releases in the world - India is one of the largest 
producers of films in the world, in terms of number of films produced. This 
coupled with the growing international movie market in India has led to the 
Indian consumer having access to a huge variety of content.

• Piracy impacting returns -The Indian film industry is significantly impacted by 
online piracy. A study undertaken by Motion Picture Distributors Association 
(MPDAI)has put India among the top ten countries in the world, where online 
piracy is at its highest Hollywood (English Films), Bollywood (Hindi Films), 
Tollywood (Telugu Films) and Kollywood (Tamil Films) are the prime victims 
of the crime. Research has shown that online piracy of film and television 
content in India is mainly through file sharing networks. For example, Visbal 
Bharadwaj’s Kaminey was downloaded a record number of times (estimated 
at 350,000 times) in India and abroad. The situation is equally bad for regional 
language films with 88% of Telugu and 80% of Tamil films being downloaded 
from the internet.

• U.S. /International studios in India - Hollywood and other international players 
have been making determined efforts to enter and consolidate their positions 
in India. Their endeavours have ranged from joint productions (for example 
Warner Bros, joint production with Ramesh Sippy for Chandni Chowk to China, 
Walt Disney’s joint production with Yash Raj Films for Roadside Romeo and 
others) to international films being released in English and regional languages. 
Hollywood/ international efforts to dub their films in Indian regional languages 
has been an attempt to reach out to a wider audience and boost box-office 
numbers and this effort has been very successful in the recent past.

• Exhibition facilities - The expansionary tendencies of the multiplexes and the 
growing demographic trend of increasing consumer spend on entertainment 
has led to multiplexes expanding into other properties. However, the recession 
in FY 2008-09 and the high cost of developing property has led to a slowdown 
in the rate of expansion with different operating models (like managing mall 
properties) being explored. The ability of better facilities to attract audiences 
has also caused many single screens to upgrade their premises.

Media Management
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Media Industry in India• Better realization for producers in FY 2009-10 - The agreement of higher 
revenue share from exhibitors post the exhibitor-producer strike as well as more 
accurate reporting of ticket sales has led to improved realization for producers. 
With many exhibitors now opting for digitization of content and computerized 
ticketing, the reduction in under reporting of revenue and cost of prints has 
improved profitability. Additionally, the digitization of content has led to an 
ability to service a large geography in a timely manner which has helped in 
reducing piracy

• Entertainment tax exemptions - The Entertainment Tax exemption provided 
by the State Governments has served as an incentive for multiplex expansion 
and as a result, most multiplex properties have been functioning under subsidies 
on Entertainment Tax. With the expiry of these subsidies, we can expect a 
drop in realizations over the next 5 years creating changes in the profit and 
lossaccountstructureof such exhibitors.

• New distribution platforms - With digital content gaining ground as the 
preferred media, it is natural that other digital delivery mechanisms would 
also be explored. Coupled with an audience willing to experience new delivery 
streams, this has lead to a convergence of media enabling content on mobile 
phones, MP3 players and computers. This in turn has led to higher.realizations 
for content producers and added new players in the distribution chain.

NOTES

2.6 SUMMARY

Businesses within the media industry can often be sub-categorized by their 
mediums. There are newspapers, magazines, and television stations. There are 
also radio stations, website, and podcasts.
Newspapers are an important part of our everyday life and a major source of 
information for a large number of readers. Newspapers are available to the 
masses at a fraction of their cost because advertising revenues from large to 
small advertisers support them.
Most newspapers have similar organizational structures, beginning with the 
publisher at the top and an editor or editor-in-chief, who is the most visible 
member of the newspaper’s editorial staff. The managing editor is the person 
who has the responsibility of getting the newspaper out every day.
Magazines are an important part of the profession of journalism. They have 
a long and distinguished history, and they continue to make significant 
contributions to the news of the day.
Magazine journalism is attractive to young people who are interested in the field 
because they do not have to work under daily deadlines, magazine articles are 
long and more in-depth, the articles receive better display, magazines have more
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prestige than newspapers or television journalism, and magazine journalism 
allows for a more creative writing style.
Newsprint was under the ambit of Essential Commodities Act 1955. Its 
manufacture and trade was governed by the Newsprint Control Order 1962. 
Broadcasting is an entirely different medium from print or the web, and its 
journalism is necessarily different. But broadcast journalists adhere to most of 
the basic tenets of journalism that we have discussed previously in the book. 
AH India Radio (AIR) is a national service planned, developed and operated by 
the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting under the Government of India. 
Sound broadcasting started in India in 1927 with the proliferation of private 
radio clubs.
Radio stations come in all sizes and generally are classified as being small, 
medium or large market outlets. The size of the community that a station serves 
usually reflects the size of its staff. For example, the station in a town of five 
thousand residents may have six to eight fulltime employees in the station. 
Doordarshan is a Public broadcast Terrestrial television channel run by Prasar 
Bharati, a board nominated by the Government of India. It is one of the largest 
broadcasting organizations in the world in terms of the infrastructure of studios 
and transmitters.
The first short films in India were directed by Hiralal Sen, starting with Flower 
of Persia (1898). In 1900, the entire Indian entertainment sector underwent 
huge changes and the emergence of Dadasaheb Phalke took Indian cinema to 
new heights.
On an overall basis, the size of the Indian film industry is estimated at ? 10,700 
crores (USD 2.5 billion) in 2008 and is expected to grow at a CAGR of 11.5% 
over the period 2008-2013.

Media Management
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2.7 REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Discuss the organizational structure of newspapers and magazines.
2. Write a note on News Print Policy of India.
3. Discuss the organization structure of Radio and TV.
4. What are the key Doordarshan and private TV channels in India?
5. Discuss the organization and structure of cinema industry in India.
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3.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, you should be able to:
• Discuss the economies of newspaper and magazine production
• Describe the global perspective of newspaper and magazine production

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The Indian Print Industry is the second largest in the world (after China), well 
established and, unlike in the west, continues to grow at a steady pace. At a current 
value of USD 4.2 billion, the growth has been at a CAGR of 7% in recent years. 
There are over 82,222 newspapers with a circulation of over 100 million copies daily.
Taken in aggregate, print will remain a growth medium for a number of years - 
probably for at least a decade from now. In fact, forecast growth for the next 5 years 
is a slight acceleration to 9%.
Two factors will ensure that India confounds the expectations of western media markets: 
Firstly, Indian newspapers have always been very low price and this will not 
change. It is almost a free medium, with a very well-established direct to 
home distribution structure. Electronic alternatives, requiring some capital

£
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expenditure on devices, will invariably appear more expensive, rather than less. 
Secondly, growing literacy and somewhat improved affluence among India’s regional 
communities will continue to bring additional consumers into the market for regional 
language newspapers. About 74% of the population are literate according to the 
recent National Census figures, up from 65% in 2001. Given that the current print 
media penetration is only 20%, the rising literacy rate provides enough head room 
for growth.
However, though these trends are very real and will ensure print remains strong for 
the next decade at least, they could mask a third trend which will impact the highest 
SEC groups. Here, among India’s more affluent middle class, the transition to digital 
will begin to impact in the next five years, as you would expect.
The consumer magazine market is flat in aggregate terms, but should be divided 
into two parts. News magazines, traditionally the largest part of the English 
magazine market, have been in sharp decline, hit, like their counterparts in the 
west, by widespread access to TV news channels and web content (as well as cheap 
newspapers). Meanwhile, Women’s and Specialist magazines have shown growth 
- and those targeting affluent readerships have been able to deliver substantial price 
rises. This also reflects the fragmentation of social attitudes - where once, three 
generations of women in a family might expect to read the same title, now there are 
many different ones. Also, as leisure interests proliferate, the market for specialist 
titles has increased.
The Business-to-Business magazine sector is still nascent. We believe this segment 
will undergo a significant growth as increasing competition, global expansion 
and business complexity will necessitate the need for more business to business 
information among Indian corporate. Given its late start and reader sophistication, 
this sector may well skip print and go straight to digital.
Unlike the global print industry, which is moving towards digitization and showing 
a negative growth year on year, the Indian print media industry is going strong and 
is expected to continue similarly. The print industry in India, with over 90 million 
copies in circulation daily, is one of the largest in the world, second only to China 
(130 million copies). It is not to say that there has been no effort towards digitization 
and conversion to online readership, but there has not been much progress. Most 
newspapers have an online presence and a growing view count on their portals, but 
hard copy still remains the preferred mode to access news. We do not expect any 
significant change in this trend over the next five years.
The print industry saw good growth last year, on the back of a recovering advertising 
market and reduction in the gap between a ‘can read’ and ‘currently reading’ 
population. Increase in print penetration in Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities, supported by 
growth in literacy and purchasing power, aided growth in revenues. Circulation 
revenues showed marginal growth as many newspapers expanded in newer 
geographies but lowered cover price to gain readership. The newspaper industry, 
which had remained largely flat in 2009, was back on the growth track with 11.7%
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Economics of Newspaper and 
Magazine Production

growth taking this industry segment to INR 159.5 billion in 2010 and increasing its 
share in the print industry to 89.3%.
It was a poor year for the magazine industry with marginal growth in advertising 
and almost no change in circulation. The size of the magazine publishing industry 
was estimated at INR 19.2 billion in 2010 as compared to INR 18.6 billion in 2009, 
registering a growth of 3.1 %. The marginal growth was attributed to the consumer 
magazine segment. While the growth estimates for the magazines look modest, 
some titles and publishers have experienced double-digit growth while others have 
lagged behind.
Overall, the size of this industry was INR 178.7 billion in 2010, registering a growth 
of 10.7% over INR 161.5 billion in 2009.

NOTES

Table 3.1: Growth of the print media industry in 2006-10
INR billion 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 CAGR

112.1 131.5 140.7 142.8 159.5 9.2%Newspaper
% change 17.3 7.0 1.5 11.7
Magazine 19.2 3.8%16.5 19.0 21.0 18.6
% change 14.9 10.6 3.1-11.5
Total 128.0 149.0 162.0 161.5 178.7
% change 16.4 8.7 -0.3 10.7 8.6%

Source: PwC Analysis and Industry Estimates

The print advertising, which constitutes 63% of revenue for the segment, registered 
a growth of 13.5% in 2010 over 2009 and stood at an estimated INR 113.5 billion 
in 2010. Circulation revenues for print grew by 6.2% in 2010 over 2009 and stood 
at an estimated INR 65.2 billion in 2010. The growth in circulation was largely 
contributed by players expanding into newer geographies.

Table 3.2: Growth of the print media industry in 2006-10
CAGR2006 2007 2008 2009 2010INR billon

9.8%Advertisement 78.0 94.0 103.5 100.0 113.5
% change 20.5 10.1 -3.0 13.5

6.5%Circulation 50.7 56.5 58.3 61.5 65.2
% change 12.0 3.0 5.0 6.2
Total 128.0 149.0 162.0 161.5 178.7
% change -0.3 10.7 9.6%16.4 8.7

Source: PwC Analysis and Industry Estimates
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India is the second largest newspaper market in the world, after China. While globally 
the print industry is on a decline, the Indian print media is showing steady growth. 
The global newspaper market fell by 0.3% in 2010 as declines in North America 
offset gains in other regions. Global print advertising fell by 1.3% in 2010 and is 
expected to decline further by an additional 0.5% in 2011.

Media Management
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Table 3.3: Newspaper publishing market r

USD million 2006 2007 2008 2009 CAGR2010

United States 59,897 55,740 48,045 37,771 35,570 -12%

UK 10,402 11,340 10,695 9,333 9,592 -2%

China 9,892 10,347 11,020 11,318 12,105 5%

India 2,491 2,922 3,126 3,173 3,544 9%

Source: PwC Global Entertainment and media outlook 2011-2015

Table 3.4: Daily newspaper print unit circulation

Thousands 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 CAGR

United States 54,829 53,492 : 51,497 48,025 44,800 -5%

UK 16,650 16,074 15,500 14,900 14,340 -4%

China 98,700 102,500 107,000 117,815 134,190 8%

India 79,000 83,000 85,000 88,000 91,000 4%

Source: PwC Global Entertainment and media outlook 2011-2015

3.2 HISTORY OF NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE 

PRODUCTION

Before the invention of newspapers in the early 17th century, official government 
bulletins were circulated at times in some centralized empires. The earliest newspaper 
date to 17th-century Europe when printed periodicals began rapidly to replace the 
practice of hand-writing newssheets. The emergence of the new media branch has 
to be seen in close connection with the simultaneous spread of the printing press 
from which the publishing press derives its name.: At the same time, then, as the 
printing press in the physical, technological sense was invented, ‘the press’ in the 
extended sense of the word also entered the historical stage. The phenomenon of 

I publishing was bom.
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Early news publications of world

Before the advent of the newspaper, there were two major kinds of periodical news 
publications: the handwritten newssheet, and single item news publications. These 
existed simultaneously.
The Roman Empire published Acta Diurna (“Daily Acts”), or government 
announcement bulletins, around 59 BC, as ordered by Julius Caesar. They were 
carved in metal or stone and posted in public places.
In China, early government-produced news sheets, called tipao, were commonly 
used among court officials during the late Han dynasty (2nd and 3rd centuries AD). 
Between 713 and 734, the Kaiyuan Za Bao (“Bulletin of the Court”) of the Chinese 
Tang Dynasty published government news; it was handwritten on silk and read by 
government officials. In 1582, there was the first reference to privately published 
newssheets in Beijing, during the late Ming Dynasty.
In 1556, the government of Venice first published the monthly Notizie scritte 
(“Written notices”) which cost one gazetta, a Venetian coin of the time, the name 
of which eventually came to mean “newspaper”. These avvisi were handwritten 
newsletters and used to convey political, military, and economic news quickly and 
efficiently throughout Europe, more specifically Italy, during the early modem era 
(1500-1700) — sharing some characteristics of newspapers though usually not 
considered true newspapers.
However, none of these publications fully met the classical criteria for proper 
newspapers, as they were typically not intended for the general public and restricted 
tofca certain range of topics.
Early publications played into the development of what would today be recognized as 
the newspaper, which came about around 1601. Around the 15th and 16th centuries, 
in England and France, long news accounts called “relations” were published; in 
Spain they were called “relaciones”.
Single event news publications were printed in the broadsheet format, which was often 
posted. These publications also appeared as pamphlets and small booklets (for longer 
narratives, often written in a letter format), often containing woodcut illustrations. 
Literacy rates were low in comparison to today, and these news publications were 
often read aloud (literacy and oral culture were, in a sense, existing side by side in 
this scenario).

NOTES

A-

16th century (avvisi, gazzettes)
One example of this type of merchant was the 16th-century German financialist, 
Fugger. He not only received business news from his correspondents, but also 
sensationalist and gossip news as well. It is evident in the correspondence of Fugger 
with his network that fiction and fact were both significant parts of early news 
publications.
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16th century Germany also saw subscription-based, handwritten news. Those who 
subscribed to these publications were generally low-level government officials and 
also merchants. They could not afford other types of news publications, but had 
enough money to pay for a subscription, which was still expensive for the time.
Avvisi, or Gazzettes (not gazettes), were a mid-16th-century Venice phenomenon. 
They were issued on single sheets, folded to form four pages, and issued on a weekly 
schedule. These publications reached a larger audience than handwritten news had 
in early Rome. Their format and appearance at regular intervals were two major 
influences on the newspaper as we know it today. The idea of a weekly, handwritten 
newssheet went from Italy to Germany and then to Holland.
Newspapers
The term newspaper became common in the 17th century. However, in Germany, 
publications that we would today consider to be newspaper publications were 
appearing as early as the 16th century. They were discemibly newspapers for 
the following reasons: they were printed, dated, appeared at regular and frequent 
publication intervals, and included a variety of news items (unlike single item news 
mentioned above). The first newspaper however was said to be the Strasbourg 
Relation, in the early 17th century. German newspapers, like avisis, were organized 
by the location from which they came, and by date. They differed from avisis in the 
following manners: they employed a distinct and highly illustrated title page, and 
they applied an overall date to each issue.
The emergence of the new media branch in the 17th century has to be seen in close 
connection with the spread of the printing press from which the publishing press 
derives its name.
The German-language Relation aller Fumemmen und gedenckwurdigen Historien, 
printed from 1605 onwards by Johann Carolus in Strasbourg, is often recognized 
as the first newspaper. At the time, Strasbourg was a free imperial city in the Holy 
Roman Empire of the German Nation; the first newspaper of modem Germany was 
the Avisa, published in 1609 in Wolfenbuttel.
Other early papers include the Dutch Courante uyt Italien, Duytslandt, and Co. of 
1618 which was the first to appear in folio- rather than quarto-size. Amsterdam, a 
center of world trade, quickly became home to newspapers in many languages, often 
before they were published in their own country.
The first English-language newspaper, Corrant out of Italy, Germany, etc., was 
published in Amsterdam in 1620. A year and a half later, Corante, or weekely news 
from Italy, Germany, Hungary, Poland, Bohemia, France and the Low Countreys 
was published in England by an “N.B.” (Generally thought to be either Nathaniel 
Butter or Nicholas Bourne) and Thomas Archer.
The first newspaper in France was published in 1631, La Gazette (originally published 
as Gazette de France).
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The first newspaper in Portugal, A Gazeta da Restaura9ao, was published in 1641 
in Lisbon. The first Spanish newspaper, Gaceta de Madrid, was published in 1661.
Post- och Inrikes Tidningar (founded as Ordinari Post Tijdender) was first published 
in Sweden in 1645, and is the oldest newspaper still in existence, though it now 
publishes solely online.
Opregte Haarlemsche Courant from Haarlem, first published in 1656, is the oldest 
paper still printed. It was forced to merge with the newspaper Haarlems Dagblad in 
1942 when Germany occupied the Netherlands. Since then the Haarlems Dagblad 
appears with the subtitle Oprechte Haerlemse Courant 1656 and considers itself to 
be the oldest newspaper still publishing.
Merkuriusz Polski Ordynaryjny was published in Krakow, Poland in 1661.
The first successful English daily, The Daily Courant, was published from 1702 to 
1735.
News was frequently highly selective: rulers would often use them as ways to 
publish accounts of battles or events that made those rulers look good to the public. 
Sensationalist material was also printed, such as accounts of magic or of natural 
disasters; this material did not pose a threat to the state, because it did not pose 
criticism of the state. Printers readily printed sensationalist material because they 
faced a ready market, which proved lucrative for them. Printers found there was 
a market for news about rulers that did not cast those'rulers in a favourable light. 
Printers could get away with doing so, because they would print the publication 
overnight and sell it quickly. This quick publication pace also resulted in quick 
returns on investments for printers.
Private uses of early news publications: rulers and merchants both established 
networks of people who were employed to provide them news from other lands, 
and here is an early manifestation of correspondence in news writing. Rulers found 
out political information from these networks, and merchants found out business 
information, and also political information that directly affected their trade.

NOTES
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Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Year Newspaper Language Country/RegionPlace Notes

Europe
Relation aller Fumemrnen 
und gedenckwiirdigen 
Historien

Holy Roman 
Empire World’s first newspaper1605 German Strasburg

Avisa Relation oder 
Zeitung

Holy Roman 
Empire1609 German Wolfenbiittel

Swiss
Confederacy1610 Name not given in source German Basel

Holy Roman 
Empire

1615 Name not given in source German Frankfurt

Holy Roman 
Empire1617 Name not given in source German Berlin

Considered the world’s first broadsheet 
because it was published in folio instead 
of quarto-size size. Defunct 1664

Courante uyt Italien, 
Duytslandt, and Co.1618 Dutch Amsterdam Dutch Republic

Spanish
Netherlands

May have been published as early as 1605 
Defunct 1629

1620 Nieuwe Tijdinghen Dutch Antwerp

First French-language newspaper and first 
weekly magazine published in France. 
Existed between May 30, lj631 and 
September 30, 1915.

1631 FrenchLa Gazette Paris France

First Catalan-language newspaper and first 
periodical published in Iberian Peninsula. 
Only two issues were published.

1641 Gazeta SpainCatalan Barcelona



Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Place Country/Region NotesLanguageNewspaperYear

Europe 
Oldest still published newspaper in the 
world. Online-only since 2007. StockholmSwedish SwedenOrdinari Post Tijdender1645

The name was changed to Oprechte 
Haerlemsche Courant in 1664. The 
newspaper merged with the Haarlems 
Dagblad in 1942, which is still published.

Weeckelycke Courante 
van Europa Haarlem Dutch Republic1656 Dutch

Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth

Moved to Warsaw in May 1661, last issues 
published 22 July 1661.

Merkuriusz Polski 
Ordynaryjny Polish Krakow1661

Until 2008 December, oldest print edition 
still published in the world, under the 
name “Boletin Oficial del Estado”. From 
2009, only online edition.

Kingdom of SpainSpanish Madrid1661 La Gazeta

Oldest private newspaper still published 
in the world, and oldest continuously 
published in print.

Province of 
MantuaItalian Mantua1664 Gazzetta di Mantova

From issue 24 in 1666, the paper was 
printed in London and renamed London 
Gazette; this is still published.

EnglandEnglish OxfordOxford Gazette1665

World first daily newspaper. Last issue 
in 1735, when it merged with the Daily 
Gazetteer. 1

EnglandEnglish London1702 Daily Courant
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Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Year Newspaper Language Place Country/Region Notes

Europe
Moved to St. Petersburg in 1711, in 1728 
renamed Sankt-Petersburgskie Vedomosti, 
in 1914 renamed Petrogradskie Vedomosti. 
Last issue in 1917.

1702 Vedomosti Russian Moscow Russia

1703 Wiener Zeitung German Vienna Still publishedAustria
Founded by Daniel Defoe in 1704 as 
A Review of the Affairs of France. The 
Review ran three times a week without 
interruption until 1713.

1704 The Review English London England

Oldest surviving newspaper in Germany, 
nowadays published as Hildesheimer 
Allgemeine Zeitung

Hildesheimer Relations- 
Courier1705 German Hildesheim Germany

Kingdom of Great 
Britain

Founded by Richard Steele. Last issue in 
1711.

1709^ ^TheTatler English London

Published since 1753 as Berrow’s 
Worcester Journal. No evidence for 
claimed publication since 1690.

\ Kingdom of Great 
Britain1709 The Worcester Post-Man English Worcester

Kingdom of Great 
Britain

Best known for the_contributions by 
Jonathan Swift. Last issue in 1714.1710 The Examiner English London

Kingdom of Great 
Britain

Founded by Joseph Addison in 1711. Last 
issue in 1712.

1711 The Spectator English London



Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Country/Region NotesLanguage PlaceNewspaperYear

Europe
Founded by Daniel Defoe in 1719. The 
post consisted of articles that spoke of 
current events, important dates, inventions, 
advances in modem sciences, and other 
things of that nature.

Kingdom of Great 
BritainLondonThe Daily Post English1719

Kingdom of 
Bohemia Weekly newspaper, defunct.Prazske postovske noviny Czech Prague1719

Published until 1922. First to use the term 
magazine. Samuel Johnson’s first regular 
employment as a writer was with The 
Gentleman’s Magazine.

EnglandLondonGentleman’s Magazine English- 1731

Still published. Now covering shipping 
news, marine insurance and global trade. 
Oldest English-language daily newspaper 
still in existence

EnglandLondonLloyd’s List English1734

Kingdom of 
Ireland Still published.BelfastEnglishThe Belfast News Letter1737

Still published - oldest French-language 
daily newspaper still in existence

Swiss
Confederacy

Feuille d’Avis de 
Neuchatel French Neuchatel1738

United Kingdom Still publishedEnglish AberdeenThe Press and Journal1747
Still published. Originally titled 
Kjobenhavnske Danske Post-TidenderDanish Copenhagen Denmark-Norway1749 Berlingske
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Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Year Newspaper Language Place Country/Region Notes

Europe
Still published. Originally titled 
Leeuwarder Saturdagse Courant. The 
newspaper also publish articles in Frisian.

1752 Leeuwarder Courant Dutch Leeuwarden The Netherlands

Still published. Originally published 
weekly as Norrkdpings Weko-Tidningar1758 Norrkdpings Tidningar Swedish Norrkdping Sweden

Nassau-Saarbriickisches
Wochenblatt

Nassau-
Saarbrucken1761 German Saarbriicken Still published as Saarbriicker Zeitung.

Still published. Originally titled Kongelig 
allene privilegerede Trondheims Adresse- 
Contoirs Efterretninger 

1767 Adresseavisen Norwegian Trondheim Denmark-Norway

Kingdom of 
Ireland1767 Finns Leinster Journal English Kilkenny

Still published. Originally titled Kongelig 
Privilegerede Odense Adresse-Contoirs 
Efterretninger

1772 Fyens Stiftstidende Danish Odense Denmark-Norway

1783 The Herald English Glasgow United Kingdom Still published
1785 The Times English London United Kingdom Still published

The world’s first Sunday newspaper. Still 
published.1791 The Observer English London United Kingdom .

Still published. Originally titled Aarhus 
Stifts-Tidende.

Denmark-
NorwayArhus Stiftstidende Arhus1794 Danish

1817 The Scotsman English Edinburgh United Kingdom Still published



Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Country/Region NotesLanguage PlaceNewspaperYear

Europe
Originally known as ‘The Manchester 
Guardian’. Still published.

%
United KingdomEnglish ManchesterThe Guardian1821

AboAbo Underrattelser Still published.FinlandSwedish1824
Still publishedParisLe Figaro French France1826
Founded by Ion Heliade RSdulescu in 
April 1829. Last issue in 1859.RomaniaCurierul Romanesc Romanian Bucharest1829

Founded by Gheorghe Asachi in 1829. 
Last issue in 1850.IaDi RomaniaRomanian1829 Albina RomaneascS

Also, Takvim-i Vekayi produced 
Armenian, Greek and Arabic language 
editions. Closed in 1891.

Istanbul Ottoman EmpireTakvim-i Vekayi Turkish1831

Ponta
Delgada,
Azores

Portugal Still published0 Aforiano Oriental Portuguese1835

Published by News International whice 
announced the closure of the newspaper 
on 7 July 2011, after the phone hacking 
scandal.

United KingdomLondonNews of the World English1843

Still published. TheNieuweRotterdamsche 
Courant (NRC) merged in 1970 with 
Algemeen Handelsblad (founded in 1828) 
into the NRC Handelsblad.

Nieuwe Rotterdamsche 
Courant Rotterdam The NetherlandsDutch1844
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Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world

Year Newspaper Language Place Country/Region Notes
• rEurope

Still published. Oldest newspaper still 
published in Spain

1853 Faro de Vigo Spanish Vigo _ Spain

1854 Surrey Comet English London United Kingdom Still published
1854 The Daily Citizen English Searcy Arkansas Still published
1855 The Daily Telegraph English London United Kingdom Still published

Viana do 
Castelo

1855 A Aurora do Lima Portuguese Portugal Still published

Still published. The Church Times is an 
independent Anglican weekly newspaper.

1863 Church Times English London England

Still published. The Richmond and 
Twickenham Times is a weekly LondonRichmond and 

Twickenham Times1873 English London England
newspaper.
Considered the first popular newspaper in 
London. Published until 1980, and briefly 
again in 1987. «

1881 The Evening News English London England

Still published. First number April 23, 
1882. Oldest Aragonese newspaper still 
published in the Autonomous Community 
of Aragon.

1882 El Pireneo Aragones SpainSpanish Jaca

1888 Financial Times English London United Kingdom Still published.
1891 Gazet van Antwerpen Dutch Antwerp Flanders, Belgium Still published



Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Country/RegionLanguage Place NotesYear Newspaper

Europe
Moravia (Lands 
of the Bohemian 
Crown), Austria- 
Hungary

Still published today in Prague the Czech 
Republic, familiarly known as Lidovky.LidoveNoviny Czech1893 Brno

Still published. It is the largest newspaper 
in The Netherlands.De Telegraaf Amsterdam The NetherlandsDutch1893

Founded on September 20, 1895. Still 
published, familiarly know as Heraldo.SpainHeraldo de Aragon Spanish Zaragoza1895

Second popular newspaper by Lord 
Northcliffe. Considered to have brought on 
a major change in the English newspaper 
market and started the trend for popular 
mass journalism. Still published.

Daily Mail English London England1896

America
Boston,
Massachusetts Thirteen ColoniesThe Boston News-Letter English Defunct1704

Boston,
MassachusettsThe New-EnglandCourant English Thirteen Colonies Defunct1721

Defunct; first paper published in Latin 
AmericaNew SpainLa Gaceta de Mexico Spanish Mexico City1722
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, Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world

Year Newspaper * Language Place Country/Region Notes
America i*

City of ‘ 
Halifax, Nova 
Scotia

British North 
America1752 Halifax Gazette English Defunct; first paper in Canada

The New Hampshire 
Gazette

New
Hampshire

Still published; oldest extant North 
American paper1756 English Thirteen Colonies

English
Formerly
bilingual
French-
English

Still published; oldest surviving North 
American paper with continuous corporate 
existence

Quebec Chronicle- 
Telegraph

British North 
America

Quebec,
Quebec1764

Hartford,
Connecticut1764 The Hartford Courant English Thirteen Colonies Still published

English since 
1822
(Formerly 
French, it 
became 
bilingual 
French- 
English in the 
late 1700s)

Province of 
Quebec1778 The Montreal Gazette Montreal Still published

t
4

Augusta,
Georgia1785 The Augusta Chronicle English Still publishedUnited States



Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Country/Region NotesPlaceLanguageYear Newspaper

merica
Still Published. In 1788. the editor of 
the Journal was the official reporter 
of the ratification of the United States 
Constitution by New York in that year. The 
paper also served as a launching point of 
stories during the Franklin p. Roosevelt 
administration when the then-President 
was at his estate in nearby Hyde Park.

Poughkeepsie, 
New YorkThe Poughkeepsie Journal United StatesEnglish1785

Northampton,
Massachusetts Still publishedUnited StatesEnglish1786 Daily Hampshire Gazette

Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania Still publishedUnited StatesPittsburgh Post-Gazette English1786

Pittsfield,
Massachusetts United States Still publishedEnglish1789 The Berkshire Eagle

Greenfield,
Massachusetts Still publishedUnited StatesEnglish1792 The Recorder

Still published. The Herald is the oldest 
family-owned newspaper in continuous 
operation, published under the same name 
in the, same city, in the United States.

Rutland,
Vermont United States1794' Rutland Herald English

Norwich,
Connecticut United States Still publishedNorwich Bulletin English1796
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Table 3,5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world

Language Country/Region NotesYear Newspaper Place
America

Keene, New 
Hampshire United States Still publishedThe Keene Sentinel English1792

New York
Still publishedEnglish United States1801 New York Post City, New

York
Charleston, 
South Carolina Still publishedThe Post and Courier English United States1803

Still publishedSpanish Lima1825 El Peruano Peru
Still published. Oldest continuously 
circulating daily newspaper in Latin 
America and oldest continuously 
circulating periodical edited in Portuguese.

Recife BrazilDiario de Pernambuco Portuguese1825

Still published. The same paper has been 
through several name changes in its 
history but remains the same print product. 
Today, the Monroe Publishing Company 
is among the 10 largest employers in 
Monroe, MI.

Monroe,
Michigan United StatesThe Monroe News English1825

Still published. Oldest continuously 
circulating periodical, published under the 
same name, in Spanish.

Spanish Chile1827 El Mercurio de Valparaiso Valparaiso

Rio de Janeiro, 
Rio de Janeiro Still published.Brazil1827 Jomal do Commercio Portuguese



Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Country/Region NotesLanguage PlaceYear Newspaper

- America
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania United States Still publishedThe Philadelphia Inquirer English1829

Syracuse, New 
York United States Still publishedThe Post-Standard English1829

Still publishedSpanish Lima PeruEl Comercio1839
Cleveland,
Ohio United States Still publishedEnglish1842 The Plain Dealer

Stanstead,
Quebec Canada Still publishedThe Stanstead Journal English1845

United States Still publishedVictoria, TexasThe Victoria Advocate English1846
Edgartown,
Massachusetts Martha’s Vineyard Still publishedVineyard Gazette English1846

Chicago,
Illinois United States Still publishedChicago Tribune English1847

Santa Fe, New 
Mexico

The Santa Fe New 
Mexican

Still publishedUnited StatesEnglish1849

Salt Lake City, Still publishedUnited StatesEnglish1850 Deseret News Utah
New York, 
New York Still publishedUnited StatesThe New York Times English1851

Wheeling, 
West Virginia

The Wheeling 
Intelligencer

Still publishedUnited StatesEnglish1852
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Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Year Newspaper Language .Country/RegionPlace Notes

America
Searcy,
Arkansas1854 The Daily Citizen English United States Still published

Sacramento,
California1857 The Sacramento Bee English United States Still published

Denver,
Colorado

Published from April 23,1859 to February 
27, 2009.1859 Rocky Mountain News English United States

San Francisco, 
California1865 San Francisco Chronicle English United States Still Published

The Atlanta Journal- 
Constitution

Atlanta,
Georgia1868 English United States Still published

Tucson,
ArizonaTucson Citizen1870 English United States Still published

Salt Lake City,1871 The Salt Lake Tribune English United States Still publishedUtah
1875 Estado de Sao Paulo Portuguese Sao Paulo Brazil Still published.

Spanish
English1875 The Southern Cross Argentina Still published. Monthly.Buenos Aires

Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania1879 The Times Leader English United States Still published

Omaha,
Nebraska1885 Omaha World-Herald English United States Still published



Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Country/Region NotesLanguage PlaceYear Newspaper

America
St. Louis, 
Missouri United States Still publishedEnglish1878 St. Louis Post-Dispatch

Albuquerque, 
New Mexico United States Still publishedEnglishAlbuquerque Journal1880

Kansas City, 
Missouri United States Still publishedEnglish1880 The Kansas City Star

United States Still publishedEnglish' El Paso, TexasEl Paso Times1881
United States 1881-1997English El Paso, TexasEl Paso Herald-Post1881

Las Cruces, 
New Mexico Still publishedUnited StatesEnglish1881 Las Cruces Sun-News

New York, 
New York Still publishedUnited StatesThe Wall Street Journal English1889

Still published. Print editions ceased in 
2010. Currently only an online newspaper.

Rio de Janeiro, 
Rio de Janeiro Brazil1891 Jomal do Brasil Portuguese

Los Angeles, 
California Still publishedUnited States1891 Los Angeles Times English

Chilliwack,
British
Columbia

Still publishedEnglish Canada1891 The Chilliwack Progress

Denver,
Colorado Still publishedThe Denver Post English United States1892
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Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Year Newspaper Language Place Country/Region Notes

America
Rockaway 
Beach, New 
York

1893 The Wave English United States Still published

Porto Alegre, 
Rio Grande do Still published. Stopped publishing in 

1984 and resumed in 1986.
1895 Correio do Povo Portuguese Brazil

Sul
1898 Le Nouvelliste French Port-au-Prince Haiti Still Published

Africa
The French established the first newspaper in Africa in Mauritius in 1773.

Annonces, Affiches et Avis 
Divers pour les Colonies 
des Isles de France et de 
Bourbon

First newspaper in Mauritius. Published 
weekly from 1773-01-13 to at least 1790 
by the Nicolas Lambert in Mauritius.

1773 French Isle de France Mauritius

First newspaper in South Africa. Published 
weekly from 1800-08-16 to at least 1829 
by the British Government in South 
Africa.

Cape Town Gazette and 
African Advertiser

British South 
Africa1800 English, Dutch Cape Town

A bimonthly journal edited by Thomas 
Pringle and John Fairbairn. Published 
from 1824-03-05 to 1824-05-07.

British South 
Africa

1824 South African Journal English Cape Town



Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Country/Region NotesPlaceLanguageNewspaperYear

Africa
First privately run newspaper in South 
Africa. Numbers 1 to 18 were published 
weekly from 1824-01-07 to 1824-05-10. 
numbers 19 to 135 were printed from 
1825-08-31 to 1827-03-10 and numbersBritish South 

Africa
South African Commercial 
Advertiser

136 and onward were printed from 1828 
to-10-03 to 1853. Originally edited 
by the printer George Greig who soon 
relinquished editing control to Thomas 
Pringle and John Fairbaim. Pringle left 
the paper after number 19.

English, Dutch Cape Town1824

A bimonthly journal edited by Reverend 
Abraham Faure. It was the Dutch partner 
to the South African Journal. Published

British South 
Africa

Nederduitsche Zuid- 
Afrikaanse Tydschrift

Dutch Cape Town1824

frogr) 1824-04-04.
Printed weekly from 1824-08-18 to 1826- 
12-26. Printed by William Bridekirk and 
edited by A. J. Jardine.

The South African 
Chronicle and Mercantile 
Advertiser

British South 
AfricaEnglish, Dutch Cape Town1824

Only one edition printed on 1826-01-06. 
Printed by George Greig and edited by 
John Fairbaim.

British South 
AfricaEnglish, Dutch Cape TownThe New Organ1826
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Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Year Newspaper Language Place Country/Region Notes

Africa
Printed weekly from 1827-01-07 until 
between 1829-01-27 to 1835. Edited by J. 
Duasso de Lima and printed by William 
Bridekirk.

British South 
Africa1827 De Versamelaar English, Dutch Cape Town

Printed weekly from 1827-11-22 to 
1828-09-30 by William Bridekirk and 
then George Greig and edited by William 
Beddy.

British South 
Africa

1827 The Colonist English, Dutch Cape Town

Egypt'1828 Al-WaqaTa al-Masriya Arabic Cairo Still published
Initially a weekly paper, then at more 
frequent intervals. First issue 9 April 1830. 
Last issue 8 April 1930

\
British South 
Africa

De Zuid-Afrikaan1830 Dutch Cape Town

1875 Al-Ahram Arabic Cairo Egypt Still published
South Asia

The first recorded attempt to found a newspaper in South Asia was by William Bolts, a Dutchman in the employ of the British East 
India Company in September 1768 in Calcutta. The Company deported Bolts back to Europe before he could begin his newspaper.

First newspaper in South Asia. Published 
weekly from 1780-01-29 to 1782-03-23 
when James Augustus Hicky’s types were 
seized.

Hicky’s Bengal Gazette 
or, The Original Calcutta 
General Advertiser

1780 English Calcutta British India



Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Country/RegionLanguage Place NotesYear Newspaper

, South Asia
Second newspaper in South Asia. 
Published weekly from 1780-11-18. 
Survived until 1834. Published by Peter 
Reed (until 1781), B. Messink (until 
1793), G. Gordon (1793 to before 1799) In 
1799, its proprietors were William Morris, 
William Fairlie and J. D. Williams.

India Gazette or Calcutta 
Public Advertiser English Calcutta British India1780

Third newspaper in South Asia. 
Government sanctioned. Published 
weekly from 1784-03-04 to 1818-09-29. 
Its proprietors were Francis (oladwin, an 
East India Company Officer until January 
1787 and Arthur Muir, Herbert Harrington 
and Edmond Morris afterwards.

Calcutta British IndiaCalcutta Gazette English1784

Published weekly from 1785-02 to 1791. 
Its proprietors were William Duane and 
Thomas Jones.

Calcutta British IndiaBengal Journal English1785

Published monthly from 1785-04-06. Its 
proprietors were Gordon and John Hay. 
It ceased publication sometime prior 
to 1799-05, when Governor-General 
Wellesley enacted press regulations.

The Oriental Magazine or 
Calcutta Amusement Calcutta British IndiaEnglish1785
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Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
NotesCountry/RegionPlaceLanguageYear Newspaper

South Asia
Published quarterly from 1785-07-14 
to 1789-01. Its proprietor was Francis 
Gladwin.

British IndiaCalcuttaThe Asiatick Miscellany English1785

Published weekly at first from 1785-10-12 
to around 1818, with government sanction. 
Its proprietor was Richard Johnson.

British IndiaEnglish MadrasMadras Courier1785

Published weekly from 1786-01 to either 
1790 or 1797. Its proprietor was William 
Baillie.

Calcutta Chronicle and 
General Advertiser

British IndiaEnglish Calcutta1786

Published weekly at first from 1788-02 to 
1820-05. Its proprietors were C.K. Bruce 
and Dr. Shoolbred.

The Asiatic Mirror and 
Commercial Advertiser

Calcutta British IndiaEnglish1788

Published weekly from 1789 to 1792. Its 
proprietors are unknown.Bombay British IndiaEnglish1789 Bombay'Herald

Oceania
Was the first newspaper in Australia 
Published weekly from 1803 to 1842English Sydney Australia1803 Sydney Gazette

Is the oldest continuously published 
newspaper in Australia.

The Sydney Morning 
Herald

AustraliaEnglish Sydney1831

The oldest continuously published national 
newspaper in Australia.AustraliaEnglish SydneyLloyd’s List Australia1891



Table 3.5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Country/Region NotesPlaceNewspaper LanguageYear

Far East
First newspaper in Southeast Asia; last 
issue rolled off the press on 7 July 1827; 
weekly edition survived until January 
1830.

The Pri nce of Wales Island 
Gazette .

British MalayaEnglish Penang1806

Split into The Straits Times (based in 
Singapore) and The New Straits Times 
(based in Kuala Lumpur) after Singapore’s 
separation from Malaysia in 1965.

Straits SettlementsEnglish SingaporeThe Straits Times1845

A weekly newspaper at first, it began 
daily publication in 1864 under the new 
name North China Daily News. Ceased 
publication in 1951.

North China Herald 
(North China Daily News) ChinaEnglish Shanghai1850

Nagasaki Shipping List 
and Advertiser

Nagasaki Country’s first newspaperEnglish Japan1861

First Japanese-language newspaper. A 
month-by-month government translation 
of the Dutch Javasche Courant.

Kwanpan Batavia Shinbun Tokyo JapanJapanese1862

First Japanese-language newspaper with 
original reporting. Ceased with publisher’s 
death in 1869.

Chugai Shinbun Tokyo Japan1868 Japanese
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Table 3«5: List of the oldest newspapers around the world
Year Newspaper Language Country/RegionPlace Notes

Far East
Yokohama Mainichi 
Shinbun

First daily Japanese-language newspaper. 
Closed in 1940.1870 Japanese Yokohama Japan

Tokyo Nichi Nichi 
Shimbun

Merged with Mainichi Shimbun which is 
still published1872 Japanese Tokyo Japan

Korea’s first newspaper, but published in 
Japanese.Chosen shinpo1881 Japanese Pusan Korea

Hanseong sunbo 
(Hanseong Jubo) 

Source: wikipedia.org

1883
(1886)

Chinese,
Korean Seoul First Korean-language newspaper.Korea

Corantos in (he Dutch Republic
Newspaper publications, under the name of corantos, came to the Dutch Republic in the 17th century, first to Amsterdam, which was 
a center of trade and travelers, an obvious locale for news publication. The term coranto was adopted by other countries for a time as 
well. The coranto differed from previous German newspapers before it in fonnat. The coranto dropped the highly illustrated Gennan 
title page, instead including a title on the upper first page of the publication - the masthead common in today’s periodicals. Corantos 
also adopted a two-column format, unlike the previous single-column format, and were issued on halfsheets.
British newspapers
The coranto form influenced British newspapers. On 7 November 1665, The London Gazette (at first called The Oxford Gazette) began 
publication. It is considered to be the newspaper that decisively changed the look of English news printing, echoing the coranto format 
of two columns, a clear title, and a clear date. It was published twice a week. Other English papers started to publish three times a week, 
and later the first daily papers emerged. This was partly due to in the postal system between Dover and London.



Economics of Newspaper and 
Magazine Production

Newspapers in general included short articles, ephemeral topics, some illustrations 
and service articles (classifieds). They were often written by multiple authors, 
although the authors’ identities were often obscured. They began to contain some 
advertisements, and they did not yet include sections. Mass market papers emerged, 
including Sunday papers for workers to read in their leisure time. The Times adopted 
new technologies and set the standards for other newspapers. This newspaper covered 
major wars, among other major events.

NOTES

British magazines

The Gentleman’s Magazine, first published in 1731, in London, is considered to have 
been the first general-interest magazine. Edward Cave, who edited The Gentleman’s 
Magazine under the pen name “Sylvanus Urban”, was the first to use the term 
“magazine”, on the analogy of a military storehouse of varied materiel, originally 
derived from the Arabic makhazin “storehouses”.
The oldest consumer magazine still in print is The Scots Magazine, which was first 
published in 1739, though multiple changes in ownership and gaps in publication 
totaling over 90 years weaken that claim. Lloyd’s List was founded in Edward Lloyd’s 
England coffee shop in 1734; it is still published as a daily business newspaper.

North American newspapers

In Boston in 1690, Benjamin Harris published Public Occurrences Both Foreign 
and Domestic. This is considered the first newspaper in the American colonies 
even though only one edition was published before the paper was suppressed by 
the colonial officials, possibly due to censorship and control issues. It followed the 
two-column format and was a single sheet, printed on both sides.
In 1704, the governor allowed The Boston News-Letter, a weekly, to be published, 
and it became the first continuously published newspaper in the colonies. Soon after, 
weekly papers began publishing in New York and Philadelphia. The second English- 
language newspaper in the Americas was the Weekly Jamaica Courant. These early 
newspapers followed the British format and were usually four pages long. They 
mostly carried news from Britain and content depended on the editor’s interests. In 
1783, the Pennsylvania Evening Pos^became the first American daily.
In 1751, John Bushell published the Halifax Gazette, the first Canadian newspaper.

English newspapers in Indian subcontinent

In 1766, a British editor, William Bolts, offered the first ever paper to his fellow 
countrymen in Calcutta and helped them establish a printing press. He was against 
the East India Company Government, so after two years of establishing his press, 
he was sent back to England by the Company. He published a book of 500 pages 
which carried details of corruption in East India Company and hardships faced by 
Indian people.
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In 1780, James Augustus Hickey published Bengal Gazette/General Calcutta 
Adviser. The size of that four-page newspaper was 12"x8". Hickey too was against 
the Company Government and published internal news of the employees of the 
Company. Soon the Government withdrew the postage facility for his paper as fallout 
of news against them. Hickey still managed to circulate his paper by appointing 20 
men to deliver it. Once he published news against the Chief Missionary of the Main 
Church, Jan Zakariya. January complained to the Government for that fake news and 
filed a defamation petition against Hickey. Hickey was fined ? 500 and sentenced 
to four months imprisonment. After that he was fined again which resulted in the 
death of the paper.
In November 1781, India Gazette was also introduced; it was pro Government and 
against Hickey.
Newspapers of that time were in English, and the news only related to British activity 
in India. As the readers were also British, the local population was not the target. But 
the Company feared that these Indian papers could get to England and may defame 
the Company in England. English papers used to take nine months to reach India.

Media Management

NOTES

Industrial Revolution

By the early 19th century, many cities in Europe, as well as North and South America, 
published newspaper-type publications though not all of them developed in the same 
way; content was vastly shaped by regional and cultural preferences. Advances , 
in printing technology related to the Industrial Revolution enabled newspapers to 
become an even more widely circulated means of communication. In 1814, The Times 
(London) acquired a printing press capable of making 1,100 impressions per minute. 
It was soon adapted to print on both sides of a page at once. This innovation made 
newspapers cheaper and thus available to a larger part of the population. In 1830, 
the first penny press newspaper came to the market: Lynde M. Walter’s Boston 
Transcript. Penny press papers cost about one-sixth the price of other newspapers 
and appealed to a wider audience.

3.3 INDIAN NEWSPAPER MARKET
n*-

India is the world’s largest consumer of newspapers. According to the World 
Association of Newspapers, more than 107 million daily newspapers were circulated ■ 
in India in 2009. That’s one in every five daily newspapers in the world being 
published in India. With Indian print media accounting for 45% of total ad spend, 
it’s clear that print media is widely read and impactful.
Over the last five years, advertising in print has been growing at a compounded 
annual growth rate of about 9%. According to KPMG, an international consultancy, 
this is the rate that will be maintained for the next five years as well. One of the 
reasons why the online bias exists is simply because of language. The vanguard of
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Magazine Production
the online movement has been led by people comfortable with English and because 
they see everybody they know online, they assume that this is true for the rest of 
India. It is not, not yet.
The vast bulk of the print readers in India, about 90%, in fact, consume their content 
in Hindi and regional languages. And relatively few of them have gone online for 
a variety of reasons. Some tech issues plus the relative lack of variety in content 
compared to English, has inhibited the growth of online. Votaries of online are apt 
to wag a finger and underline how the internet- enabled mobile phones will change 
the game for Hindi and regional newspapers. However, on evidence so far, Indian 
users depend on their phone to provide them entertainment - video, music - rather 
than news.
India is not the only country in the world where newspaper readership is growing. 
Two other such major markets are China and Brazil and both, incidentally, are 
several years ahead of India on the economic development curve. China’s internet 
penetration is about four times higher than India’s, which is what makes its 
affection for print all the more remarkable. This emphasises that India has a thriving 
newspaper business not just because it is poor. The popularity of local languages is 
the first reason why print is less affected by online in India, than elsewhere. There 
are two other factors that protect Indian print against the much-anticipated digital 
onslaught. Neither gets the importance they deserve when futurologists predict the 
early demise of dailies.
First, newspapers are priced low in India relative to most other countries. This has 
been true for English dailies for years but less so for regional and Hindi titles, which 
were priced higher for fewer pages. As the competition has become fierce, non- 
English dailies have been keeping their prices down, too. While it is easy to think 
of online as ‘free’, that’s a misnomer. Content is free but access is not. Certainly 
when it comes to accessing news and features, a newspaper for 100-150 per month 
is still the most cost-effective way to consume news through the written word. Also, 
a newspaper is shared in a way a screen cannot be.
The other, equally unappreciated aspect of newspaper logistics is that a newspaper is 
dropped at a reader’s home at the crack of dawn. This is a privilege not available in 
many places in the West, because the labour cost of delivering the title is prohibitive. 
In India, the abundance of hands allows this, although the hawker gets a share of a 
cover price which is low.

NOTES

\

Trends in Newspaper Production

The newspaper publishing industry boasts of more than 180 million readers (AIR) in 
2010 as compared to 173 million (AIR) in 2009, registering a growth of 5%. Hindi 
dailies alone have 57 million readers followed by Marathi and Malayalam dailies at 
18.3 and 17.2 million readers, respectively.
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Source: IRS 2010 R4 and Average Issue Readership

Fig. 3.1: Any Language Daily Readership of Newspapers (AIR)

Hindi dailies continue to lead

The top three slots have been occupied by Hindi dailies, with The Times of India, 
being the only English daily to make it in the top 10 list. Dainik Jagran and Dainik 
Bhaskar remained the most-read newspapers in India. While the top five remained 
the same, there was some change in the bottom five, with Rajasthan Patrika gaining 
readership numbers due to its expansion in Madhya Pradesh and registering a 
growth of 14% in readership. Hindustan too gained good numbers in 2010, with 
its expansion in UP going at full pace and was the India Entertainment and Media 
Outlook 2011 fastest-growing daily in India registering a growth of 16%. It is-fast 
catching up with the leaders and it won’t be too long before Hindustan vies for the 
top position.
Leaders strengthen hold in key markets in most Hindi-speaking markets, the leaders 
strengthened their position while in some, and they also reduced their grip. While 
the overall readership numbers of the leaders have not reduced, competitors 
have gained share by capturing the slot of the second newspaper in the household. 
Hindustan gained share in UP and strengthened its position in Jharkhand. Rajasthan 
Patrika, which goes by the name of Patrika in Madhya Pradesh, also gained on the 
back of sustained efforts to expand. It also strengthened its position in Rajasthan 
further.
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Table 3.6: Average issue readership for top 10 dailies in India (2010)
"Growth0/©"AIR (Million) IRS 2010 R4AIR (Million) IRS 2010 R1NamePos. Language

-1%16.3 16.1Dainik JagranHindi1
14 5%13.3 .Dainik BhaskarHindi2

11.5 16%9.9HindustanHindi3
9.9 3%9.6Malayala ManoramaMalayalam4

1%8.68.5Amar UjalaHindi5
Rajasthan Patrika +
Patrika (MP)______
Lokmat

8.2 14%7.2Hindi6
4%7.4 7.7Marathi7
6%7.47The Times of IndiaEnglish8

-5%77.4Daily ThanthiTamil9
6.6 -1%6.7MathrubhumiMalayalam10

Source: PwC Analysis and IRS 2010

Table 3.7: Penetration of newspapers in Hindi belt
Readership

(lakhs)
Player 4Player 3Player 2Player 1State AHD

Hindustan (20%) Aj (4%)Amar Ujala (39%)Dainik Jagran (51%)175.48UP
Dainik Navjyoti (4%)Dainik Bhaskar (57%)Rajasthan Patrika(63%)111.03

61.35
Rajasthan

Prabhat Khabar (5%) Aj (4%)Dainik Jagran (40%)Hindustan (75%)Bihar
Punjab Kesari (17%)Dainik Jagran (22%)Hindustan (27%)Navbharat Times (40%)49.79Delhi

Rajasthan Patrika (18%) 
Dainik Jagran (29%)

Raj Express (9%)Dainik Bhaskar (58%) Nai Dunia (20%)60.92Madhya Pradesh
Punjab Kesari (30%)Dainik Bhaskar (40%)34.70Haryana

Dainik Jagran (28%)Prabhat Khabar (41%)Hindustan (56%)31.28Jharkhand
Source: IRS, PwC analysis; Any Hindi Daily
* The% total is greater than 100% due to overlapping readership in a household
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Regional newspapers

Advertisers have tended to focus on urban geographies with English-speaking 
populations. Advertising spends are therefore concentrated on English newspapers 
that cater primarily to SEC A/B households. As a result, historically, while vernacular 
language papers command higher readership than English dailies, advertising revenues 
have always been skewed towards English dailies. This trend was no different in 2010. 
Gradually, as the purchasing power of consumers in Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities increases, 
advertisers will begin to see greater value in these markets and ad spend on vernacular 
newspapers will increase. Recent changes in the socio-economic classification (SEC) 
system used by the IRS, now focusing more on product ownership/usage, are likely 
to benefit leading non-English dailies. We expect the gap between the ad spends of 
English and vernacular language newspapers to gradually reduce.

Media Management

NOTES

4
Table 3.8: Advertisement rates in English and Non-English newspapers

BW card 
rate 
per sq 

cm)

Cost per 
thousand ”CPT

index"
Readership

(000s)Publication Edition
(?)

Mah+Delhi 3,803 6,765 1.78 100The Times of India
Mah+Delhi 3,700 1.46 82Hindustan Times 2,540

The Times of India All editions 7,088 7,749 1.09 61
13,303 4,456 0.33 19Dainik Bhaskar All editions

Andhra
Pradesh 0.316,087 1,915 18Eenadu

All editions 15,925 3,825 0.24 14Dainik Jagran
4,506 825 0.18Gujarat Samachar Gujarat 10

990Malayala Manorama Kerala 9,728 0.1 6
Source: Industry Report - PINC Research
Kannada dailies saw the maximum growth over 2010, while Tamil dailies declined the most

Table 3.9: Growth of dailies from Q1 to Q4
Publication IRS Q4 IRS Q1 Growth

16875Any English daily 17402 3.1%
Any Hindi daily 58698 6.8%62694
Any Bengali daily 10165 10479 3.0%

v 10827 1.9%Any Gujarati daily 11036
9024 . 17.5%Any Kannada daily 7680

6.8%Any Malayalam daily 18935 17730
1.9%Any Marathi daily 18940 18579

Any Tamil daily -5.8%12294 13056
Any Telugu daily 11814 11898 -0.7%
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Source: IRS

English dailies
The Times of India (TOI) leads the list of English dailies in India with a readership 
of over seven million, followed by Hindustan Times. Interestingly, TOI is the only 
English daily in the top 10 dailies in India and is gaining ground on some of the. 
regional dailies. Hindustan Times (HT) is also fighting hard to reduce the.-gap with 
TOI and it is aggressively trying to expand in Mumbai by wooing subscribers with 
attractive subscription schemes and gift offers. HT has continued with its subscription 
scheme of INR 199 for the second year running in 2011 to gain market share in 
Mumbai.

NOTES

Table 3.10: Top Five English Newspapers
Million Readers IRS 2009 R2 IRS 2010 R4

The Times of India 7,47.1
Hindustan Times 3.3 3.6
The Hindu 2.2 2.1
The Telegraph 1.2 1.2
Deccan Chronicle 1.11.2

Source: IRS

Key developments in the newspaper publishing market 

Growing trend of hyper localization

Regional papers give advertisers access to localised population and their niche target 
audience, difficult to do via national broadcast media. Newspapers are how realising 
value in going a step further and launching area-specific editions of newspapers. 
These cater to local population and are mostly launched in metros with SEC A 
consumers, to derive maximum advertising spends. For example, TOI has launched 
South Mumbai and Navi Mumbai editions.

Unbundling of products to increase profitability

During the recession of2008-09,- several national newspapers bundled their offerings 
for consumers as well as advertisers to pre-sell inventory in bulk. Th€y offered 
heavy discounts on bundled products. While newspapers such as TOI still offer 
bundled products to consumers to increase cover prices and push their less-popular 
publications, they along with other national players such as HT have unbundled their 
rate cards for advertisers. This is done to increase profit margins and take advantage 
of the local reach of each of the publication's.

Increasing consumption of imported newsprint
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As pointed out in the PwC Entertainment and Media Outlook 2010, many regional 
newspapers are moving towards coloured editions (in part or full) to hold on to 
their customer base and thwart competition. However, this also means that these 
publications are moving from domestic newsprint, considered of lower quality, 
to imported newsprint generally used by English newspapers. While the move 
towards coloured newspapers is good news for customers, it also exposes newspaper 
publishers to price and currency fluctuations associated with imported newsprint.

New entrants expanding the market

As we saw in 2009 and 2010, newspaper publishers continue to enter newer 
geographies and expand into the adjoining region. While this increases the competition 
in the region, it also benefits customers. Also, it was observed that competition in 
a region actually increases overall readership there. Madhya Pradesh’s Hindi daily 
readership increased by 27% in 2010 with the expansion of Rajasthan Patrika and 
Nai Dunia.

Media Management .

NOTES

Expansions to continue as most of IPO money still to be utilized

Dainik Bhaskar (DB) and Hindustan Media Venture have been on an expansion path 
in 2010, and the analysis of the statement of utilization of their IPO proceeds makes 
it clear that this trend is bound to continue in the future. Both papers have much of 
its IPO proceeds demarcated to be utilised for entering new markets unspent.

Table 3.11: Any Hindi daily region-wise readership
AIR IRS AIR IRS GrowthName 2009 2010 RemarksPos. %Q4 (lakhs)R2 (lakhs)

Expansion by Hindustan 
in various regions

Uttar
Pradesh 175.48160.3 9.51

Expansion by Nai 
Duniya and Patrika 
(Rajasthan Patrika)

Madhya
Pradesh 60.92 27.72 47.7

Entry of Dainik Bhaskar 
in JharkhandJharkhand 31.28 29.83 24.1

Source: PwC Analysis, IRS

Table 3.12: Statement of IPO proceed utilization of DB Corp
Actual uitilized 
till March 31, 

2010

Balance to be 
utilized as on 

March 31, 2010

Amount to be 
Utilization as 

per Prospectus
Particulars

Setting up new publishing 
units 600,000,000 26,174,950 573,825,050
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Upgrading existing plant and 
machinery

305,000,000 11,850,000 293,150,000

Sales and marketing • 501,000,000 501,000,000 NOTES
Reducing working capital 
loans

41,460,00041,460,000

Prepaying existing term loans 1,100,000,000 1,100,000,000
Issue Expenses paid out of 
IPO Proceeds

142,605,000 96,576,072 46,028,928

2,690,065,000 1,276,061,022Total 1,414,003,978
Source: DB Corp Annual Report 2009-10

Table 3.13: Statement of IPO proceed utilization of Hindustan Media Ven
ture Ltd

Amount 
utilized bill 
31-12-2010

Balance to be 
utilized 

(? In lacs)

Amount to be 
utilized as per 

Prospectus
Utilization

Setting up new publishing 
units 6,600.00 532.96 6,067.04

Upgrading existing plant 
and machinery 1,983.765,500 3,516.24

13,500.00 13,500.00Prepayments of loans
17,549.20 8,050.8025,600.00Total

Source: HMVL results update Q3 FY10

3.4 INDIAN MAGAZINE MARKET

Print Media in India is more than a century old and a well-established industry. 
The print industry mainly comprises of newspaper and magazine publishing. Book 
publishing is smaller but significant in terms of revenue. Even though it’s a mature 
industry, new magazines are being launched every year. India has been one of the 
fastest growing world economies since the past three years. Robust consumption and 
rising income levels,have helped the growth of print media. New titles that focus on 
niche topics continue to launch in the market. The revenue sources for a magazine 
are subscription, single copy sales and advertisement. Approximately 73% of revenue 
comes from advertising and 27% from circulation.

Challenging Times
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The magazine industry is going through a tough phase in India just like in other 
countries. Newspapers have added supplements to their main issue and infringed 
on the content covered by magazines earlier. Television channels have launched in 
different genres that did not exist a few years back. And with the increased penetration 
and adoption of the Internet in the country, more people are now consuming news 
and stories on different topics on the web and mobile. There is still a demand for 
high quality print content and magazines need to deliver on that need to avoid losing 
market share to other mediums. In addition, they also need to explore and distribute 
their content on the web and mobile platforms to give choice to their subscribers to 
consume content from anywhere and at any time.
India has 49,000 publications, but annual revenues total just $1.1 billion. Most 
lack technology, marketing, and capital to grow which has resulted in a handful of 
publications dominating the market with the Times of India Group being the market 
leader. Distribution is critical for a magazine since it has to be readily available and 
marketed to consumers. Big publications have strong distribution network set up.
• Retail: magazines are available in retail outlets for sale. The retailer gets a 

commission on the sale price.
• Subscription: publisher signs up subscribers directly or through partners and 

delivers the issues in mail.
• Selective Distribution: Special sponsored copies are distributed in airplanes 

and hotels.
With the growth coming from Tier-2 and Tier-3 cities, magazines have to expand 
their distribution channel aggressively in those locations and localize content where 
needed.
The print industry in India is highly fragmented due to the large number of local 
languages. Regional language publications own 46% of the market share, Hindi 
language publications cover 44% and the remaining 10% is served by English 
publications. The primary penetration of English language magazines currently is 
in metros and urban centers though the growth is widening to smaller cities as the 
education and income levels increase among the middle class.
With the opening up of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) policy, several international 
publishers are aggressively entering the market and this trend is expected to continue.

Media Management

NOTES

The Opportunity

There’s little doubt about India’s market potential. According to a national survey, 
248 million literate adults still do not read any publication. Readership of newspapers 
and magazines is up 15% since 1998 to 180 million. It’s a reflection of a younger, 
more educated population,' especially in smaller cities.
Now that the doors to foreign investors in print media have been thrown open, one 
can expect activity to pick up in this sector. Companies such as Pearson, Haymarket, 
Time India, News Corp., and Dow Jones have eyed India’s big, English-reading
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market. ICICI Ventures, which holds stakes in three media companies, is quite bullish 
about the industry’s prospects.
Trade books offer the best openings, since a higher FDI has been permitted in 
them. Britain’s Haymarket Publishing Group already has ties to Autocar India, with 
80,000 subscribers. Haymarket does not own a stake, but helps with research and 
management. Now, it can invest, provide funds to print more copies, market more 
strongly and use Autocar as a platform to bring its other brands. Bombay’s Tata 
Infomedia, a $30 million publisher of yellow pages and trade magazines, also has 
already started to solicit business with foreign companies. The Tata Group sold the 
Indian edition of Reader’s Digest magazine, making it the first publishing property 
offered for sale since the government had scrapped the ban on foreign investment 
in the print media.
As expected, there have been various anti-FDI lobbies, which are strongly voicing 
protests against foreign investment in Indian Print Media. Their major contention is 
that foreign forces might begin dominating the content of Indian publications, which 
is detrimental to national interests. An extreme view given by a former Indian Prime 
Minister is that powered by their immense finances and goaded by an ambition to 
control the emerging Indian market, the foreign monopolies will impose their own 
agenda of ultimately controlling Indian politics. But there is more than meets the 
eye. The English-language media, fearing competition from players with deeper 
pockets, has been resisting this move by the Government. And from a marketing 
point of view, the English press reaches the most lucrative segment of society - the 
300-million-strong middle class. International players are seen as a threat to market 
share.
The opening up of the print media sector to foreign investment is a bold decision 
by the Government, considering the unwillingness of so many past Governments 
to do the same. It is a policy decision that could have a very positive impact on the 
sector, provided the Indian publications generate enough interest and exhibit their 
true potential to the overseas investors. It could enrich the quality of the magazines 
and other publications.

NOTES

Recent Developments

• There were several niche titles that were launched in 2008 and 2009. A slew
of foreign players launched their India editions.
❖ The most notable magazine launched was Forbes India in May 2009 by 

Network 18 and Forbes Media.
❖ RPG Group’s ‘Open’, a weekly magazine aimed at evolved Indian readers 

who are well informed, well traveled and identify themselves as global 
citizens. It is available in 12 cities.

❖ Pathfinder Publishing’s maiden title Career 360, a monthly publication 
focusing on career advise.
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❖ Technology Review, a technology magazine launched in India jointly by 
MIT’s Technology Review magazine and CyberMedia India Ltd.

♦>. Hearst Corporation’s Harper’s Bazaar, a fashion and beauty magazine in 
partnership with India Today.

❖ The re-launch of Delhi Press’ The Caravann, a fortnightly magazine that 
covers politics, culture, arts and literature.

❖ Images Group’s FNL and Salon and Living etc., an Indian edition of 
international homes magazine.

❖ Gill India Communications’ What Women Want, a woman’s magazine for 
women aged between 20 and 45 years and ‘Lifestyle Living’, a lifestyle 
magazine dedicated to those with a creative lifestyle.

• The trend for foreign magazines to launch their India edition is expected to 
continue in 2010 as well, with BBC’s Lonely Planet magazine having launched 
recently.

Newspapers and publications have reduced the number of pages to cut print and 
production cost. Magazines have discontinued supplements, which were earlier 
distributed free of cost with the main product.

Media Management

NOTES

Foreign Investment in Indian Print Media - Role of Government

The process of economic liberalization in India, which began more than a decade ago, 
has taken another significant step by opening up the print media sector. With the UPA 
Government scoring an emphatic win in the Lok Sabha elections, the media industry 
got an open-minded Information and Broadcast Minister in Ambika Soni who has 
sent positive signals to the industry. Earlier in 2009, the Government gave its nod 
to an increase in Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in facsimile editions of foreign 
newspapers. The Government also announced customs duty exemption on newsprint. 
In December 2008, the Indian Government unveiled a set of guidelines to allow 
Indian editions of foreign news and current affairs magazines 26% FDI as long as 
all key executives and editorial staff are Indian. The Ministry of Information and 
Broadcasting has for the first time given approval for the publication of the facsimile 
edition of foreign newspapers by allowing ‘The Wall Street Journal’ and ‘The Wall 
Street Journal Asia’ in India. Wall Street Journal India Publishing Pvt Ltd, a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Dow Jones and Company would bring out these newspapers. 
The government has announced customs duty exemption on newsprint for the 
newspaper and magazine publishing industry. These concessions were announced 
in February 2009 in view of the economic slowdown and the high newsprint cost 
which spiraled close to 25%.

Advertisement Revenue 

Breakdown by Region 

• North: 23%
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• South: 38%
• East: 9%
• West: 26%
• National: 4%

The ad revenue sources are national, local, classified, pre-printed (inserts) and 
advertorials. The CPM rate for magazines is lower than television and the audience 
is more targeted. - *

Economics of Newspaper and 
Magazine Production

"NOTES

Ad Industry Size in India 

Year 2006

Amount ($ Million)Ad Industry
1,655TV

Print 1,650
Magazine 300

Radio 125
250 .OOH

40Internet
4,020Total

Year 2011 (Projected)

Amount ($ Million)Ad Industry
TV 3,075

3,250Print
573Magazine
425Radio

OOH 538
238Internet

8,098Total

Key Players

Top 25 English Magazines in India
1. India Today
2. Readers Digest'
3. General Knowledge Today
4. Competition Success Review
5. Filmfare
6. Wisdom
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7. Stardust
8. Outlook
9. Diamond Cricket Today

10. Business Today
11. Femina
12. The Sportstar
13. Competition Refresher
14. Health and Nutrition
15. The Week
16. AutoCar
17. Outlook Business
18. Woman’s Era
19. Business India
20. Champak
21. Outlook Traveller
22. Business World
23. Digit
24. Society
25. Frontline

Media Management

NOTES

Top English Magazines by Segment

• Current Affairs, Culture and Politics
❖ Outlook
❖ The Week
❖ India Today
❖ Frontline
❖ Tehelka

. ♦> Reader’s Digest
• Society and Women

❖ Femina
❖ India Today Plus
❖ Woman’s Era
❖ Verve Online
❖ DeshVidesh

' ❖ Teens Today
❖ India Line
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❖ Overseas India Magazine
❖ South Asian Life

• Entertainment
❖ Filmfare
❖ G Magazine
❖ Screen
❖ Chitralekha
❖ Music Today - India Today Publication 

♦> Deccan Chronicle - Cinema News
❖ Bollywood Online
❖ Planet Bollywood Gossip
❖ Bollywood News Daily
❖ Stardust

• Sports
❖ Sport Star
❖ ESPN
❖. Cricket Info

NOTES

❖ Khel'
❖ Diamond Cricket Today

• Fashion
❖ Vogue (UK)
❖ Cosmopolitan
❖ Cosmo Girl
❖ Fashion Planet
❖ Glamour
❖ Harper’s Bazaar

• Business and Financial
♦> Capital Market (Stock Market)
❖ Business Today
❖ Business Standard
❖ Economic Times
❖ Financial Express
❖ Commercenet India
❖ Trade India
❖ India Vibes Online
❖ Sourcing Hardware
❖ Business India
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❖ Outlook Business
• Computer and Electronics

❖ PC Quest
❖ Electronics For You
❖ Dataquest >
❖ PC World’
❖ Popular Science
❖ Popular Mechanics
❖ Computer World
❖ Cyber India Online
❖ Informatics
❖ Silicon India
❖ Voice and Data

• Travel and Leisure
❖ Budget Travel
❖ Discover India Magazine
❖ Gourmet Travel
❖ Outlook Traveler
❖ Travel Plus
❖ Wanderlust
❖ Lonely Planet
❖ Conde Nast Traveller

• Children
❖ Amar Chitra Katha
❖ Spiderman
❖ Competition Master
❖ Odyssey Magazine
❖ Competition Success Review
❖ Wisdom

• Fashion and Lifestyle
❖ i-D
❖ Another Magazine
❖ M Magazine
❖ Vogue
❖ Dazed and Confused
❖ View Point

• Literature
❖ Darpan

Media Management

NOTES
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❖ India Star
❖ Raga Net
❖ Meghdutam

Average Issue Readership (AIR) Analysis

The magazine industry continued to lose readership for the second consecutive 
year. The readership of the top 10 magazines (by AIR) dipped by around 9% 
losing almost 1.5 million readers. Non-English magazines made the top order in 
magazine readership. While Malayalam magazine Vanitha emerged as the clear 
winner, Pratiyogita Darpan was the only magazine which showed growth in 2010 
replacing Saras Salil to take the second spot on the back of its growing young 
audience.

NOTES

Key developments in the magazine industry

Business magazines show growth though readership of most magazines declined in 
2010, the average issue readership of most business magazines showed healthy 
growth. Business Today is the most-read business magazine in the country showing 
maximum growth over the previous year’s figures.

Table 3.14: Top 10 India magazines by readership (AIR)
AIRAIR IRS 

2009 R2 
(lakhs)

IRS GrowthTypeName LanguagePos. 2010 Q4 
(lakhs)

29.00 27.10 7%Malayalam FortnightlyVanitha1
Pratiyogita
Darpan

16%Hindi Monthly 16.76 19.502

19.40 10%Saras Salil Hindi Fortnightly 21.673
18.78 7%English Weekly 17.50India Today4

Malayala
Manorama Weekly 16.09 13.80 14%Malayalam5

13.98 11.60 17%Hindi WeeklyIndia Today6
21%Weekly 14.43 11.40TamilKumudam7
8%Hindi Monthly 12.31 11.30Men Saheli8

10.90 17%Fortnightly 13.20Grih Shobha Hindi9
Cricket
Samrat

8%Monthly 11.46 10.51Hindi10

Source: PwC Analysis, IRS
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Media Management Table 3.15: Readership (AIR) of top five business magazines
AIR IRS 2009 

R2 (lakhs)
AIR IRS 2010 

Q4 (lakhs) GrowthSr. No. Magazine
NOTES Business Today 3.7 37.04%2.71

2 Business India 2.16 2.16 0.00%
Outlook Business 1.95 7.73%3 1.81

4 Business World 15.09%1.59 1.83
'5 Outlook Money 1.05 1.14 , 8.57%

Mushrooming niche and special interest magazine category 

A number of new international magazines were launched in 2010. Worldwide Media 
launched Lonely Planet in the first half in 2010 and BBC Knowledge and Home 
Trends in the second half. Network 18 launched ForbesLife and Conde Nast Traveler. 
All these magazines are priced in the range of INR 100 to 250 focussing on the upper 
middle-class and relying less on advertising as compared to other Indian magazines. 
Some of these magazines have shown good growth albeit from small numbers. 
Niche magazines
Niche magazines have made their presence felt in India and will continue to grow. 
While segments such as travel, auto, lifestyle and education are already established, 
we expect new segments to emerge and grow this space. In the past year as well, a 
few niche magazines have shown very healthy growth. For example, Autocar, India 

Today Travel Plus and Outlook Traveler.

Table 3.16: Growth of niche magazines
IRS Q4 (000) IRS Q1 (000) Growth

Autocar 283 238 18.9%
Good Housekeeping 95 89 6.7%
India Today Travel Plus 151 113 33.6%
PC Quest 130 129 0.8%

Source: IRS

3.5 GLOBAL VIEW OF NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE 

PRODUCTION

The global newspaper market was virtually flat in 2010 as declines in North America 
were offset by gains in other regions. We expect the global market to remain relatively 
flat in 2011 and then begin to expand in 2012, rising to USD 175.6 billion in 2015 
from USD 159.7 billion in 2010, a 1.9% compound annual increase. Spending in 
North America will decline at a 0.3% compound annual rate from USD 38.4 billion 
in 2010 to USD 37.9 billion in 2015. North America will be the only region where
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spending will be lower in 2015 than in 2010. Spending in EMEA (Europe, Middle 
East, Africa), the largest newspaper market, at USD 58.9 billion in 2010, will 
increase at a 1.6% compound annual rate to USD 63.7 billion in 2015. Asia Pacific 
will expand at a 3.3% compound annual rate to USD 64.7 billion in 2015 from USD 
55.0 billion in 2010, overtaking EMEA in 2015 to become the largest region. Latin 
America will be the fastest-growing region, with a projected 4.7% compound annual 
increase from USD 7.3 billion in 2010 to USD 9.2 billion in 2015.
Improving economic conditions will have a positive impact on both advertising and 
circulation spending, although migration of readers to the Internet and ongoing unit 
circulation declines in many countries will cut into advertising and print circulation growth 
even once the economy improves. At the same time, most countries that experience rising 
print unit circulation will see above-average growth in print advertising. Favourable 
demographic trends will have a positive impact on paid unit circulation, either leading to 
faster growth or moderating declines. Rising print circulation prices will lead to growth in 
circulation spending in many countries even as unit circulation continues to fall. Rising 
Web site traffic fueled by growing broadband penetration will boost digital advertising. 
Distribution of newspapers to tablets on a paid basis will generate a paid digital circulation 
market as consumers appear to be more willing to pay for content delivered to a tablet 
than for content available online. People are used to paying to access content on their 
mobile devices, and it seems that they view the convenience of a mobile download as 
having value separate from the content that is downloaded.
Overall spending in North America, EMEA (Europe, Middle East, and Africa), Asia 
Pacific, and Latin America rose by 0.1% in 2010, a modest turnaround following 
the 11.2% decrease in 2009. We project spending to begin to grow at a 2.4% com
pound annual rate to USD 81.6 billion in 2015 from USD 72.6 billion in 2010. Latin 
America will be the fastest-growing region, with a 6.7% compound annual increase 
to USD 5.0 billion from USD 3.6 billion in 2010. North America will increase at 
a 3.5% compound annual rate to USD 25.1 billion from USD 21.2 billion in 2010. 
EMEA, the largest region, at USD 31.4 billion in 2010, will be the slowest growing, 
with a projected 1.2% compound annual increase to USD 33.4 billion in 2015. The 
Asia Pacific market will increase by 1.9% compounded annually to USD 18.0 billion 
in 2015 from USD 16.4 billion in 2010.
Improved economic conditions will lead to modest growth in print advertising during 
the next five years. Growth will be muted by declining readership as consumers shift 
to online and digital sources and reduce their use of print magazines. News and gossip 
titles will be the most vulnerable to migration to the Internet as information available 
online reduces demand for print. Special interest titles will be less vulnerable to online 
competition. Despite steady growth in print advertising, spending in 2015 will remain 
lower than the levels achieved during 2006-08. A portion of the shift in readers to 
digital outlets will be captured by digital magazine publishers through their online 
and digital versions. Growing digital readership will fuel digital advertising. Print 
circulation will benefit from a stronger economy and rising discretionary income but 
will be hurt by the shift from print to digital. Growing penetration by tablets and the 
launch of paid mobile apps will lead to an emerging digital circulation spending market.

Economics of Newspaper and 
Magazine Production

NOTES
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Table 3.17: Global Newspaper Publishing Market by Component (USD millions)

2011-15
CAGRComponent 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Print Advertising 111,962 109,732 100,341 81,525 80,885 79,942 81,104 82,888 84,781 87,244
% Change 1.4 -2.0 -8.6 -18.8 -1.2-0.8 1.5 2.2 2.3 2.9 1.5
Digital Advertising 4,115 5,348 5,808 5,599 6,362 7,056 7,909 9,4958,696 10,354

% Change 41.8 30.0 8.6 -3.6 13.6 12.1 10.010.9. 9.2 9.0 10.2

Total Advertising 116,077 115,080 106,149 87,124 87,247 86,998 89,013 91,584 94,276 97,598
% Change 2.4 -0.9 -7.8 -17.9 0.1 -0.3 2.3 . 2.9 2.9 3.5 2.3
Print Circulation 69,441 71,686 73,027 72,394 72,262 72,276 73,216 74,084 75,027 76,003
% Change -0.4 3.2 1.9 -0.9 1.3-0.2 0.0 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.0
Digital Circulation 62 70 110 140 195 290 461 770 1,316 1,957

% Change 17.0 12.9 57.1 27.3 39.3 48.7 59.0 67.0 70.9 48.7 58.6

Total Circulation 69,503 71,756 73,137 72,534 72,457 72,566 73,677 74,854 76,343 77,960
% Change -0.4 3.2 1.9 -0.8 -0.1 0.2 1.5 1.6 2.0 2.1 1.5
Total 185,580 186,836 159,704179,286 159,658 159,564 162,690 166,438 70,619 175,558
% Change 1.4 0.7 -4.0 2.0-10.9 0.0 -0.1 2.3 2.5 2.9 1.9

Source: PwC Global Entertainment and media outlook 2011—2015



Global Consumer Magazine Publishing Market by Component (USD millions)

2011-15
CAGR2009 2010p 2012 20132006 2007 2008 2011 2014 2015Component

27,853 28,84635,385 33,926 27,087 27,512 29,830 30,757 31,749Print Advertising 34,351

% Change 3.0 -4.1 -20.2 1.6 1.2 3.6 3.4 3.1 3.2 2.92.7

783 1,436 1,436 1,721 2,128 2,680 3,261 3,866 4,740Digital Advertising 453
0.0 23.6 25.9 21.7 18.6253.9 72.8 83.4 19.8 22.6 22.5% Change

29,233 29,981 31,526 34,62334,804 36,168 35,362 28,523 33,091 36,489Total Advertising

3.6 3.9 -2.2 2.6 5.2 5.0 4.6 5.4% Change -19.3 2.5 4.5
46,394 44,052 43,352 42,968 43,192 43,308 43,289 43,143Print Circulation 46,677 47,153

-1.6 -0.9 0.5 0.3 0.0 -0.30.0 1.0 -1.6 -5.0 -0.1% Change

509 1,065 1,933Digital Circulation 33 111 231
231.4 108.5 120.7 109.0 81.5 125.2% Change

46,394 44,052 43,385 43,079 43,423 43,817 44,354 45,076Total Circulation 46,677 47,153

0.9 1.2 1.61.0 -1.6 -5.0 -1.5 -0.7 0.8 0.8% Change 0.0

83,321 81,756 72,575 72,618 73,060 74,949 76,908 78,977 81,565Total 81,481

0.6 2.6 2.6 2.7 3.3 2.42.3 1.9 -11.2 0.1% Change 1.6

Source: PwC Global Entertainment and media outlook 2011-2015
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The Indian print industry is projected to grow by 9.6% over the period 2010-15 
and is projected to reach an estimated INR 282.0 billion in 2015 from the present 
estimate of INR 178.7 billion in 2010. Newspaper will continue to have a major 
share in the print market.
Regional print remains the driving force behind the growth. The Hindi print market 
showed a growth of 9% over the last year and PwC expects this trend to continue 
owing to large expansion plans charted out by regional players. Magazines are 
expected to show marginal growth on the back of growth in special interest 
magazines and niche content. We do not foresee a major shift towards digitization. 
The newspaper market in India is expected to continue to grow at a steady pace.

Media Management
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Table 3.18: Projected growth of the Indian print media industry in 2010-15
2014 2015 CAGR2012 2013INR billion 20112010
233.6 257.7 10.1%193.7 213.5176.2Newspaper 159.5

10.39.9 9.4% change 10.4 10.3
24.3 4.8%20.7 22.9Magazine 20 22.119.2
5.94.0 3.8% change 4.0 6.4

256.5 282.0Total 196.2 214.4 235.6178.7
9.9% change 9.3 9.9 8.9 9.6%9.8

Source: PwC Analysis and Industry Estimates

Local news is expected to be the flavour over the next year as publishers try to create 
content closer to the reader’s heart. Publishers may also revert to cost rationalization 
to manage rising newsprint costs to avoid passing it on to either readers or advertisers. 
Advertising will remain the key revenue generator for the print segment commanding 
70% share of revenue as compared to 30% by circulation. However, the overall share 
of print advertising will reduce in the total advertising pie. Regional advertising is 
set to grow at a brisk pace with advertisers now focusing on Tier 2 and Tier 3 towns.

Table 3.19: Projected growth of the print media industry in 2010-15
INR billion 2012 2014 20152010 2011 2013 CAGR

Advertisement 140.5 176.0 197.0113.5 127.0 157.5 11.7%
% change 11.911.9 10.6 12.1 11.7
Circulation 65.2 69.2 73.9 78.1 80.5 85.0 5.4%
% change 6.0 6.8 3.0 5.55.7
Total 196.2 214.4 256.5 282.0178.7 235.6

9.9% change 9.8 9.3 9.9 8.9 9.6%
Source: PwC Analysis and Industry Estimates
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Economics of Newspaper and 
Magazine Production3.6 SUMMARY

• The Indian Print Industry is the second largest in the world (after China), well 
established and, unlike in the west, continues to grow at a steady pace. At a 
current value of USD 4.2 billion, the growth has been, at a CAGR of 7% in 
recent years.

• Before the invention of newspapers in the early 17th century, official government 
bulletins were circulated at times in some centralized empires.

• The earliest newspaper date to 17th-century Europe when printed periodicals 
began rapidly to replace the practice of hand-writing newssheets.

• The Roman Empire published Acta Diuma (“Daily Acts”), or government 
announcement bulletins, around 59 BC, as ordered by Julius Caesar. They were 
carved in metal or stone and posted in public places.

• The first newspaper was said to be the Strasbourg Relation, in the early 17th 
century.

• India is the world’s largest consumer of newspapers. According to the World 
Association of Newspapers, more than 107 million daily newspapers were 
circulated in India in 2009.

• The newspaper publishing industry boasts of more than 180 million readers 
(AIR) in 2010 as compared to 173 million (AIR) in 2009, registering a growth 
of 5%. Hindi dailies alone have 57 million readers followed by Marathi and 
Malayalam dailies at 18.3 and 17.2 million readers, respectively.

• The Times of India (TOI) leads the list of English dailies in India with a 
readership of over seven million, followed by Hindustan Times.

• The magazine industry continued to lose readership for the second consecutive 
year. The readership of the top 10 magazines (by AIR) dipped by around 9% 
losing almost 1.5 million readers.

• Business magazines show growth though readershipsof most magazines declined 
in 2010, the average issue readership of most business magazines showed 
healthy growth.

• Niche magazines have made their presence felt in India and will continue to 
grow. While segments such as travel, auto, lifestyle and education are already 
established, we expect new segments to emerge and grow this space.

• Improving economic conditions will have a positive impact on both advertising 
and circulation spending, although migration of readers to the Internet and 
ongoing unit circulation declines in many countries will cut into advertising 
and print circulation growth even once the economy improves.

NOTES

•«
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3.7 REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Discuss the history of newspaper and magazine production.
2. What are the key trends in Indian newspaper market?
3. What are the key developments in newspaper publishing market?
4. Write a detail note oh Indian magazine market.
5. Discuss the global view of newspaper and magazine production.

NOTES
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NEWS AGENCIES OF INDIA: 

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONING
Structure
4.0 Learning Objectives
4.1 Introduction
4.2 Press Trust of India (PTI)
4.3 United News of India
4.4 Hindusthan Samachar
4.5 Free Press of India
4.6 Asian News International
4.7 Indo-Asian News Service
4.8 Keralapress
4.9 Knowledge and News Network
4.10 Press Information Bureau
4.11 Press Services of India
4.12 Summary
4.13 Review Questions

4.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, you should be able to:
• Identify the key news agencies of India
• Describe the structure and functioning of major news agencies in India

4.1 INTRODUCTION

A news agency is an organization of journalists established to supply news reports to 
news organizations: newspapers, magazines, and radio and television broadcasters. 
Such an agency may also be referred to as a wire service, news wire, or news service.
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The oldest news agency is Agence France-Presse (AFP). It was founded in 1835 by 
a Parisian translator and advertising agent, Charles-Louis Havas as Agence Havas. 
Two of his employees, Paul Julius Reuter and Bernhard Wolff, later set up rival 
news agencies in London and Berlin respectively. In 1865, Reuter and Wolff signed 
agreements with Havas’s sons, forming a cartel designating exclusive reporting 
zones for each of their agencies within Europe. Reuters, founded in 1851, continues 
to operate as a major international news agency today.
Guglielmo Stefani founded the Agenzia Stefani, which became the most important 
press agency in Italy from the mid-19th century to World War II, in Turin in 1853. 
In 1924, Benito Mussolini placed Agenzia Stefani under the direction of Manlio 
Morgagni, who expanded the agency’s reach significantly both within Italy and 
abroad. Agenzia Stefani was dissolved in 1945, and its technical structure and 
organization were transferred to the new Agenzia Nazionale Stampa Associata 
(ANSA).
The news agency has a variety of forms. In some large cities, newspapers and radio 
and television stations have joined forces to obtain routine coverage of news about 
the police, courts, government offices, and the like. National agencies have extended 
the area of such coverage by gathering and distributing stock-market quotations, 
sports results, and election reports. A few agencies have extended their service to 
include worldwide news. The service has grown to include news interpretation, 
special columns, news photographs, audiotape recordings for radio broadcast, and 
often videotape or motion-picture film for television news reports. Many agencies are 
cooperatives, and the trend has been in that direction since World War II. Under this 
form of organization, individual members provide news from their own circulation 
areas to an agency pool for general use. In major news centres the national and 
worldwide agencies have their own reporters to cover important events, and they 
maintain offices to facilitate distribution of their service.
In addition to general news agencies, several specialized services have developed. 
In the United States alone these number well over 100, including such major ones 
as Science Service, Religious News Service, Jewish Telegraphic Agency, and 
News Election Service. Specialized services in other countries include the Swiss 
Katholische Internationale Presseagentur, which reports news of special interest to 
Roman Catholics, and the Star News Agency of Pakistan, which supplies news of 
Muslim interest in English and Urdu.
The major press associations in the United States have expanded their service to 
include entertainment features, and some feature syndicates provide straight news 
coverage as a part of their service. The Newspaper Enterprise Association distributes 
both news and features in the United States.
Despite the plethora of news services, most news printed and broadcast throughout 
the world each day comes from only a few major agencies, the three largest of which 
are the Associated Press in the United States, Reuters in Great Britain, and Agence 
France-Presse in France. Only these and a few others have the financial resources to
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station experienced reporters in all areas of the world where news develops regularly 
(in order to ensure access to well-organized transmission facilities) or to send them 
wherever news develops unexpectedly. These agencies are also equipped to distribute 
the service almost instantaneously.
The world agencies have established a variety of relationships with other agencies 
and with individual news media. Most of them purchase the news services of national 
or local agencies to supplement news gathered by their own staff representatives 
at key points. Reuters, like the Agence France-Presse, supplies a worldwide news 
file to be distributed by some national agencies along with their domestic news 
reports. The American services more often contract to deliver their service directly 
to individual users abroad.
News agencies in communist countries had close ties to their national governments. 
Each major communist country had its own national news service, and each news 
service was officially controlled, usually by the minister of information. TASS, the 
Soviet news agency, was the principal source of world news for the Soviet Union 
and its allies; it also made Soviet Communist Party policy known. Communist states 
outside the Soviet sphere, e.g., China and Yugoslavia, had their own state news 
services, which were controlled in similar fashion. China’s Hsinhua, or New China 
News Agency, was the largest remaining news agency in a communist country by 
the late 20th century.
Most other countries have one or more national news agencies. Some depend on a 
common service, such as the Arab News Agency, which provides news for several 
states in the Middle East. Others are national newspaper cooperatives, such as the 
Ritzaus Bureau of Denmark, founded in 1866. A few, like the Agenzia Nazionale 
Stampa Associata of Italy, have expanded coverage abroad in a limited degree to 
supplement their domestic service but still depend on Reuters and Agence France- 
Presse for much of their foreign news. Germany since 1949 has built Deutsche- 
Presse Agentur into one of the more important news agencies in Europe, including 
extensive exchange with other national services. In Canada the Canadian Press is 
a cooperative news agency with headquarters in Toronto. The oldest and largest 
news agency operating exclusively in Britain is the Press Association, founded 
by provincial newspapers on a cooperative basis in 1868. It began active work on 
February 5,1870, when the postal service took over the private telegraph companies 
that had previously supplied the provincial papers with news. It supplies news to 
all the London daily and Sunday newspapers, provincial papers, and trade journals 
and other periodicals.
The ability to transmit news rapidly greatly increased during the 20th century. 
Radioteleprinters that make possible fast automatic transmission of news messages 
linked all major areas. Picture transmission by radio and high-fidelity wires became 
well developed. From the major agencies, teletypesetter service, pioneered by the 
Associated Press in 1951, was available to newspapers wishing to have computerized 
typesetting done directly from news-service transmissions. By the 21st century, most 
news agencies had moved the bulk of their operations and transmission to computers.

NOTES
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News Agencies in India

News agencies in India can be referred to as the banks of news. They are the major 
source of supply and circulation of information within and among countries. News 
agencies in India are organizations of journalists established in different zones of the 
nation to provide news reports to organizations in the news trade. Houses providing 
newspapers, magazines, and radio and television broadcasters use the news agencies 
as the larger sources for news. News agencies in India may also be referred to as a 
wire service, newswire or news service.
There are many news agencies in India that collect news and give them accordingly 
to the other news houses to finally reach out to the mass. Lately, many news agencies 
provide specialised services. They collect and disseminate news in the restricted areas 
of business, stock exchange, tourist information, weather reports, and scientific news 
and so on. The rapid development for the need of visual news gave birth to special 
type of news agencies that supply photos, television programmes and documentary 
films. However, majority of Indian news agencies deal with print news that is 
circulated in various broadcasting houses.
The Press Trust of India Limited is India’s largest news agency that provides 
subscription services and offers national news, international, business and sports 
news in India and abroad. Asia News Agency (P) Ltd is a diplomatic news consulting 
service in India, covering news on Indian polity, Indian economy, Indian security, 
foreign policy, editorial news, Bollywood, government issues, sports, weather and 
other national and international issues. Press Information Bureau is the pivotal agency 
of the Government to disseminate information to the print and electronic media on 
the various government policies, programmes, initiatives and achievements. Press 
Trust of India is India's largest news agency; it is a non-profit sharing cooperative 
owned by the country’s newspapers.
Central News Agency Limited is another news agency working in India that offers 
subscription services, door delivery for newspapers and magazines and also wholesale 
distribution and exporting of Indian magazines, newspapers, books, audio and video 
cassettes and CD-ROMs. Express Media Service is particularly a Hindi news agency 
offering regional, special news, sports, state news, business and international news 
in 12 Indian languages.
Indo-Asian News Service or the IANS is not only India's only news agency with a 
growing international reach but is also a brilliant content, knowledge and publishing 
outsource for Indian publications and institutions all around the world. They are the 
one-stop content provider on news and information from India, South Asia and the 
vast Indian subcontinent. KBK is India's pioneering and leading daily News Graphics 
agency that provides comprehensive coverage of news through graphics. Kashmir 
Media service is a full-fledged news agency working on Kashmir ensuring instant 
coverage of every day events in Indian heldKashmir. National News Service is a 
news agency for agribusiness that provides daily trading prices and news for 1500
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agri-commodities, Indian trade journalism and providing content to all national 
dailies and significant TV news channels.
The news agencies in India work with various departments to exploit each and every 
news arenas for all kinds of target audiences. Although, majority of hard news is 
harnessed in the news agencies, however, interesting features are also dealt with. 
The news agencies in India are known for their authenticity and detailed research. 
Many more news agencies are working in India in vernacular presses that cater to 
the regional audience with bountiful local issues of interest.
In the present unit we will study about the structure and functioning of news agencies 
operating in India. The following are the key news agencies based in India:

1. Press Trust of India
2. United News of India
3. Hindusthan Samachar
4. Free Press of India
5. Asian News International
6. Indo-Asian News Service
7. Keralapress

. 8. Knowledge and News Network 

9. Press Information Bureau 

10. Press Services of India

Notes

\

\

4.2 PRESS TRUST OF INDIA (PTI)

Press Trust of India (PTI) is India’s premier news agency, having a reach as vast 
as the Indian Railways. It employs more than 400 journalists and 500 stringers to 
cover almost every district and small town in India. Collectively, they put out more 
than 2,000 stories and 200 photographs a day to feed the expansive appetite of the 
diverse subscribers, who include the mainstream media, the specialised presses, 
research groups, companies, and government and non-governmental organizations.
PTI correspondents are also based in leading capitals and important business and 
administrative centres around the world. It also has exchange arrangements with 
several foreign news agencies to magnify its global news footprint.
Currently, PTI commands 90% of new agency market share in India. PTI was 
registered in 1947 and started functioning in 1949. Today, after 62 years of its service, 
PTI can well and truly take pride in the legacy of its work, and in its contribution 
towards the building of a free and fair Press in India. On its golden jubilee in 
1999, President K R Narayanan said: “We got independence in August 1947. But 
independence in news and information we got only with the establishment of PTI 
in 1949-That is the significance of PTI”.
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Table 4.1: History ofPTI
Time Event

Birth of Associated Press of India, PTI’s forerunner floated by 
K C Roy, often called the first Indian news agency________
Reuters takes over operations of API but still uses API credit

1910

1919 line
API registered as a private limited Indian company wholly 
owned by Reuters

1945

Press Trust of India incorporated in Madras1947, August 27
PTI begins news services, taking over operations from API but 
still maintains links with Reuters.1949, February 1

1953 PTI becomes a free agent, independent of Reuters
1976 PTI Economic Service is launched

PTI, UNI, Samachar Bharati and Hindusthan Samachar merge 
under pressure during emergency to become ‘Samachar’

1976, February

PTI and the other three news agencies go back to their original 
units to restrart independent news operations1978, April

1980, July PTI Feature Service launched
1981, October PTI Science Service launched
1982, November PTI launches Scan, on-screen news display service

PTI service launched for subscribers in USA1984
Computerization of news operations starts PTI service launched 
for subscribers in UK1985
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Structure and Functioning* Table 4.1: History of PTI

Time Event
PTI-TV launched1986, February
PTI-Bhasha launched, making it bi-lingual, a concept started 
by Samachar Bharati.

NOTES1986, April

Experimental broadcast of news and pix via Insat-IB begins, 
Computer system made fully operational1986, August

Stockscan I launched1987, August
PTI photo service launched1987, October
PTI Mag launched1992, August
PTI Graphics service launched1993, August
PTI launches StockScan II1995, March
PTI invests for the first time in a foreign registered Company, 
Asia Pulse, which provides an on-line data bank on economic 
opportunities in Asian countries

1996, February

PTI introduces photo-dial up facility1997, December
PTI celebrates Golden Jubilee. PTI goes on internet1999, March
PTI launches internet delivery of its news and photo services2003, September
PTI KU-Band VSAT system for delivery of its news and photo 
services Launched2007, July

PTI launches News View for delivery of its news (.txt and .xml) 
and photo services._________________________________2010, March

Organizational Structure
PTI is run by a Board of Directors with the Chairmanship going by rotation at the 
Annual General Meeting. The day-to-day administration and management of PTI is 
headed by the Chief Executive Officer (who is also the Editor-in-Chief).

4.3 UNITED NEWS OF INDIA

United news of India or UNI is one of the largest and most popular news agencies 
working dedicatedly in India and also across the Asia. This news agency has earned 
fame since its functioning in India. United News of India 
or UNI was launched in March, 1961, and has grown 
into one of the largest news agencies in Asia. During 
these years, the agency have acquired a reputation for 
fast and accurate coverage of all major news events in 
India and abroad in all areas, including politics, business, 
economics, entertainment, sports, stock markets and so 
on. The service also provides subscribers with a rich choice in features, interviews 
and human-interest stories.
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United News of India, serve more than 1000 subscribers in more than 100 locations 
in India and abroad. The subscriptions include newspapers, radio and television 
networks, web sites, government offices and private and public sector corporations. 
The communication network stretches over 90,000 km approximately in India and the 
other Gulf states. United News of India has bureax in all the major cities and towns 
of India, including all the state capitals. There are more than 325 staff journalists 
around the country and more than 250 stringers of United News of India, who cover 
news events from remote comers. United News of India also have correspondents 
in major world cities such as Washington, Dubai, London, Colombo, Islamabad, 
Kathmandu, Dhaka, Singapore, Sydney and Vancouver, bringing stories of interest 
to the subscribers.
United News of India has entered into collaboration agreements with several foreign 
news agencies, including Reuters and DPA, whose stories are distributed to media 
organizations in India. They also have news exchange agreements with Xinhua of 
China, UNB of Bangladesh, Gulf News Agency of Bahrain, WAM of the United 
Arab Emirates, KUNA of Kuwait News Agency, ONA of Oman and QNA of Qatar. 
United News of India is currently a major modernization programme as part of which 
most of the premier bureax are already linked through a computerised network. United 
News of India is continuously expanding and extending their network. They are also 
in the process of implementing a project to deliver news, pictures and graphics to 
the subscribers through the Internet, using News ML, the international standard for 
news transmission.
The wire service of United News of India is available in three languages, namely 
English, Hindi and Urdu. .United News of India launched UNIVARTA in Hindi in 
1982 and pioneered a wire service in Urdu in 1992. In 1981, they became the first 
Indian news agency to serve subscribers abroad and thereby earn foreign exchange 
for the country by selling its wire service directly to newspapers in the Gulf States 
and in Singapore through satellite channels.
United News of India has always adopted an innovative approach. United News of 
India has been the first news agency in the country to launch a Financial Service, a 
Stock Exchange service and also a National Photoservice. United News of India also 
have other additional services like Unidarshan (Television News Clips and Features), 
Uniscan (News Display on Television sets for Hotels, top Government officials and 
corporate clients), Unidirect (for top executives in the government, corporate and 
other sectors) and UNI Graphics (Computer-designed Graphics in ready-to-use form). 
The news offered by United News of India is not only of human interest but also 
aims at developmental proceedings in the long run of the nation.

Media Management
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Collaborations

UNI has collaboration agreements with several foreign news agencies, including 
Reuters and DPA, whose stories are distributed to media organizations in India. They 
also have news exchange agreements with Xinhua of China, UNB of Bangladesh,
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Gulf News Agency of Bahrain, WAM of the United Arab Emirates, KUNA of Kuwait 
News Agency, ONA of Oman and QNA of Qatar.

News Agencies of India: 
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Services
UNI became the first Indian news agency to serve subscribers abroad in 1981, selling 
its wire service directly to newspapers in the Arab states of the Persian Gulf and 
in Singapore through satellite channels. Its services are currently available in three 
languages: English, Hindi and Urdu. The Hindi language service, “UNIVARTA”, 
was launched on May 1, 1982, while the Urdu service began in June 1992.
Today, UNI serves more than 1000 subscribers in more than 100 locations in India 
and abroad. They include newspapers, radio and television networks, websites, 
government offices and private and public sector corporations.

NOTES

Achievements

UNI became the first Indian news agency to serve subscribers abroad and earn foreign 
exchange for the country by selling its wire service directly to newspapers in the 
Gulf States and in Singapore through satellite channels.
UNI also became the pioneering news agency to place a stringer in remote areas, 
currently Sanjib Kumar Roy posted at Port Blair is a correspondent on the UNI. 
Also, the UNI in 1968 was the first to launch a weeklybackgrounder service in 1968.
UNI is said to be the first news agency in India to launch a Finance service, a Stock 
Exchange service and a National Photo service. Other services offered include:

• UNIDARSHAN (TV news and features)
• UNISCAN (News display on TV sets for hotels, and government or corporate 

clients)
• UNIDIRECT (Services for executives in government, corporate and other 

sectors)
• UNI GRAPHICS (Ready-to-use computer-designed graphics)
• UNI INTERNET NEWS SERVICE (Launched in 2011 Highly popular and 

reliable service with Its unique pack SUBSTS Pro 2.0)
• UNI STORY EDITOR (Online Story Tracking System)
• SUBSTS Pro 2.0 (Powerful software supports all three service English, Hindi 

and Urdu)
• URDU (UNI upgraded again in 2011 with it new Urdu software which is 

providing In-Page support at subscriber’s desktop)
• Upgraded website http://www.uniindia.com, http://www.univarta.com and 

photo website http://www.uniindia.com/eng/photo.php launched in March 2013

• Urdu website http://www.uniurdu.com Launched on 12/08/2013.
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4.4 HINDUSTHAN SAMACHAR

Hindusthan Samachar was a multilingual news agency in India. It was set up in 1948 
by S. S. Apte, offering its services in 10 languages: Bengali, Oriya, Assamese, Telugu, 
Malayalam, Urdu, Punjabi, Gujarati, Hindi and Marathi. In 1951 the Government 
of Bihar subscribed to the Hindusthan Samachar, followed by many states in India. 
All India Radio and Radio Nepal were once subscribers. A year after a state of 
emergency was declared in India in 1975, Hindusthan Samachar was merged with 
Press Trust of India, United News of India and Bharati Samachar to form the media 
monopoly Samachar.

NOTES

Vital Role in Media

Hindusthan Samachar is doing a vital service to newspapers. While on the one 
hand it is providing news emanating from the state capital to small newspapers in 
rural areas in different languages, it is also providing news of rural areas and small 
segments to the national newspapers.

History

Beginning

In order to give a vent to the voice of millions of Indians, the Hindusthan Samachar 
was formed on 1st December 1948.
Formally, in 1951 Bihar govt, subscribed to the Hindusthan Samachar followed 
by Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Punjab, Haryana, Bihar, Rajasthan, 
Odisha, Assam, Karnataka and Kerala. From 1968, All India Radio also came on 
our subscriber’s list. Nepal Radio also came on our subscriber’s list since 1953. 
Subsequently Nepal T. V. also joined us from 1964 onward Doordarshan also started 
using our news service.
The achievement of the Hindusthan Samachar is a milestone in the development 
of the national media. Hindusthan samachar provided a new dimension to the 
regional papers. Through its news and analytical reports, it created awareness 
among the readers and it focused on social issues as well as developmental 
activities.

Facing of Challenges

Emergency was clamped on 26th June 1975. There after all the news agencies were 
merged into a single unit called Samachar. After the restoration of democratic rights 
Hindusthan Samachar recommenced its functioning. But clouds loomed large on 
the horizon and due to some anavoidable reason Hindusthan Samachar stopped 
working in 1986.
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A new Beginning
The share holders of the Hindusthan Samachar thought it prudent to restart Hindusthan 
samachar news agency keeping in view call of the hour. In 2000 Hindusthan Samachar 
decided to restare with inovative measures to face the emerging challenges in the 
media sector so that it can acquire a place of prominence.
Today Hindusthan Samachar provides news in 14 Indian languages.

NOTES

4.5 FREE PRESS OF INDIA

Free Press of India was an Indian nationalist-supporting news agency founded in 
the 1920s by Swaminathan Sadanand, during the period of the British Raj. It was 
the first news agency owned and. managed by Indians. Beset by dubious business 
acumen from the outset, and beholden to those who financed it, the agency failed to 
obtain substantial support from Indian-owned press but survived for a decade. It was 
revived briefly between 1945 and 1947 before being stifled by the government of the 
newly independent country. It was at various times a supporter of the Swaraj Party 
and, later, of the Responsive Cooperation Party, as well as various business interests.
In the three decades prior to independence of India, the Reuters news agency and 
its affiliates, such as the Associated Press of India (API), Eastern News Agency and 
Indian News Agency Service, had more or less complete control of newswire services 
in India. They supplied news services to the government of the British Raj in that 
country, as well as from India to the international media, and vice versa. Sadanand had 
worked for API and left that arm of the Reuters monopoly soon after being dismayed 
by government suppression of reportage concerning the Jallianwala Bagh massacre 
of 1919. Thereafter, he worked for the Independent newspaper in Allahabad and then 
for the Rangoon Times in Burma, but he held a desire to break the monopoly, as did 
Gandhi and others involved in the Indian independence movement.

Formation

The Free Press of India (FPI) was the first news agency in the country to be both 
owned and managed by Indians. Sadanand said that he had planned its creation in 
1923 and that it was actually established in 1925. K. M. Shrivastava, a professor 
of news agency journalism, notes that Sadanand’s account of the origins is one of 
several differing versions. Milton Israel notes late 1924, but also an announcement 
of the FPI office opening that was published by the Bombay Chronicle on 8 January 
1925. Sadanand had issued an appeal in September 1924,. and earlier in that year 
he had approached Congress with his ideas and costings. His appeal noted that he 
proposed “An independent news agency that will collect and disseminate news with 
accuracy and impartiality from the Indian viewpoint [which is] a long-felt public 
want.” One difficulty that would have to be surmounted, as the Chronicle noted.
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was that among all the various nationalist factions there was no common “Indian 
viewpoint”, whilst Israel describes the extant monopoly as “efficient, dependable, 
and generally accurate”. Another difficulty was to be the poor financial acumen of 
Sadanand, who envisaged that the FPI could be financially self-supporting by its 
second year of operation. Experienced newspaper businessmen, such as J. B. Petit and 
F. H. Holsinger, foresaw a much longer period of subsidy being required, as well as 
little chance of success because there were neither sufficient newspapers in print to 
justify another agency nor means to prevent the existing agencies from temporarily 
engaging in a price war to see off the new business. J. K. Singh was later to described 
him as a great journalist but a poor business manager and a “sad failure”.
Although Petit served briefly on the board of directors, he refused to invest. Others 
did provide funds and the FPI became beholden to its principal financial backers, 
being various businesses and political factions. The Swaraj Party was a major initial 
supporter but when one member, M. R. Jayakar, who was also a director of FPI, 
shifted his support from that to the Responsive Cooperation movement after October 
1925, so too did the FPI. Other early board members included Ghanshyam Das Birla 
and P. Thakurdas. Israel writes that the FPI since its establishment “had been run 
by a coalition of Bombay industrialists and journalists.” A primary stimulus in the 
formation and growth of the nationalist-supporting FPI was probably the “rupee 
ratio” debate that pitted the colonial government against Indian nationalists. This 
debate concerned whether it.was better to devalue the rupee or restrict the amount 
of rupees in circulation, together with the aim of maintaining a fixed ratio between 
the rupee and sterling of Is. 6d. Any outcome of the debate would have an impact 
on business but Israel also says that.
It was clear from the beginning that the long term future of the FPI was going to be 
Sadanand’s problem; and the willingness of his affluent backers to continue more than 
marginal philanthropy would depend on his success in becoming a stable competitor 
in the professional press world. They were never willing, however, to underwrite the 
high cost that might have made it possible to achieve that goal.
Sadanand was already aware of the constraints acting on the press as a result of the 
repressive laws of the British Empire. Newspapers could not carry factual reports 
of what Shriyastava calls “official excesses” even though FPI supplied them. To 
counteract this problem, he started his own newspaper, first as a cyclostyled news 
bulletin, the Free Press Bulletin, and finally The Free Press Journal on 13 June 1930. 
The Bulletin was a short-lived affair that had become a supplement to the Advocate 
of India Sunday newspaper as early as 1926, due to the inability to finance it as a 
standalone publication.

Media Management
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Impact

The potential of the FPI as a new competitor was sufficient to cause the management 
at Reuters to institute various administrative changes in order to meet the perceived
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challenge. Sadanand claimed that the FPI “had the support of the entire national 
press of India while it was functioning. It maintained a comprehensive internal 
service. It was the first Indian news agency which organised and maintained an 
effective world news service to the press of India during the years 1932-35”. 
Shrivastava notes that, despite Sadanand’s own description, the venture was not 
a success and was not in fact supported by the press of India, however worthy his 
aims may have been. Sadanand was an affluent man and could afford to take risks, 
which was evidenced by his agency frequently forfeiting security deposits in acts 
of defiance, but the combined effects of a lack of general support, the opposition 
of the government of the British Raj and the vested interests of established news 
media caused it to close in 1935.

News Agencies of India: 
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NOTES

Revival

The FPI was revived in 1945 and aimed then to provide feeds of international news 
to the Indian press, for which purpose it established correspondents in Batavia, Cairo, 
London, Nanking, New York and Singapore. The revival was abandoned in 1947 
when the necessary teleprinter lines were denied to the organization. The FPI had 
angered Sardar Patel, the Home Minister, by circulating a news story, on the day 
after independence of India that revealed unauthorised details of military movements. 
Patel thereafter denied FPI the facilities that it needed in order to operate. Sadanand 
had hoped to resurrect the venture once more when the new government of the 
now-independent India had settled into place but in fact the FPI was not revived. 
Sadanand was one of the seven initial shareholders of the Press Trust of India, which 
was started in 1948.

4.6 ASIAN NEWS INTERNATIONAL

Founded over 50 years ago, ANI is today South Asia’s leading multimedia news 
agency with over 100 bureaus in India, South Asia and across the globe. Our growth 
has been fuelled by the desire to fulfill the basic human need for knowledge and 
information, and we have done so with truth, credibility, quality and speed as our 
guiding principles.
To cater to the ever-increasing spectrum of demand for news and information in an era 
of rapidly evolving technologies, our pursuit of excellence sees us ever innovating, 
improving and redesigning our products and services.
As South Asia’s leading Multimedia News Agency, and one of the best professionally 
managed corporate media entities of the world, ANI has a big reputation to live up 
to. No wonder, we race with time every minute of the day and every day of the year, 
to deliver to our multitude of clients- television channels, radio stations, newspapers, 
websites and mobile carriers, both at home and abroad, the best possible video/audio, 
text and picture content.
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When it comes to covering South Asia, ANI goes across the globe to bring news 
of and from South Asia, wherever it takes place. The result is a complete service, 
multi-faceted in the depth of its coverage, and extensive in its reach.

Our range of products encompass loosely edited news feeds and customized 
programmes for television channels, audio bytes for radio stations, live web casting 
and streamed multimedia / text content for websites and mobile carriers, and news 
wire services for newspapers, magazines and websites.

We also provide a range of facilities for foreign and domestic channels to package 
their reports in India and uplink via satellite. These include provision of professional 
crews, editing and post production facilities, access to our archives, uplinking 
facilities, coordinators, producers and correspondents, if required.

We cover almost all areas of interest to viewers including news, entertainment and 
lifestyles, business, sports, human-interest features and social and developmental 
issues.
At ANI the pioneering spirit continues in line with our vision - that of providing a 
comprehensive array of news services, facilities, programmes and talent.
Today’s digital era is seeing ANI fast emerging as a ‘Complete Content House’ 
providing text, video and picture content for TV, print, mobile and online media, 
all under one roof.

Media Management

NOTES

Headquarters and Staff

The central offices are in New Delhi and the Chairman is Prem Prakash. Apparently, 
Prakash was the weight behind the foundation of ANI just over 25 years ago. 
Sanjiv Prakash is the Editor and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Asian News 
International.

The camera and reporting crews for ANI are stationed in more locations across South 
Asia than any other South Asian news agency, according to its official website. To 
economize, foreign subscriber send their crews to the New Delhi headquarters and 
from there, the ANI crews-for-hire are sent out to remote locations, transmitting 
coverage from remote places.

TV Services

The ANI Video service is extensive, comprehensive and technically perfect, and 
provides its TV subscribers with over 45 video news stories every day. The stories 
are well edited with natural quality audio to meet the editorial interests of individual 
broadcasters and to ensure trouble-free post-production. The stories cover issues 
as varied as current affairs, culture and entertainment, sports, leisure, business and 
finance.
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The ANI video content is also available on the Reuters TV World News Service 
under the ‘Subcontinent ‘ category. This service is subscribed to by channels from 
all over the world, including leading global news channels like the BBC and CNN.

TV Programmes
The following are the key TV programmes of ANI:

NOTES

My India
My India - Weekly half hour programme in English on features from India, covering 
communal harmony and unity in diversity of the country. It also has a segment on 
Indian culture, a section on new film and audio releases and a section on travel. It 
includes a weekly report on the latest trends and news making events from the world 
of Indian business.

News Week South Asia

Weekly half -hour programme in English that provides a view of the week’s 
developments in South Asia. It provides extensive coverage of South Asia, and its 
USP is its in-depth analysis of events from the hotspots of South Asia.

South Asia Newsline

15 minute anchored news bulletin in English - available 5 days via satellite in UK 
and US. The bulletin deals with news making events in the South Asian region.

This Week In India
This Week in India is a weekly human-interest oriented feature magazine. It has 
reports on new fashion trends, changes in Indian society, and the evolution of family 
relationships in a country, which is rapidly going through economic reforms. It also 
highlights food trends, interviews with film stars and the latest news from Bollywood.

Dateline Punjab

This half-hour weekly show covers events in the northern Indian state of Punjab, 
presenting the week’s top news from the state along with human interest features.

Box Office

A weekly countdown of the top five-Bollywood films.

Dus Ka Dus

A countdown of the top ten-Bollywood film songs of the week.

Delhi Diary

A weekly magazine show on Delhi, including landmarks that define the city, a guide 
to eating out in the city and happening events.
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Mumbai Diary

A weekly magazine show on Mumbai, including landmarks that define the city, a 
guide to eating out in the city and happening events.

Media Management

NOTES
Bangalore Diary

It includes landmarks that define the city, a guide to eating out in the city and 
happening events.

Fresh From The Oven

A weekly look at the films released during the week.

Movie Meter

A weekly show that has Vox pops on the first day first show of the latest films to hit 
the theatres.

Bollywood Unlimited

Provides a weekly look at news and features from Bollywood, gossip, hotshot parties, 
on the sets and previews.

Indi Top Ten

A weekly countdown show of the most happening Indi pop songs.

It Happens Only In India

A weekly programme that showcases various oddball events and happenings caught 
on tape.

TV Archives

The ANI TV library has the most comprehesive and extensive footage of South. 
Asia anywhere in the world. A large portion of the footage has historical value and 
has been preserved in beta and digital format. The library has over two hundred 
thousand news and current affairs video items which are logged and categorized in 
an easy to access manner. Almost any keyword with a South Asian context will get 
a response from the database.
The footage and news items are from India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, 
Myanmar, Nepal, Bhutan, Singapore, Malaysia and many other Asian countries.

4.7 INDO-ASIAN NEWS SERVICE

The Indo-Asian News Service (IANS) was established in 1986, initially to serve 
as an information bridge between India and its thriving diaspora in North America.
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Today it is a full-fledged, 24><7 agencies putting out the real-time news from India, 
South Asia and news of interest to this region around the world.
IANS serves several hundred outlets across the entire media spectrum, in India and 
around the world. It performs a whole range of other information services as well. 
Experienced media professionals drive the New Delhi-based group.
IANS is divided into six Strategic Business Units (SBUs): IANS English, IANS 
Hindi, IANS Publishing, IANS Business Consultancy, IANS Solutions, and IANS 
Mobile. A distinguished professional with strong domain expertise heads each.
Its client list includes a range of print publications, television news channels, websites, 
ethnic publications abroad, government ministries, foreign missions, private sector 
players, and multilateral institutions.
The explosive growth of the Indian media sector, especially audio-visual and new 
media, augurs well for reliable, independent and professional news wholesalers like 
IANS.

NOTES

News Service

The News Service, in both English and Hindi, forms the heart of the IANS operation. 
It presents objective, user-friendly news with a global perspective. This makes it the 
preferred, content provider and knowledge resource on India, Indians and South Asia.
IANS breaks through often cliched and stereotyped reporting about this part of the 
world. Its talented team of journalists and contributors - some of the best in India 
- produces a steady output of diverse, well-researched news and backgrounders, 
features, interviews, analyses and commentaries.
Subjects span politics, foreign policy, strategic affairs, corporate affairs, science, and 
health. Aviation, energy, technology, environment, the arts, literature, entertainment, 
social trends, human interest, religion and sports are also extensively covered. 
Given collaborations with several international news organizations, IANS is often 
used by media as a one-stop source of all news - both domestic and international. 
Industry, media circles and government departments depend on it. Officials use it for 
policy publicity and public diplomacy. It is also a content source for our other SBUs. 
In short, it is capable of meeting almost all information needs. (Website: www.ians.in)

IANS Publishing

IANS Publishing represents mature capabilities with top-end editorial, domain and 
delivery skills. It provides clients high quality, effective communications products at 
optimum cost. Publishing has been a key driver of IANS’ growth. Its strengths are:
• Editorial functions;
• Content management, including revision tracking and error elimination;
• Product creation, page making, design and production;
• Translation services; and
• Products for Internet and new media.
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IAN S Publishing has harnessed the latest communication and transmission technology 
to produce entire outsourced newspapers, periodicals and magazines. Clients are in 
the US, Canada, Britain and the Gulf, besides India. Publications are in English, 
Indian and foreign languages. (See www.ianspublishing.com)

Media Management

NOTES

IANS Media Consultancy

IANS provides comprehensive and integrated brand and media strategies for 
corporates and major institutions. Under this IANS undertakes to enhance public 
profiles of clients through a variety of activities. These include increased publicity 
of their activities and achievements through professionally written media releases; 
public relations activities; high-quality house journals and publications on a turnkey 
basis; and corporate brand identity manuals for easy identification and retention.
IANS also creates or revamps websites and updates and maintains them. It is also 
in a position to write regular summaries/specialized papers on subjects of interest 
to clients that require high level contacts in industry and government.

IANS Solutions

IANS Solutions provides all the answers for developing an Internet strategy. It blends 
design, technology and marketing expertise to create a Web presence delivering 
outstanding results. Talented website designers collaborate with our technology group 
to create personalized, graphically superior, functionally sound websites.

IANS Mobile

IANS was one of the first news agencies to harness cellular technology to launch 
ContentlMobile operations on both the news and information fronts. This service 
is available in English and Hindi.

IANS Language Services

In 1995 IANS started a Hindi Service-Today it virtually operates around the clock, 
providing quality content in India’s most-understood language. Its subscriber base 
encompasses all leading Hindi newspapers, websites and other news outlets.
In 1998 IANS broke new ground with the launch of an Arabic Service for the Arab 
world. Its website - www.alhindelyom.com - helps bridge the information gap with 
an important region hosting a large Indian and South Asian population.

IANS Corporate

IANS is the brand name of IANS India Pvt. Ltd., an independent and integrated media 
company with no affiliation with any major business house, political or ideological 
group. The media group is driven by professionals with long years of experience 
and with a collective vision of carving a niche in quality of content and product in 
a media scenario that is getting increasingly crowded with new names entering the 
print, electronic and web space.
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In many ways, IANS is a trailblazer in the work it is doing.
The key people driving IANS are:
Tarun Basu is the Chief Editor and Director of the Indo-Asian News Service (IANS), 
India’s only private and independent news agency and content provider on multimedia 
platforms.
Basu is one of the founders of IANS. He formed the nucleus of IANJ? when he left 
a lucrative job as India correspondent of DPA, the German Press Agency, in the late 
eighties to set up the bureau for the well known India Abroad newspaper in New 
York - the first multiedition ethnic Indian newspaper in North America. That was 
the first attempt to begin a two-way information flow between India and the growing 
and influential Indian diaspora in North America.
The seed sown at that time blossomed into the India Abroad News Service which, 
in a subsequent incarnation that gave it a pan-South Asian dimension, became Indo- 
Asian News Service, the present day IANS - the premier news service covering India, 
Indians and South Asia and events of interest to India and the 27 million Indian 
diaspora spread all over the world.
Basu’s aim has been to make IANS an internationally known and respected news and 
content supplier on both traditional and new media platforms, an information resource 
on India and South Asia and things of interest to India and Indians worldwide.
Today, IANS is more than just a news agency - its a publishing outsource, a 
multimedia content provider with auxiliary services catering to growth sectors like 
education and entertainment, besides being a communication consultant to institutions 
and companies.
Basu has travelled all over the world and has been a regular invitee on the Indian 
prime minister’s and president’s media delegations in visits to other countries for 
the past 15 years. He has covered major news developments and international events 
involving India and South Asia. He has been a special invitee to the World News 
Agency Summit in Spain, the World Media Summit in China, the Beijing Olympic 
Games and the World Cup Football in South Africa.
Basu also founded the International Media Institute of India, a multimedia training 
school that conducts media literacy and communication workshops for educational, 
research and other institutions.
K.P.K. Kutty, Director and Chief Mentor, is former chief editor and chief executive of 
UNI and has been in the profession for 42 years. He has been involved in production 
of TV news programmes and documentaries too.
Shibi Alex Chandy, Director is also Group Editor in charge of its contract publishing 
division. He has worked with several leading newspapers, television stations and 
magazines.
Arvind Padmanabhan, Group Business Editor, has over 13 years of experience in 
journalism, covering virtually all media streams - news agency, newspaper, magazine, 
radio, television and the internet.

NOTES
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M.R. Narayan Swamy, Chief News Editor, has been a journalist since 1978, starting 
with UNI. He was with AFP for 13 years, writing on Indian politics and Sri Lankan 
affairs. Rejoined IANS in April 2001.
P.S. Mitra, Technology Head, is the man who keeps IANS’ extensive network ticking 
over. He also oversees IANS Solutions, the company’s web Solutions division.

Media Management

NOTES

4.8 KERALAPRESS

Keralapress (Kerala Press Service)(Kepra) commenced operation as a mail service 
giving news about Malayali activities in Madras to the Malayalam daily ‘Malayala 
Rajyam’ published from Kollam. In 1942 the operation was shifted to Quilon where 
the founder was a practicing lawyer and the correspondent of The Hindu the English 
daily. Stalwarts of Malayalam news papers like K.C. Mammen Mappila, K.G.Sanker 
and K. Sukumaran extended all support to the new venture. Many news papers 
including Mathrubhoomi, Kerala Kaumudi and Malayala Manorama subscribed to 
the news service. Deepika,Malayaly, Desa Bandhu, Deenabandhu, Keraladhwani, 
Malabar Mail, Powradhwani, Kerala Bhooshananm, Malayala Rajyam, Prabhatham, 
Chandrika, Kerala Bandhu, Janayugom, Desabhimani, Express, Kaumudi, 
Powradhwani, Dinamani, were all subscribers of this news agency for daily news 
and feature service by 1950. Keralapress had arrangements in London, New York and 
Tokyo to cover activities of Keralites who work in these cities and also to cover the 
news of visits of dignitaries from Kerala to these cities. Keralapress was registered 
as a private limited company in 1956. Within this period all the Malayalam dailies 
of Kerala became subscribers of Keralapress of their daily news service. Keralapress 
is Kerala’s own and the only news agency in Malayalam language. Almost all the 
Malayalam dailies of Kerala including Malayala Manorama, Kerala Kaumudi, 
Malayala Rajyam, Kaumudi, Prabhatham, Pothujanam, Desabandhu, Deepika, 
Dinamani, Prakasam through their editorial columns requested the Government the 
need to encourage Keralapress which provides the needed service to Malayalam 
news papers. C. Kesavan former Chief Minister of Kerala, K.P.Madhavan Nair 
Former General Secretary of AICC also appealed to the Government to encourage 
this only news agency in Malayalam language. Eminent Journalists like C.H. V Pathy 
and C. Narayana Pillai were regular columnists of Keralapress. In 1957 the first 
democratically elected Communist Government of Kerala under the leadership of 
Chief Minister E.M.S Nampoothiripad recognised it as a news agency and subscribed 
to the news service. Keralapress is one among many small news agencies in India 
providing service in regional language. Divakar Committee (1968) appointed by 
Govt of India to study the problems of small news papers in India commented on 
the difficulties faced by Keralapress due to non-payment of monthly subscription 
to the agency by small news papers. A series of articles released by Keralapress 
on India’s Five Year Plans were published continuously and simultaneously by 
all Malayalam dailies of Kerala including Kerala Kaumudi, Mathrubhoomi and
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Malayala Manorama for 25 days in 1965. It is considered as the first initiative of 
Malayalam Press in development Journalism and appreciated by eminent leaders like 
V.V.Giri, then Governor of Kerala and R. Sanker former Chief Minister of Kerala. 
A.M.Nair (Nairsan) and Prof Devassya opened a news bureaus for Keralapress in 
Tokyo and London and used to send news and features especially on activities of 
Malayalees who visited these cities. By 1965 Keralapress had 35 dailies (including 
evening news papers) as its subscribers including English daily published from 
Trichur ‘Kerala Cronicle’. Specialised News.and features on Science, Technology, 
Cinema, Trade and Commerce were also introduced in its daily news releases by 
1962.During the time Keralapress started providing features to English dailies like 
‘Christian Science Monitor’ in the United States. News and features and interview of 
prominent personalities on development activities in sectors like health, energy and 
transportation has been a specialised area of operation for Keralapress. Developments 
in science and technology used to be released to the media in ‘box items ‘ making 
it simple and understandable to common man which were well appreciated by the 
public. At present the agency has entered into the specialised area of providing news 
and features on art, culture, cinema and sports of Kerala to foreign news papers in 
English.

NOTES

4.9 KNOWLEDGE AND NEWS NETWORK

Knowledge and News Network (KNN) is a community-owned not-for-profit 
alternative media platform established to address the problems of Indian MSMEs 
arising from gaps in information and knowledge flows. It is promoted by GIZ- 
German Agency for International Cooperation and the Federation of Indian Micro 
and Small and Medium Enterprises (FISME) under the aegis of an umbrella bilateral 
development programme jointly supported by Government of Federal Republic of 
Germany and Government of India.
KNN provides news and information to the mainstream media - both print and 
electronic, fed through a national network of over 156 KNN member industry 
associations and 110 institutions.
The Micro, small and Medium Enterprises. (MSME) are considered the back bone 
of the Indian economy. Over 40 million in number, cumulatively they are the second 
largest employer after agriculture and contribute over 35% to exports and almost 
40% to industrial production. However, the MSME sector is largely unorganized 
and operates in informal setting. Due to their unorganized nature, their views and 
news seldom reach to policy makers. This results into a structural gap in information- 
feedback-loop critical for formulation of demand driven policies and schemes. 
While MSMEs rightly complain about bad policies, the policy makers do not have 
sufficient information to frame right response. KNN aims to enable two-way flow 
of information from MSMEs to both policy makers and institutions and vice versa.
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Operating Architecture

KNN’s back-end is based on a unique architecture with its Central hub, KNN bureau 
and its studio located in New Delhi and its regional hubs at Bangalore and Hyderabad 
connected through video-conferencing facilities. Run by a team of journalists with 
well-equipped news bureau and studio, its 260 nodes comprising MSME associations 
(both geographic and sectoral) and institutions (MSME and research and development 
institutions, engineering colleges, management institutes) feed text reports and video 
from the ground which is uploaded after validation.

Media Management
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4.10 PRESS INFORMATION BUREAU

The Press Information Bureau (PIB) is the nodal agency of the Government of India 
to disseminate information to the print and electronic media on government policies, 
programmes, initiatives and achievements. It functions as an interface between the 
Government and the media and also serves to provide feedback to the Government 
on people's reaction as reflected in the media.
PIB disseminates information through different modes of communication viz. press 
releases, press notes, feature articles, backgrounders, photographs, database available 
on Bureaus website. Information disseminated is released in English, Hindi and Urdu 
and subsequently translated in other Indian languages to reach out to about 8,400 
newspapers and media organizations in different parts of country.
In addition PIB organizes Press Conferences, Press Briefing, Interviews of the 
Minister's /Secretary's and other senior officers for sensitizing media persons on 
important policy initiatives of the Government. The Bureau also conducts Press Tours 
to successful project sites to enable media to have firsthand account of developmental 
activities going on in the country.

Organizational Structure

PIB has its Headquarters in New Delhi. It is headed by the Principal Director 
General (Media and Communication) who is assisted by a Director General and eight 
Additional Director Generals at Headquarters. Besides, the Bureau has Departmental 
Publicity Officers varying in ranks from Directors to Assistant Directors and Media 
and Communication Officers who are attached with different Ministries in order of 
the Officer's rank and Ministry's size, importance and sensitivity.
PIB also funs a Control Room (News Room) at Headquarters to ensure dissemination 
of information after normal working hours on weekdays from 6.00 pm to 9.00 pm 
and from 3.00 pm to 9.00 pm on weekends and holidays.
PIB has eight Regional Offices headed by Additional Director Generals and 34 Branch 
Offices and Information Centers to cater to information needs of regional press and 
other media. In addition to release of publicity material issued from the Headquarters 
in local language, these Regional and Branch Offices of PIB issue original press
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releases, press notes, backgrounders etc. whenever an important event is organized 
by any of the Central Ministries or Public Sector Undertakings in a particular region. 
These Offices also take up the decisions of the Central Government which may be of 
special importance to a particular region for focused publicity through information 
dissemination on sustained basis. NOTES

4.11 PRESS SERVICES OF INDIA

Press Services of India is a multi-media vamacular news agency, reporting extensively 
from around the world on topics ranging from financial markets to general and 
political news. The agency aim to report objectively actions, identity and background 
and pay particular attention to all its coverage in extremely sensitive regions.
Press Services of India news operations are based on the company’s Trust Principles 
which stipulate that the integrity, independence and freedom from bias of PSI must 
be upheld at all times.
Press Services of India has strict policies in place to ensure adherence to these 
principles. The agency is committed to accurate and balanced reporting. Errors of 
fact are always promptly corrected and clearly published.
PSI is no affiliation that any big business house, political or ideological group. The 
media company is run by professionals, with long years of experience in the media 
and with a collective vision of carving a niche in quality of content and product in a 
media scene that is getting increasingly crowded and competitive with new names 
in print, electronic and web.
Press Services of India have some of the best and most experienced journalists in 
India. Each is dedicated to the same standards — fairness, balance and accuracy. 
With a robust network of employees and collaborator around the world, PSI provides 
breaking news coverage and compelling enterprise pieces that cannot be found 
anywhere else.
PSI’s news report reflects the full breadth of international, national, state, sports, 
business and entertainment news and PSI’s specialized coverage is widely used at 
length on newspaper section.
Press Services of India is an information company providing indispensable 
information tailored for professionals in the financial services, media and corporate 
markets. Our information is trusted and drives decision making across the globe. 
We have a reputation for speed, accuracy and freedom from bias.

Services

PSI offers a wide range of services specifically designed for all Corporate houses, 
Industries, PR agencies and in-house PR departments. PSI’s unique position at the 
center of the media industry in India, as well as an information bridge to ethnic
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Indian media worldwide, enables us to provide support for many Industry, PR and 
marketing campaigns and media-based activities.
With our help any industry or business house will soon become big player in Indian 
business scenario. With a strategic focus, we get messages delivered to targeted 
audiences every time. We increase public awareness of issues, advance the adoption 
of public policy, and drive demand for a product or service. From editorial services 
to placements in electronic, print, and interactive media, we achieve extraordinary 
reach and frequency.
• Strategic Counsel
• Messaging and Positioning
• Corporate Communications
• Crisis Communications
• Crisis Management
• Community Relations
• Media Relations
• Investor Media Relations
• Editorial Services
• Creative Services

Other than Corporate news and PR service we offer -
• News Service (In Indian Languages only
• Photo Service
• Graphic Service
• Feature Service
• Reference Services

Media Management

NOTES

4.12 SUMMARY

• A news agency is an organization of journalists established to supply news 
reports to news organizations: newspapers, magazines, and radio and television 
broadcasters.

• Press Trust of India (PTI) is India’s premier news agency, having a reach as vast 
as the Indian Railways. It employs more than 400 journalists and 500 stringers 
to cover almost every district and small town in India.

• United news of India or UNI is one of the largest and most popular news agencies 
working dedicatedly in India and also across the Asia.

• United News of India or UNI was launched in March, 1961, and has grown 
into one of the largest news agencies in Asia.—
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• Hindusthan Samachar was a multilingual news agency in India. It was set up 
in 1948 by S. S. Apte, offering its services in 10 languages: Bengali, Oriya, 
Assamese, Telugu, Malayalam, Urdu, Punjabi, Gujarati, Hindi and Marathi.

• Free Press of India was an Indian nationalist-supporting news agency founded 
in the 1920s by Swaminathan Sadanand, during the period of the British Raj.

• Founded over 50 years ago, ANI is today South Asia’s leading multimedia 
news agency with over 100 bureaus in India, South Asia and across the globe.

• The Indo-Asian News Service (IANS) was established in 1986, initially to 
serve as an information bridge between India and its thriving diaspora in North 
America.

• Keralapress (Kerala Press Service)(Kepra) commenced operation as a mail 
service giving news about Malayali activities in Madras to the Malayalam daily 
‘Malayala Rajyam’ published from Kollam.

• Knowledge and News Network (KNN) is a community-owned not-for-profit 
alternative media platform established to address the problems of Indian MSMEs 
arising from gaps in information and knowledge flows.

• The Press Information Bureau (PIB) is the nodal agency of the Government of 
India to disseminate information to the print and electronic media on government 
policies, programmes, initiatives and achievements.

• Press Services of India is a multi-media vamacular news agency, reporting 
extensively from around the world on topics ranging from financial markets 
to general and political news.

NOTES

4.13 REVIEW QUESTIONS

What are the major news agencies in India?
Discuss the formation and organization of PTI.
Write a note on services and role of UNI in India.
Describe the formation of Hindusthan Samachar in India.
Discuss the formation and impact of Free Press of India.
Write a note on organization structure of Asian News International. 
What are the key services offered by Indo-Asian news services? 

Write a note on the following news agencies:
(a) Knowledge and News. Network
(b) Press Information Bureau
(c) Press Services of India

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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